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IMPROVING TRUST THROUGH ETHICAL LEADERSHIP:
MOVING BEYOND THE SOCIAL LEARNING THEORY
TO A HISTORICAL LEARNING APPROACH
OMOREGIE CHARLES OSIFO∗
ABSTRACT
The complex nature of trust and its evolving relative concepts require a more idealistic and
simpler review. Ethical leadership is related to trust, honesty, transparency, compassion,
empathy, results-orientedness, and many other behavioral attributes. Ethical leadership and
good leadership are the same, because they represent practicing what one preaches or showing
a way to the accomplishment of set goals. The outcomes and findings of many research papers
on trust and ethical leadership report positive correlations between ethical leadership and trust.
Improving trust from different rational standpoints requires moving and looking beyond the
popular theoretical framework through which most results are derived in order to create a new
thinking perspective. Social learning theory strongly emphasizes modelling while the new
historical learning approach, proposed by the author, is defined as an approach that creates
unique historical awareness among individuals, groups, institutions, societies, and nations to use
previous experience(s) or occurrence(s) as a guide in developing positive opinion(s) and
framework(s) in order to tackle the problems and issues of today and tomorrow. Social learning
theory is seen as limited from the perspectives of balancing the equation between leadership
and trust, the non-compatibility of the values of different generations at work, and other
approaches and methods that support the historical approach. This paper is argumentative,
adopts a writer´s perspective, and employs a logical analysis of the literature. The main
contention is that a historical learning approach can inform an independent-learning to improve
trust and its relatives (e.g. motivation and performance), because independent learning can
positively shape the value of integrity, which is an integral part of ethical leadership. Historical
learning can positively shape leadership in every perspective, because good leadership can
develop based on history and past experience; this in return helps in improving trust at every
level.
Keywords: trust, ethical leadership, social learning theory, and historical learning approach.

∗
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INTRODUCTION
Trust as the currency of relationships has been widely studied in many disciplines.
In the fields of management, public administration, political science, and business
studies the relationship of trust with other concepts and variables has been studied
and analyzed from different perspectives. The results and findings also differ by
perspective. However, it is often common to find research articles and reports that
examine the relationship between ethical leadership and trust or other social and
psychological variables (participation and motivation, for example), adopting the
framework or theoretical modelling of the social learning approach.
However, to focus on trust is to look for and explore perspectives that help improve
trust. Trust from any perspective is essential, not just by itself, but in relation to other
variables like job satisfaction, performance, motivation, and participation (Yozgat &
Meşekıran, 2016). A careful review shows that leadership has a strong influence on
trust. The main aim of this paper is to emphasize another theoretical perspective in the
study of the relationship between ethical leadership and trust. A simple realistic
approach emphasizes looking beyond the social learning approach, which is often used
by researchers to study the relationship between ethical leadership and trust or other
variables, and then exploring a historical learning perspective on how trust can be
improved through ethical leadership. The thesis of this paper is guided by the
conceptual figure below:

TRUST

ETHICAL
LEADERSHIP

SOCIAL LEARNING
THEORY
HISTORICISM
(THE BASE OF THE HISTORICAL LEARNING
APPROACH)

Figure 1: Opinion and Conceptual Setting
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Ethical leadership and trust are reciprocally related to each other, depending on the
chosen perspective and their scientific study is often premised on the social learning
theory. According to Schwartz (2015a) most studies of the benefits of ethical
leadership are premised on social learning theory (see Bandura, 1986). The key
concept that the above framework informs is that ethical leadership goes beyond
institutional and local areas, into personal, institutional, local, societal, national, and
global areas, which in return shape trust at different levels.
Experts have failed to address deeply scientific questions such as what are the
limits of the social learning theory from a contemporary thinking perspective? The
limits of the social learning theory have not often been studied from the perspective of
ethical leadership and trust, but from a behavioral or cognitive perspective in
psychology. Studying the relationship between ethical leadership and trust through the
adoption of the social learning approach tends to create a narrow view. The historical
learning approach on the other hand, can create a broader view that goes beyond
personal and institutional levels of analysis. The historical learning approach can
inform ethical leadership in multiple areas, which can improve trust from multiple
perspectives.
Method
The present paper is an opinion paper that adopts an argumentative strategy.
Analysis is premised on the writer´s opinion and a review of literature. It is important
to state that the opinions, analyses, and findings of the authors reviewed in the
literature are neither disrespected nor disproved, but used to illustrate some examples
that relate to the present topic of discussion.
What is Ethical Leadership?
Ethical leadership implies trusting more, being more committed and exerting extra
effort, being less cynical, exhibiting less counterproductive behavior, being more
willing to report problems, and bullying less (Schwartz, 2015b). Ethical leadership is
defined by the value of integrity. Various institutional, national, and global challenges
affirm the importance of ethical leadership (Brown & Treviño, 2006).
The challenge of ethical leadership has become a pressing topic for all stakeholders
in our present world; ethics, values, leadership, and trust are timely issues of immense
importance, especially during the recovery from a substantial downturn in the national
and global policies (Fulmer, 2004). The empirical study of the ethical aspects of
leadership is not an old field of scientific analyses (Mayer, Kuenzi, Greenbaun, Bardes,
& Salvado, 2009). To say a thing is good is also to say that the particular thing is
desirable and acceptable; automatically, the task becomes that of working out
modalities in order to realize that which is good. Numerous writings abound about
ethics and leadership from a normative or philosophical view suggest what leaders
should do. However, many studies about ethics and leadership have remained
underdeveloped and fragmented, leaving scholars and practitioners with limited
answers to even the most basic questions, such as “What is ethical leadership?”
(Brown & Treviño, 2006).
Balanced leaders are ethical, because they are able to span boundaries, listen to
diverse constituencies, and willing to be affected by different positive opinions; such
leaders are enriched by complexity and diversity, not overwhelmed by it, and their
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decisions acknowledge and respect the often conflicting values and expectations of
diverse constituencies (Fulmer, 2004). According to Lamboo, Lasthuizen, and Huberts
(2008), the qualities of an ethical leader are role modelling, strictness in the
application of norms and sanctioning misbehaviours, and openness in discussing
ethical problems and dilemmas. Ethical leadership goes along with the principles of
integrity, selflessness, objectivity, accountability, openness, acceptability, and honesty
(Fawcett & Wardman, 2008). To summarize, ethical leadership concerns the whole
idea of leaders acting ethically and selflessly.
Defining Trust
Trust is a concept or variable means different things to different people. It can
include trust in individuals, such as politicians, or in public, religious, and global
institutions. According to Lawton and Doig (2006) and Osifo (2013), trust is learned via
various dimensions: trust between individuals, trust towards the activity of
professionals, trust inside and within organizations, trust in political actors, or trust
within a community. Trust is relevant in every aspect of the society and institution
because of its general developmental benefits and in use in building relationships.
Saying we trust you implies that you have ideal intentions toward us, and that you
are competent to do that which we have trusted you to do. Basic intentions differ in
what would be considered ideal toward the trustor. One of these is concealed interest,
which is grounded in the belief that the potentially trusted person has an interest in
building a relationship with the trustor, an interest that gives the trusted person the
potential of trustworthiness. Other related background is on moral commitment of the
potentially trusted person, or in the trustee’s psychological or character disposition to
be a person of good reputation (Hardin, 2006). Trust in a diverse sense goes with the
ability of institutions and leaders to guarantee satisfaction. It is viable to define trust
as a determined confidence just as trustworthiness is part of moral value. Trust is
connected to the positive expectation that will not be abused; here the relevant history
of the trustor’s trust in a trustee is the trustor’s perception of the trustee’s
trustworthiness (Six & Huberts, 2008).
However, the aspect of trust that is most often explored by researchers and
scholars is the one that relates to the public or citizens. Public trust doctrine is simple,
but a powerful legal concept that obliges institutions to manage public resources in the
best interest of their citizens and by not compromising the benefits of future
generations applies (Lucas, 2009; Osifo, 2014). According to DiPiazza and Eccles
(2002), the two key elements of public trust are the spirit of transparency and the
culture of accountability.
Examining the Social Learning Theory
Social learning theory strongly emphasizes modelling (Bandura, 1986). According to
Brown, Treviño, and Harrison (2005) a social learning perspective on ethical leadership
proposes that leaders affect the ethical conduct of followers through modelling. It
suggests that followers will come to behave in a like manner to their leader through
imitation and observational learning (Bandura, 1986). Bandura (1986) further argues
that the four conditions necessary for effective modelling are attention, retention,
motor reproduction, and motivation.
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The background base of the social learning approach is tied to the Emic-Etic
dichotomy. Emic focuses on the investigation of leadership within the cultural context
in which it occurs. Etic approaches attempt to generalize leadership theory (in most
instances Western-based theory) to other cultures and examine similarities and
differences. Therefore, national cultures and leadership theory are linked, and cultural
contingencies must be examined to see how they might affect leadership in a complex
world (Scandura & Dorfman, 2004). The social identity theory builds on the social
learning approach because of its emphasis on leadership context and outcomes
(Kalshoven & Den Hartog, 2009).
Social learning theory states that when there are role models in the work
environment, individuals will try to emulate these models. Such role models include the
leader and other employees in the work group. Employees in a work group are
influenced similarly as they witness sanctions for inappropriate behaviour and rewards
for good behaviour. Thus, employees will tend to model the behaviours of their
supervisor and other employees to make sure that their behaviour is in accordance
with accepted behavioural norms and not deviant. Leaders desire to affect
subordinates through social exchange processes. Social exchange is premised on the
norm of reciprocity, which stipulates that if one exchange partner does something
beneficial for the other, that generates an obligation to reciprocate good faith
behaviour (Mayer et al. 2009).
Via social learning, the basics of role modelling are visualized and understood;
prosocial behaviour guided by moral reasoning can be employed by a leader to
guarantee followers’ satisfaction, motivation, and commitment. Above all, social
learning can offer leadership a futuristic gaze (Kalshoven & Den Hartog, 2009). Ethical
leadership literatures have been able to put forward behavioural dimensions of ethical
leadership in organizations leaning on the social learning approach. Brown and Treviño
(2006), acting as a guide for De Hoogh and Den Hartog (2008), distinguished three
dimensions of ethical leadership: fairness, power sharing, and role clarification. Brown,
Treviño, and Harrison (2005) related the content of these dimensions to doctrines of
people-oriented behaviour, integrity, ethical guidance, and concern for sustainability
(Kalshoven, Den Hartog, & De Hoogh, 2011). According to Kalshoven and Den Hartog
(2009), self-conception in relation to group membership involves a psychological
“merger” of self and group in which self-conception is contingent on group prototypes.
A Look at Historicism
Historicism primarily aims at awareness creation. Historicism is the branch of
philosophy that emphasizes that historical awareness is essential for understanding a
particular aspect, field, thing, or phenomenon critically. In most contexts, historicism
often serves as a research approach or method. To study the background and growth
of a particular thing or phenomenon such as institution or leadership, historicism can
help to gain insight into organizational culture, emerging events, and futuristic
prospects. According to Schein (2004) organizational culture, which is guided by
leadership, is also shaped by history.
Greater attention to historicism that informs genuine open inquiry to all fields has
been stressed because in public administration, the ahistorical and atemporal field that
emphasizes technical rationality has limited capacity to tackle real questions facing
societies (Adams, 1992). Qualitative and quantitative variables are crucial to the
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historical method of research, because they cut across every area of study by focusing
on evolvement, development, challenges, theories, attributes and many others (Osifo,
2015). Historical research method involves finding, using, interpreting, and correlating
information within primary and secondary sources with the aim of comprehending
previous occurrences or events. Collecting historical data is realized via methodical and
comprehensive research in primary and secondary sources (Elana, Akrivi, Costas,
Georgios, & Constantin, 2009).
Business ethics as a field of study, for example, has evolved through time and
across disciplines into a area that is relevant to business. To historically study the
development of business ethics, it is crucial to begin with a definition of business ethics
in a global context and then move to managerial perspectives and organizational
context analyses. To critically attempt a historical overview of ethics, one basic
requirement would include the description of thousands of years of philosophy, social,
cultural influences as well as the religious writings on this topic (Ferrell & Ferrell,
2008.) According to Popper (2002), historicism has its strengths and weaknesses
because of pro-naturalistic doctrines (comparison with astronomy, observational basis,
social dynamics, historical laws, historical prophesy versus social engineering,
interpreting versus planning social change, and conclusion of the analysis) and antinaturalistic doctrines (generalization, experiment, novelty, complexity, inexactitude of
prediction, objectivity and valuation, holism, intuitive understanding, quantitative
methods, and essentials versus nominalism).
However, a theoretical emphasis on historicism attempts to look at factors that
have influenced past events and re-evaluate how they could be useful in present and
future situations, a look, for example, into factors that led to past natural disasters and
world wars. One example would be to examine how the act of good leadership has
positively influenced related variables like trust in the past (Osifo, 2012); the aim in
this regard is to develop or create consciousness among leaders that would help them
adopt the positive factors and reject the negative factors. Other factors and variables
that are crucial from a historical perspective are time, performance, patience,
commitment natural rights, justice, and deterrence or sanction (Strauss, 2009).
Historical learning is essential to theoretical formulation and building, because classical
scholars like Plato, Descartes, and Locke used it as a knowledge base (epistemology)
as observed in rationalism (nature of knowledge that is from reason) and empiricism
(experience as the source of knowledge) (Edgar, 2012).
Moving beyond the Social Learning Approach
Numerous arguments could emerge in favor of moving beyond the social learning
approach to a historical learning perspective when conceptualizing, problematizing,
operationalizing, and measuring the relationship between ethical leadership and trust.
Since my arguments are based on trust improvement, emphasis should be based on
the following aspects: balancing the trust and leadership equation, the noncompatibility of different generations at work, and other theories and methods that
support the historical viewpoint.
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Balancing the Trust and Leadership Equation
To begin this aspect of my argument, it is useful to present a clear relationship
between the areas of leadership and the layers of trust. Table 2 below shows this
relationship:
Table 2: Areas of Leadership and Layers of Trust
Areas of Leadership
Individual or self-leadership
Institutional or group leadership
Local or regional leadership
National or societal leadership
International or global leadership

Layers of Trust
Individual or self-level based trust
Institutional or group level based trust
Local or regional trust
National or societal level based trust
International or global level based trust

Arguing from the relationships in the above table, it is obvious that the various
areas of leadership agree with every layer of trust. According to Starks (2004),
leadership should help in creating dynamic strategies to help the improvements of
individual´s judgement, citizens´ thought (trust) and wellbeing, national visions, and
global set standards. Leadership that improves trust is ethical leadership, which often
begins with self-leadership (leading self in terms of emotions, thinking, and practices)
to operational leadership (people leadership) then to business leadership (opportunity
leadership), and finally, strategic leadership (leading change) (Self Leadership
International, 2016).
If we take a deeper look at the social learning approach from the context of the
above equation balancing between leadership and trust, we can observe that this
approach is limited in many regards because social learning might not be a suitable
theoretical framing for analyzing the different areas of leadership in agreement with
layers of trust, because “role models” could be missing or very far from the different
contexts. Another point is that leaders could fail in the expectations to serve as role
models to subordinates and others. Consequently, historical learning could become the
best approach to study how leadership could develop in the various areas in order to
help trust improvement from different layers’ standpoint, because according to
Schwartz (2015), different factors (natural and behavioral) could negatively influence a
leader at some points and situations to act unethically.
Historical learning could become an independent-learning approach to leadership,
because individuals, group/institutions, local, national, and international communities
could then be able to learn early ahead of time. Some of the crucial things leadership
in every area and level could learn ahead of time are sanctions, negative benefits and
consequences of past bad leadership, and reward and positive benefits and
consequences of past good or ethical leadership. Leadership in every area and level
could historically learn from every decision and factor that led to the first and second
world wars in order to positively affect trust at all levels by shaping leadership in every
area and level. It is the responsibility of the historical learning approach to create
consciousness of ethical leadership by creating frameworks and patterns that influence
the study of variables such as “time” in the analyses of phenomena in social science
and humanities research.
Serving as a theoretical framework, the historical learning approach could help to
create a deeper insight into understanding, studying, predicting or hypothesizing,
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interpreting, and analyzing other variables like motivation and performance through a
layered perspective and reveal how leadership in general could influence these
variables and other phenomena.
Non-Compatibility of Different Generations at Work
Presently, we have five generations at work. The generations are the traditionalist
(1922-1945), baby boomers (1946-1964), generation X (1965-1980), generation Y or
millennial (1981-2000), and generation Z (1995-2008). Studies have shown that
different areas of conflict exist between the different generations due to the noncompatibility of values. It is becoming difficult for traditionalists to serve as role models
to Xers for example, a position that is gradually making the social learning approach
less relevant.
The traditionalists are known to have values relating to commitment and sacrifice,
hard work, obeying rules and regulations, work before pleasure, and honor. The baby
boomers are known to have values relating to teamwork and orientation, optimism,
personal gratification, engagement, and personal development. The Xers are known to
have values relating to techno-literacy, diversity, fun and informality, self-dependence,
fun seeking, informality, and practicality. The millennials are known to have values
relating to determinism, participation in civic duty, confidence, achievement
orientation, and diversity. Finally, the generations Z are known to have values relating
to techno comfort, socializing and interacting through social media, insecurity, and
unpredictability.
Historical learning could help in bridging the ideas and values differences between
different generations, especially serving as a base for newer generations of X, Y, and Z
to learn about ethical values and dynamics of ethical leadership. The newer
generations (X, Y, and Z) often see the older generations (traditionalists and baby
boomers) as outdated in terms of values and ideas. If proposing a paradigm that could
help improve trust and ethical leadership is taking for granted, we then risk having a
future without morals, trust, and neither good management nor leadership principles.
Other Theories and Methods that Support the Historical View Point
This final aspect of my argumentation concerns how other theories and methods
represent the historical viewpoint. In moving beyond the social learning approach to a
historical learning approach, it is useful to look at some theories and methods that
support the historical view point. A deeper look at the theory of responsibility and
other research findings show that “responsibility” often stands as a third variable
between leadership and trust. The components of responsible conduct have strong
historical backgrounds. According to Cooper (2006), components of responsibility
include individual attributes, organizational structure, organizational culture, and
societal expectations. The eras of French and American revolutions have been mostly
associated with awakening of “responsibility” from a historical perspective because of
the emergences of multiculturalism and globalisation as ways of defining values (e.g. a
common set of values between individuals of different cultures and traditions)
(McKeon,1957; Winter, 1966).
Historicism is based on the case study approach and comparative method.
According to the Encyclopaedia of the New American Nation (2016), case study and
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comparative analyses show that “dictatorship” is a common factor in every
authoritarian government in the past such as Adolf Hitler in Germany, Juan Peròn in
Argentina, and Francisco Franco in Spain. Dictatorship was a major influencer of World
War I, World War II, the Cold War, and other world conflicts. Historicism also has a
strong base of case and comparative analyses in literary studies because of the politics
of literary culture and case of romantic historicism (Chandler, 1998).
A focus on the theory of technical rationality shows that attention is premised on
the historical roots of administration, governance, and development (Adams, 1994;
White & Adams, 1994). Path-dependence and complexity theories also have strong
bases in historicism, because input, output, feedback, review, lag, environment, and
interaction feed on history and previous experience. According to Broom (1986), the
historical model is suitable for analysing public relations’ structure and processes
because organizational functions are influenced by the internal and external
environment.
Historical Learning as the Base for Future Ethical Leadership and Trust
Research
For the purpose of theory building and future studies in ethical leadership, trust,
and other related or relevant issue/topics, I would define historical learning as “an
approach that creates unique historical awareness among individuals, groups,
institutions, societies, and nations to use previous experience(s) or occurrence(s) as
guidance to develop positive opinion(s) and framework(s) in tackling the problems and
issues of today and tomorrow.” The definition in every sense is broad and holistic
because it creates multiple perspectives to the study, analysis, and interpretation of
social, economic, political, administrative, behavioral, and other scientific phenomena.
Historical learning should become the new focus, just as social learning theory has
been the base for the study, analysis, and interpretation of social, economic, political,
administrative, behavioral, and other scientific phenomena in research since it was
authored by Albert Bandura. I am therefore, highly recommending that studies in the
future, which study, analyze, and interpret social, economic, political, administrative,
behavioral, and other scientific phenomena should lean instead on the historical
learning approach. Topics such as the following should become the new tradition:
ethical leadership and global trust: a historical learning construct, developing ethical
leadership across borders: a historical learning perspective, and a historical learning
approach in understanding trust and leaders. The above topics and many others could
become the new bases for the study of research phenomena in many fields and
disciplines.
CONCLUSION
This paper tried to address the question regarding the limits and weaknesses of the
social learning approach by looking at the relationship between ethical leadership and
trust. It argued that if trust is to be improved through ethical leadership, then the
popular theoretical framework (social learning approach) through which most studies
and result are premised and derived must be reviewed, because trust and its relatives
(e.g. motivation and performance) are complex and dynamic. A historical learning
approach was defined as an approach that creates unique historical awareness among
individuals, groups, institutions, societies, and nations to use previous experience(s) or
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occurrence(s) as guidance to develop positive opinion(s) and framework(s) in tackling
the problems and issues of today and tomorrow.
Argumentation was further justified by balancing the trust and leadership equation,
the non-compatibility of different generations at work, and re-examining other theories
and methods that support the historical view point. It was discovered that the
historical learning perspective can create an independent-learning perspective,
because “modelling” that is advocated by the social learning approach could be absent
and not suitable in some contextual analyses; modelling could be missing or far away,
and leaders might fail in the expectation(s) to serve as role models. This paper does
not aim to condemn the social learning theory, but to make arguments for looking
beyond the theory, because social learning could be tied to historicism from some
perspectives or deeper examination. The social learning theory is very limited, because
it does not specify far learning, complexities of human behavior, personality, human,
and biological differences. Future considerations should include how to scientifically
make the historical learning approach a valid theory through grounded theory or social
constructivism. Another consideration is how research phenomena (e.g. variables)
could be conceptualized, problematized, operationalized, and measured through the
historical learning approach.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF A CULTURAL PARADIGM IN
THE REFORM PROCESS OF SOUTH EUROPE:
ANALYSING THE CIVIL SERVICE SYSTEM IN GREECE,
ITALY, AND SPAIN
FLORIKA KOLACI∗
ABSTRACT
The following paper focuses on the importance of the inherited administrative culture which
is believed to define the character of the administration system in the years to come. Moreover,
administrative culture strongly influences the way organizations operate, including the
acceptance or rejection of new policies and directives. This study highlights the power of the
hegemonic cultural paradigm and the resistance it shows toward possible changes. The
countries of Greece, Italy, and Spain are used as case studies, since they follow the Napoleonic
administrative tradition. Additionally, these countries continue to present vivid features of the
respective tradition, despite the numerous changes that have been imposed during the reform
period from 1980 until 2000. The aim of this study is to put the New Public Management
doctrine into a new perspective, by questioning its ability to be successfully implemented to
national administrative systems and deliver positive results.
Keywords: South Europe, administrative reform, New Public Management, administrative
culture, civil service.

INTRODUCTION
South Europe, especially within the last few years, has been a subject of severe
criticism by the European allies for non-compliance with the European directives and
for slowing down the reform process of their national administrative systems. The
financial crisis that has been plaguing Europe since the late 2000s has forced countries
in the South such as Greece, Italy, and Spain to drastically reform their existing
administration systems in order to bridge the fiscal gap that has been characterized as
threatening not just for their nation states, but also the stability of the other European
Union member states.
Reform necessity is not a new thing for the South. It has been an open issue since
the early 1980s when New Public Management (NPM) occurred, originating from the
Anglo-American managerial model. Before moving any further, it is essential to recall
∗
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Pollitt and Bouckaert’s (2004. p. 8) definition of what public management is: “Public
management reforms consists of deliberate changes to the structure and processes of
public sector organizations with the objective of getting them to run better.”
The main purpose of management reform is the creation and utilization of the
resources to get the job done with minimum cost. It is useful at this point to clarify
that the meaning of public administration (PA) and public management are, quite
often, overlapping even though they are fairly close. However, PA addresses issues
such as the implementation of law and the regulation of the relation between the state
and the citizens, while public management deals with the use of resources towards a
given goal. Efficiency, effectiveness, and sustainability are the main concepts of public
management (Ongaro, 2009).
The majority of Western nations adopted this trend and radically changed their
national administration systems, based on Weber’s notion of bureaucracy, into a
managerial-oriented administration based on the three E’s: efficiency, effectiveness,
and economy (Capano, 2003). On the one hand, Greek, Italian, and Spanish
administrative systems were dealing with internal societal pressures due to the serious
problems in their administration such as budget deficits, poor performance, and
corruption, and on the other hand were coping with external pressures in order to
meet the Maastricht criteria and join the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU).
Based on the above given facts, the three South European countries proceeded to
radical transformation of their national administrative systems and drastic measures
were taken for the modernization of administration along with the lines of NPA
paradigm. Consequently, all three countries adopted the following changes: (a)
decentralization of central governmental powers to the regions; (b) privatization of
public entities; (c) separation of politics from administration, where the former was
chosen to set the objectives and the latter to get the job done; (d) rationalization of
jurisdiction, where the focus would no longer be on the influence of the input but on
the control of the output; (e) introduction of a new managerial style adopted from the
private sector model; (f) increase in competitiveness on the basis of national exams;
and (g) accountability of performance through performance measurement methods
(Gruening, 2001). Generally, it can be said that not a single sector in all three
countries remained untouched in order to meet the above mentioned targets (Capano,
2003).
However, despite the radical measures taken, the outcomes of the reform initiative
were not as successful as expected. One might argue that reform is a long process and
results may take some time to be evident (Pollitt & Bouckaert, 2004). Nevertheless,
societal actors, citizens, and the EU, had high expectations regarding the changes that
this reform wave would bring to all three countries and of the impact that it would
have on the administration functions of the society and economy. However, it was
obvious that policy changing and policy setting alone were not sufficient to bring the
results that these countries needed at the time. Political actors soon realized that
change should start from the inside. Bassanini in Italy and Barroso in Spain fought to
change the administrative culture instead of modifying policies.
According to Ongaro (2009), Greece, Italy, and Spain belong to the so called
Napoleonic states, at least so far as it concerns the origin of each country’s basic
administrative traits. Centralization and statism are the dominant features of South
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Europe. The control of the state apparatus has been the main concern for all
governments instead of the actual change of the respective administration system.
Party interest and personal gain have been the first priority for politicians and decision
makers, while actions that would have proven to be beneficial for the society as a
whole have not always been pursued. The reform process in all three countries was
initiated in order to reach common targets, but the means and the problems that
occurred differed.
Distinguished scholars claim that despite the generous efforts made to change the
traits of Napoleonic state, Greece, Italy, and Spain seem to be enclaved into an old
fashioned administration system, which in a changing world has proven to be
ineffective. This view, of course, questions the strength and dynamic of the NPM. This
work attempts to provide answers in two basic research questions:
1. What are the main values that characterize the civil service in Greece, Italy,
and Spain?
2. What is the impact of NPM doctrine on the civil service systems in Greece,
Italy, and Spain?
The research is being organized into four sections. In the first section the
theoretical argument and research design of the paper are developed and two
theoretical propositions are put forward. The second section outlines the main
characteristics of the past administration systems of Greece, Italy, and Spain as well as
the complications and failures that these respective systems presented. The third
section analyzes the character of new policies established by the NPM trend and puts
administration culture into a new perspective. The fourth section consists of a
discussion related to basic issues and concepts previously outlined as well as the
general concluding remarks.
Framing the profile of the civil servants while reforming South Europe
Traditional Public Administration (PA) vs New Public Management (NPM)
PA has been an object of change in an era defined by globalization (Dwivedi &
Cow, 1999). Traditional PA, represented by the bureaucratic model of Max Weber, in
which public services are based on law, impartiality, and meritocracy seemed unable to
satisfy the increasing needs and demands of the citizens. Moreover, the necessity for
limiting expenditures in public organizations, increasing performance, and doing more
with less, led to the establishment of NPM. The new doctrine was originally initiated in
order to improve the existing administration system (Gow & Dufour, 2000).
NPM, is considered a rival of PA because it is based on a managerial approach of
administration including techniques such as privatization, contracting out,
decentralization, merit pay, management by results, customer satisfaction, and
partnership (Osborn & Gaebler, 1992). Yet, NPM is much more than a set of organized
methods and techniques. NPM implies also a whole new set of values such as
effectiveness, efficiency, economy, and flexibility that may form and define
administrative cultures when applied properly. However, in many countries NPM was
adopted and implemented as a set of strategies. Separated from the values they
represent, these strategies may result in a conflict with the existing administrative
culture and, therefore, result in unsuccessful policy making (Gow & Dufour, 2000).
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Greece
PA strongly depends on the performance of its employees; therefore, its members
have to be well educated, qualified, productive, and efficient. The recruiting of the
proper people for the right positions depends on the recruiting practices that exist in
the state apparatus. Contrary to Napoleonic model of administration which was
characterized by a distinguished public unit, consisted by highly educated and trained
employees, Greek public administration lacked quality. The issue of public employees
was very crucial for all governments, because the public sector was appointed based
on patronage and clientelistic practices instead of merits. This resulted to a centralized
public administration system staffed with unqualified and incompetent employees who
were hired under non transparent procedures. The lack of qualifications led to
inefficiency and bad performance, creating a negative opinion of public sector in
general (Spanou, 2008).
During the reform process, both major parties had tried to restore the prestige of
the civil servants by establishing the National Center of Public Administration, followed
by the National School of Public Administration (ENA) according to the French model
which aimed at the intensive training of the appointed employees and improvement in
their performance. Moreover, the rationalization of the recruiting process was an
effective tool to downsize the increasing number of the employees working in public
administration. However, the initiative for prestigious institutions staffed with
competent people ran into strong resistance from the trade unions (Sotiropouls, 2007;
Spanou, 2008; Spanou & Sotiropoulos, 2011). Additionally, stiff party competition did
not allow innovative policy to flourish while those who were initiated into the
opposition parties witnessed a never-ending reform process whose outcomes were
never realized (Lyritzhs, 2007; Spanou, 1996).
The perpetual desire of every respective government to control the state apparatus
has led Greece to a continuous reform process which was always pursued up to the
point where it would not hinder government interests. The deep statism favored the
maintenance of clientelism and patronage which are turned into tools of influence of
potential voters (Lyritzis, 2007; Sotiropoulos, 2004; Spanou & Sotiropoulos, 2011).
A comprehensive explanation on the extensive practice of clientelism and patronage
in Greece is provided from a cultural perspective by Diamantouros (1994) in his widely
cited paper “Cultural Dualism and Political Change in Post-Authoritarian Greece.”
According to Diamantouros, clientelism has its root in the inherited administrative
culture which is not a formation of one single tradition but the result of three state
traditions: the Napoleonic, the Patrimonial, and the Sultanistic. Administration models
may alter or adjust to specific needs in particular moments but always maintain the
stem of the respective model (Diamandouros, 1994; Spanou, 2008). Peters (2008), a
couple of years later, argued that even though administration models were formed in
the past, they influence patterns of behavior in both the present and the future.
Italy
The involvement of politicians in public administration and the lack of administrative
elites, similar to the French administrative system, had turned the reform process into
a necessity. The opportunity appeared in the early 1990s, when a number of undesired
events revealed the dissatisfaction of the Italian citizens (Mele & Ongaro, 2014).
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Changing the existing administrative culture and its organizational values with
integrity, equity, and transparency (OECD, 2010; Brunetta, 2009), were the major
targets set by the Italian government and would only be achieved through innovative
policies and simplified processes that could result in more efficient organizations
(Capano, 2003).
The attention was, at first, focused on the separation of management from politics,
where the politicians would set the objectives, allocate the human capital, and
evaluate the performance while the management would set the methods for
implementing the policies and successfully achieving the objectives set (Mele &
Ongaro, 2014; Ongaro, 2009). In order to establish competent management that
would deliver high quality results, the Italian government adopted the private sector’s
model of management (Bassanini, 2000; Ongaro, 2009).
Despite the major changes that the Italian administration system underwent, the
introduction of new managerial methods was treated as an administrative procedure
rather than new instruments of radical change aiming at increasing effectiveness and
efficiency. Likewise, performance evaluation became a way for money distribution
rather than a tool of motivation (Capano, 2003).
Within the reform frame, it was not only management that needed improvement.
Public servants have also been a subject of change. Italian public personnel present
the same features as Greek personnel. In Italy as well, the largest number of public
employees was not appointed based on merits but on clientelistic and patronage
practices. Although the national exams were a precondition for joining the public
sector, a large number of people avoided this step by being appointed by politicians.
This resulted in an enlarged public administration, low service quality, and increased
citizen dissatisfaction (Cassese, 1993).
The issue of public sector appointments came to a head in the 1990s when the
government decided to replace public contracts with those similar to the private sector
(Bassanini, 2003). The privatization of public employment meant that public personnel
from now on would be hired under different conditions thus constraining their
privileges (Ongaro, 2009; Pintus, 2002). That is the reason why the implementation of
the above initiative was not successful. Politicians, administrators, managers, and
other actors strongly resisted possible change regarding the new administrative values
of efficiency, meritocracy, and quality as threatening (Bassanini, 2003).
The adoption of the new innovative policies required a cultural revolution that
would change the old practices of the juridical administration model to an
administrative tradition that would enhance performance and service delivery, and turn
citizens into satisfied customers.
Spain
When compared to Italy and Greece, Spain is closest to the Napoleonic
administration model (Alba & Navarro, 2011). This is why civil servants in Spain enjoy
a number of privileges. The Special Corps was established during 19th century by
Maura as a group of public officials recruited and trained to occupy a series of
positions within the organization (Alba & Navarro, 2011).
The Corps acquired great powers which, in the long run, proved to be
disadvantageous for the state (Villoria, 2000). It enjoyed the same privileges even
during Franco’s military regime, the difference being that at the time civil servants
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were replaced by mostly military people loyal to the regime (Alba & Navarro, 2011;
Subirats, 1990) until the state turned to professionalization (Villoria, 2000).
The governments to come inherited a highly hierarchical administrative structure,
hard to change mostly due to the fact that most of its party members belonged to the
same bureaucratic elite (Villoria, 2000). The early 1980s were years of radical changes
for civil service. In 1982 a reform was promoted but it was very limited in content
(Gallego, 2004). In 1984, Parliament passed whose main purpose was to introduce
new managerial tools to increase efficiency but also to reduce the power of the corps
(Alba & Navarro, 2011; Villoria, 2000). This law created the basis for the
reorganization of job positions in Spanish administration. Jobs were analyzed and
classified in accordance with the needs of the respective organization (Alba & Navarro,
2011). A post system was established, and only those posts placed at the lowest level
of the hierarchy could be given under labor contract. Additionally, posts would not be
assigned to a particular corps. One could apply for the job only when he or she fulfilled
the required skills and qualifications. The corps that would perform similar duties
would be merged into one; moreover, the law forced changes in the entry exams for
those who desired to work for the state (Diez, 2000). In order for the government to
facilitate the adjustment to the new job system, it broke the positions down to 30
grades. However, some jobs were reserved for certain elites. The effort to control
public appointments was less than successful (Villoria, 2000). Finally, in order to
enhance modernization and efficiency, the government chose to change the existing
human resources system by turning public administration into an attractive workplace
and offering incentives that would increase employee’s productivity. The law specified
policy for people employed in the public administration, unified the corps, provided a
list of public administration jobs, and established a career path within the Spanish
public sector (Bezes & Diez, 2013).
The introduction of this law has been a radical effort to justify and modernize civil
service, but its content was strongly criticized. It is strongly believed that the new
elected government proceeded to the 1984 law (Ley de medida para la reforma de la
Function Publica) with the main purpose of undermining the power of the corps, which
by that time had self-financing capacity, self-governing capacity, and the veto right to
political proposals threatening their interests. Yet, according to surveys, the corps had
already started losing its privileges since 1965, when citizens could no longer be
charged for the services provided to them. Additionally, since 1975, political actors and
trade unions have begun to gain power and exert greater influence on decision making
than the corps did (Diez, 2000).
Table 1. Key Features of the Politico-administrative System of Greece, Italy, and
Spain (Adopted from Ongaro, 2009, p. 215-219)
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Greece

Italy

Spain

Party system and
executive
legislature
relationship

-Two plus party
system
-Majoritarian
conventions of
governance; strong
government vis-à-vis
the legislature
-Relatively
centralistic parties,
powerful local
notable

-Two plus party
system
-Majoritarian
conventions of
governance;
strong
government visà-vis the
legislature
-Highly
centralistic
parties

The civil service:
conception and
role of the trade
unions

-Low social status of
the civil service
-Civil service as tool
of employment
policy
-Significant role of
trade unions in
public employment
policy

Legalism

-Centrality of
administration law

Corps and Grand
Corps

-Presence of a
system of corps

Clientelism and
politicization at the
bottom

-Extensive
clientelism

Interconnections
of the careers of
politicians and
bureaucrats and
politicization at the
top

-Large scope of
politicization at the
top
-Careers relatively
distinct

-Multi party
system
-Transition (92’07’): two level
party system,
characterized by
layering of
majoritarians,
adversarial and
centripetal
electoral
dimension and
consensual and
centrifugal
parliamentary
dimension;
trend towards
increasingly
stronger
government visà-vis the
legislature
-Centralistic
-Low status of
civil service
-Civil service as
a tool of
employment
policy
-Trade unions as
key actors in
public
employment
policy
-Centrality of
administration
law
(administrative
law as cultural
paradigm)
-Presence of a
relatively
structured
system of corps
-evolution of the
role of the
prefects
-Extensive
clentelism
especially in the
South
-Trend to
increased scope
of politicization
at the top
-careers
relatively distinct

-Respected
social status of
the civil service
-Significant role
of trade unions
in public
employment
policy

-Centrality of
administration
law

-Presence of a
system of corps

-Diffusion of
clientelistic
practices
-Large scope of
politicization at
the top
-Careers
interconnected
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Administrative Reforms through the Context of Organization Culture
Reform of public administration, through the context of culture, lacks attention in
the academic community because culture is considered to have an abstract meaning.
There is no clear evidence of what culture actually is, consequently many definitions
are composed by distinguished scholars. Ferraro, for instance, in 1994 found 400
different definitions about culture (Schedler & Proeller, 2007). One of the most
complete definitions about culture was created by Kroeber & Kluckhohn who argued
that:
Culture consists of patterns, explicit and implicit of and for behavior acquired and
transmitted by symbols, constituting the distinctive achievements of groups, including
their embodiment in artifacts; the essential core of culture consists of traditional ideas
and especially their attached values; culture systems may on the one hand be
considered as products of actions, on the other as conditioning elements of future
actions (cited in Adler 1993, p. 29).
As mentioned earlier, in the mid-1980s most European countries attempted to
change their domestic administration system into a new one, more efficient and
performance oriented. The implementation of NMP did not have the same impact all
around Europe. In some countries the results were positive and satisfactorily while in
other countries they were slow and disappointing. The main reason was considered to
be the divergence of administration culture that defines every country. Models,
theories, and frameworks developed to increase efficiency and effectiveness in one
country may not be applicable to others (Brown & Humphreys, 1995).
Decision makers and policy setters, in many cases, prefer to avoid the idea of
culture as something of low importance instead of facing up to it (Hofstede 1984). This
can result in the transfer of managerial models from countries with different cultural
contexts to other countries without considering the national, cultural characteristics
and lacking the necessary adjustment in order to fit the cultural values, beliefs, and
expectations (Brown & Humphreys, 1995). New policy implementation can result in
efficient change of the administrative system when it is modified by the existing
administrative culture. The so-called practices of a culture are those elements that can
easily be changed, in contrast with the values of one’s culture, which require time and
effort in order to achieve the anticipated change (Bouckaert, 2007; Hofstede &
Hofstede, 2005). Therefore, essential reform of administration systems may only occur
when the values of an organization have been transformed and directed towards the
desired ends. However, such a process is time consuming, and this is one of the main
reasons why the outcomes of administration reforms require time to be visible.
Through the NPM doctrine, European policy attempted the transformation of an
already established administration culture into something else, different and closer to
the needs of the new era. Additionally, institutions are run by people who carry a
certain mindset and therefore, while countries implement reforms, the process has to
be adjusted as close it can to the culture of the people because they constitute the
core of the institution (Hofstede & Hofstede, 2005).
Hofstede’s contribution to explain the essential role that culture plays in the
efficient function of an organization has been major. In his widely cited book Software
of the Mind (2005), Hofstede developed a cultural model by measuring and comparing
the values of the personnel of the same institution (IBM) in different countries. His
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research resulted in the development of four cultural dimensions: power distance,
masculinity/feminity, individualism/collectivism, and uncertainty/ avoidance.
The Notion of Cultural Paradigm and Paradigm Shift
In the late 1970s, Greece, Italy, and Spain decided to work on large-scale
administration reforms based on new policy principles and instruments capable of
fundamentally changing the basis of the established administrative tradition. The
change of administrative culture is a demanding task which requires the production of
a whole new set of values and operational standards based on brand new ideas
(Capano, 2003).
In order to describe the whole set of values, beliefs, and methods that define the
epistemology, Kuhn (1970) introduced the concept of “paradigm.” Later on, it was
broadly used in different disciplines. According to Capano (2003), each public policy
sector contains a set of beliefs and values about the “things to be done” and “how”
they should be done, with the former constituting the core of the paradigm. This
indicates the set of actions or strategies that should be followed and the instruments
chosen for the implementation of the public policy. It must be remembered that the
closer one gets to the core, the greater the resistance to change.
The importance of ideas when operating reforms has been of great significance to
Hall (1993):
…policymakers customarily work within a framework of ideas and standards that
specifies not only the goals of policy and the kind of instrument that can be used to
attain them but also the very nature of the problems they are meant to be addressing
(p. 279).
Howlett & Ramesh (1998) argued that in circumstances where there is only one
single idea set, without any alternatives, the idea plays a hegemonic role in the
respective circumstances. On the other hand, when various idea sets exist without
dominating others, an uncontrolled situation prevails. Moreover, the existence of
noteworthy ideas may lead to the creation of a third type of policy community. Lastly,
the existence of one dominant idea challenged by other less promising ideas may lead
to a mischievous community.
Moreover, Howlett & Ramesh (1998), likewise underscore the importance of ideas
among policy actors, arguing that great ideas presuppose sufficient knowledge and
information about the problematic field as well as the available means to reach
targeted goals. Cultural variables are essential in order to see why administration
reforms vary in nature and up to what point culture has influenced reform outcomes.
Capano (2003), claims that the crises/problems caused by the anomalies of the
existing paradigm will not necessary lead to the replacement of the problematic
paradigm unless there is already an alternative model, even in an elementary state.
The lack of an alternative paradigm provides an opportunity for the institutionalized
paradigm to eliminate the problems by elaborating its marginal features.
In his broadly cited paper, Hall (1993) distinguishes between two types of change:
simple change and radical transformation. Policy change has been classified into three
categories, each related to a higher level of change: the first order change relates to
routine adjustment to known policy instruments, the second order change is related to
the policy instruments used to achieve shared policy goals, and the third order change
is related with the shift of the goals themselves (Baumgartner, 2012). The first and the
second order change display the features of incrementalism and routinized decisions
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normally associated with the policy process. The second order change moves one step
beyond, in the direction of strategic action. The third order change does not follow
either the first or the second order change and is not incremental in nature but
paradigmatic (Ladi, 2012). The incremental change is slow and gradual and is viewed
as a marginal adaptation. Paradigmatic change is usually sudden, radical, and
discontinuous (Capano, 2003), although Howlett & Ramesh (1998) claim that it can
also be the other way around, depending on the presence or absence of new interests
in the policy arena.
Paradigm change or incremental change, despite the conditions within which it
occurs, is always relevant to the notion of time. Critical juncture, known as a historical
momentum whose outcomes affect future events, is a prerequisite for policy change to
arise (Capano, 2003; Howlett & Ramesh, 1998; Ladi, 2012; Pierson, 2000). Critical
juncture may be an essential tool to explain why historical phenomena arose in one
particular time, yet certain conditions should be met in order for change to happen,
such as exogenous pressure, endogenous circumstances, or power shift (Ladi, 2012).
CONCLUSION
The success of the reform process depends on many variables. Culture is a variable
that plays a determinant role, despite the fact that it has been neglected by many
theorists due to its vague nature. Greece, Italy, and Spain have all adopted the basic
traits of the Napoleonic administration model, resulting in different administration
cultures with many common features. Culture, according to Dwivedi & Gow (1999), is
not monolithic but it is part of a wider culture, that of a national one, which is
constituted by political, economic, social, religious, and civil society culture. Yet
administrative culture is greatly influenced by political culture and therefore depends
on the behavior of the state apparatus and vice versa.
The implementation of the general principles of NPM in Greece, Italy, and Spain has
been sudden and unorganized. This has forced all three countries to adopt the same
policies and implement the same strategies without taking into consideration that for
centuries these countries and their respective governments have been doing things in
their own special way. People are not willing to give up these distinctive features and
characteristics, despite the general tendency of globalization, because, according to
Caiden (1998), they constitute their very own identity.
For Greece, administrative reform provided a good opportunity to improve the skills
and performance of the civil service and to staff public organizations with people who
have the required qualifications for the occupied position. Instead, the reform initiative
had to deal with party competition, which resulted in policy discontinuity as well as the
maintenance of clientelism and patronage and a means to gain votes and satisfy the
existing electorate.
Italy, on the other hand, was dealing with issues of extensive corruption similar to
Greece with the absence of an administrative elite. Despite the radical measures taken,
such as the separation of politics from the administration, the adoption of privatebased contracts, and the imposition of appointment based on merit instead of
clientelism, the situation did not change as expected. The main reason was due to the
fact that NPM practices were mostly treated as new administrative procedures instead
of tools to improve administration functions and increase performance.
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Spain, contrary to Italy and Greece, developed an administration system closest to
the French model. The Corps in Spain was granted all the privileges and prestige that
the French corps had acquired over the years. Moreover, the majority of the corps had
great influence in the decision making process, resulting in changes not capable of
creating new administration values. However, according to Hofstede’s onion model, no
culture can change when the core values remain the same. Changing culture, as
mentioned above, is a demanding task because it requires a whole set of new ideas.
Despite the new regulations that each respective government had introduced,
changes in policy setting and practices mainly remained on paper or were poorly
implemented. The initial target of the Spanish government was the changing of
administrative culture through the NPM paradigm, which was considered a reasonable
means to modernize administration and improve the performance of the public
entities. Nevertheless, when these goals are in conflict with the existing culture and
the administrative values, no positive outcome may result.
The main reason why NPM failed to bring the expected results in South Europe,
was that politicians, policy entrepreneurs, and local authorities adopted NPM policies
as strategies without the attached values of this new public administration doctrine.
The NPM paradigm did not prove strong enough to dominate the existing
administrative culture.
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IS OHS NEGLIGENCE AND EVASION AN “ERROR OF
JUDGEMENT” OR “WHITE-COLLAR CRIME”? AN
INTERPRETATION OF APPAREL MANUFACTURERS IN
BANGLADESH
MUHAMMAD FAISOL CHOWDHURY∗
ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the managerial interpretation of the terms “error of judgement” and
“white-collar crime” in relation to the evasion or negligence observed in administering
occupational health and safety (OHS) provisions in the apparel manufacturing sector of
Bangladesh. The research is qualitative in nature and follows an interpretivist paradigm. The
questionnaire responses were collected from 20 mid- and top-level managers from 10 large
apparel manufacturing factories located on the outskirts of Dhaka. The research reveals that all
of the respondents have adequate knowledge about the relevant OHS provisions and safety
protocols imposed on them by the local government and the global supply chain. They believe
that the correct administration of the OHS provisions will reduce workplace accidents effectively.
The research unfolds that the respondents interpret in different ways the terms "error of
judgement” and “white-collar crime” in association with OHS negligence and evasion. Although
empirical evidence shows that this type of negligence and evasion are considered as white-collar
crime and punishable, most of the respondents in this research do not subscribe to this notion
and alternatively believe that it is an “error of judgement” and therefore non-punishable.
Keywords: occupational health and safety, negligence, evasion, error of judgement, whitecollar crime.

INTRODUCTION
Several disasters that have occurred in the readymade garment (RMG) factories in
Bangladesh in the last few years, claiming thousands of lives, have notoriously become
the subject of much concern recently, both in the country itself as well as
internationally among globally-renowned buyers, trade unions, and monitoring
authorities. Although occupational health and safety (OHS) provisions are designed
and implemented with the purpose of deterring workplace accidents, all of these
recurrent accidents have placed a big question mark over the proper administration of
∗
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the country’s existing OHS provisions in the garment sector. Bangladesh is a lucrative
outsourcing destination for many European and North American clothing retailers due
to its low-priced but skilled workforce, easy supply of raw materials, and low cost of
manufacturing (Haider, 2007; Islam & Sobhani, 2010). During the last three decades,
the export-oriented RMG industry in some developing economies (i.e. Bangladesh and
the Philippines), has experienced prosperity followed by a sharp decline (Mottaleb &
Sonobe, 2011). This suggests that there is an interesting story not just about the
beginning and growth of the industry but also about its subsequent decline. According
to Bazan & Navas-Aleman (2004), Schmitz & Knorringa (2000), and Gereffi (1999),
opportunities for continuous learning and growth are built into the operations within
the global commodity chain, and it is up to the local suppliers, such as apparel
manufacturers in the Philippines, Cambodia, Vietnam, and Bangladesh to acquire
advanced level skills related to production, an efficient operation and supply chain, and
technical know-how. Similarly, being an important part of industrial risk management,
globally, there has been a substantial improvement in the OHS provisions in the
manufacturing industry (Sousa et al., 2014), where the focus of OHS has undergone a
seismic shift—from being compliance-oriented to being prevention-oriented (Janicak,
2008). Although this improvement in OHS the health and safety conditions has also
been ameliorated for workforces in advanced countries (Bjerkan, 2010; Geldart et al.,
2010; Noweir et al., 2013), it remains in the developmental stage with regard to
factories in Bangladesh (ILO, 2002).
This study investigates the managerial interpretation of “error of judgement” and
“white-collar crime” in relation to the evasion or negligence observed in administering
the OHS provisions in the apparel manufacturing sector of Bangladesh. It aims to
study the theory of “error of judgement” and “white-collar crime,” and their connection
with the intentional or unintentional negligence or avoidance of the OHS provisions
and safety protocols. The epistemology framing of this qualitative research is
interpretivism and constructivism since the researcher’s ontological position confirms
that people’s knowledge, views, understanding, interpretations, and experiences are
meaningful properties of the social reality.
Literature
While the dictionary meaning of “error of judgement” is “taking a bad or wrong
decision,” it usually involves calculated risks, evaluating options, and executive
decision making (Burton, 2007; Meibergen, n.d.). Error of judgement has been
categorised into two types: (a) harmless error of judgement—where despite its
occurrence the ultimate outcome of the judgement or decision is unaffected or
unchanged; and (b) harmful error of judgement—where the decision or judgement
turns out to be wrong, or brings about a biased or negative outcome (Hill & Hill,
2002). Very few empirical studies and anecdotal sources are found about error of
judgement, and thus literature on this is rare. However, Walton (1998) commented
that it is very common for people to make mistakes and errors of judgement, and in
most cases this may result in disciplinary proceedings if the outcome of the error is
harmful towards human life.
Although a wealth of definitions is available to describe white-collar crime, this
concept remains ambiguous and inconsistent; for example, the USA Federal Bureau of
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Investigation defined white-collar crime as any action by a human which involves lying,
cheating and stealing in an organisational setup (FBI, n.d.). In far broader terms, Hill
& Hill (2005) described white-collar crime as a generic term for crimes involving
commercial fraud, cheating consumers, swindles, insider trading on the stock market,
embezzlement, and other forms of dishonest business schemes. Nonetheless, this
study focuses on white-collar crime within the context of certain deviant actions (e.g.
negligence or the avoidance of a certain policy that may cause harm to people and
property) which are seen to be taken by RMG manufacturers.
The definition of white-collar crime was pioneered by Sutherland (1940), who
referred to it as a crime committed by a respectable person with a high social status in
the course of his occupation, but critics have argued that Sutherland’s definition is
vaguely and loosely defined (Edelhertz & Overcast, 1982; Friedrichs, 2002; Robin,
1974). More specifically, Sutherland’s (1940) contention that criminal justice
practitioners are afraid to antagonise business people triggered criticism from social
scientists and criminologists. In response, Edelhertz & Overcast (1982), by focusing on
offenders in terms of their status and workplace rather than the offence, pointed out
that Sutherland’s concept of white-collar crime does not accurately reflect the
behaviour that needed to be addressed. Identically, critics have argued that the
detection of white-collar crime is hindered by the operative structure of such crime,
since these crimes are covert, nonphysical, and non-immediate in impact, by their
nature (Edelhertz, 1970). As a result, while the monetary impact of an accident is
measurable, the emotional and psychological loss of the victims has been found to be
incalculable, as these crimes are deeply interwoven into the social structure of society
(Edelhertz, 1970). Therefore, workplace accidents tend to leave an immediate and
profound effect on the workers and employees involved, and these people suffer from
prolonged emotional instability, including a sense of shock, devastation, and trauma
(Schofield et al., 2009). Shapiro (1990) strove to liberate the concept of white-collar
crime by disentangling the identification of the perpetrators with their misdeeds. She
suggested that white-collar criminals violate the norms of trust, enabling them to rob
without violence and burgle without trespass (Shapiro, 1990).
Furthermore, Geis (1982) expressed a different view from Sutherland’s (1944)
attempt to ascribe corporate crimes as upper-class criminality. He mentioned that
these upper-world crimes cannot be readily analysed in terms of the participants'
psychological experiences, because the offenders are usually unavailable for direct
investigation. This seems similar to Edelhertz’s (1970) view of the covert and
nonphysical nature of the crime committed by high status offenders. Both Geis and
Edelhertz used common terms to explain white-collar crime as that committed by highranking people for whom, due to their social power and influence, it is difficult to bring
under direct investigation. Although these authors critiqued Sutherland’s concept of
white-collar crime, all of them seemed to agree that white-collar crime is associated
with those people with power and prestige, who usually belong to the prominent class
in society and thus it is difficult to prove and hold them responsible for their deviant
deeds. Despite all of these explanations, Friedrich’s (2002) notion that the conceptual
confusion about white-collar crimes is greater than in any other area of criminological
theory cannot be ignored by any researcher who realises its profound complexity.
There are 21 labour and industrial laws in operation in Bangladesh. Several of these
cover OHS issues adequately (i.e. Bangladesh Labour Act, 2006 and the amendment of
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2013, Bangladesh Labour Rules, 2015). It is a legal requirement for any RMG factory
owner in Bangladesh to administer and comply with these provisions. However,
evidence can be found from empirical studies that, during the last decade, the majority
of workplace accidents which occurred in the RMG sector in Bangladesh were related
to the employers’ lack of administration, negligence and avoidance of the OHS
provisions (Ahmed & Hossain, 2009; Bhuiyan & Haq, 2008; ILO, 2013). The societal
expectation of the factory owners is that they should make a rational choice with
regard to undertaking responsible business practices. Thus, they must have a
reasonable understanding of the OHS regulations and policies imposed on them by the
government and the global supply chain in order for the regulation to work as a
deterrent factor to occupational accidents. However, this does not appear to be the
case. The explicit reason for the confounding number of workplace deaths in the RMG
sector is the reluctance observed among many factory owners with regard to
conformity to the OHS provisions (Chowdhury & Tanim, 2016; Zaman et al., 2013).
The evidence shows that these high-status people in society are uninterested in
making calculative decisions to implement OHS as an incentive to safeguard their
factories against undesirable catastrophes.
In terms of empirical evidence, this type of ignorance and evasive tendency with
regard to standard factory compliance and global supply chain’s Code of Conduct
(COC) requirements can be considered white-collar crime. Negligence or disrespectful
attitudes towards responsible business practices and social welfare among employers
and corporate bodies have been generalised as “crime” with different definitions by
criminologists and academics around the world. The concept of criminology in modern
times can be traced back to the “criminaloid” studies by Ross (1907) and by Lombroso
in 1876 (in Gibson & Rafter, 2006). A “criminaloid” is a person who projects a
respectable, upright facade, in an attempt to conceal a criminal personality (Gibson &
Rafter, 2006; Ross, 1907). In response to the more sophisticated corporate crimes and
organisational deviances, the emergence of the concept of “white-collar crime” can be
seen in the subsequent research work of Sutherland (1940; 1944), Chambliss (1967),
and Edelhertz (1970). Furthermore, “organisational crime” by Schrager & Short (1978),
“corporate crime” by Clinard & Yeager (1980), “organisational deviance” by Ermann &
Lundman (1981), “upper-world crime” by Geis (1982), “occupational crime” by Green
(1997), and “elite deviance” by Simon (2006) have also been found in these prominent
studies. These studies cover many incidents of organisational deviance, including the
unjustifiable exclusion of the self-withdrawal of employers from the process of
ensuring safety and security in the workplace.
However, it can be argued that the terms “crime” or “white-collar crime” can be
rejected by employers based on the claim that they are unconnected with the
responsibility of the harm caused by accidents. Factory owners may believe that the
injuries and deaths that occur in their workplaces are not due to their negligence in
ensuring safety but because of the employees’ carelessness, fate, or system failure. As
a result, from the employers’ perspective, they cannot be considered criminals, as
there was no criminal intention from their part and, therefore, they should not be
prosecuted. This type of employer arguments can be found in the research by
Schofield et al. (2009), where some of the Australian employers defended themselves
when charged with the OHS violation which resulted in workplace accidents. Similarly,
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drawing on 50 years of empirical research on judgement and decision making,
Hammond (1996) examined the possibilities for wisdom and cognitive competence in
the formation and application of social and legal policies. His study suggested that
uncertainty can seldom be fully eliminated, thus error is inevitable, and injustice for
some is unavoidable.
In the context of Bangladesh, the RMG factory owners’ negligence and laxness in
regulating the OHS provisions can be analysed using framework of crime suggested by
Clinard & Quinney (1973). Building on Sutherland’s (1944) concept, Clinard and
Quinney suggested two divisions of white-collar crime: (a) corporate crime, and (b)
occupation crime. Corporate crime is illegal behaviour that is committed to benefit the
organisation or business; and occupational crime is violations of the legal codes in the
course of activity in a legitimate occupation (Clinard & Quinney, 1973). Maintaining the
compliance factors and OHS regulations provided by the local government, global
supply chain, and social compliance authorities requires employers to employ industrial
advocates and human resource management experts, along with introducing a
makeover of their poorly-designed factories with modern facilities, safety equipment,
and health arrangements. These transformations require investment which
industrialists are reluctant to make. Therefore, these employers are persuaded to
continue their likely evasion of OHS provisions to generate more profit which, in fact,
falls under the category of corporate crime. Correspondingly, whenever factory owners
avoid or neglect any provision of the OHS legislation, it is a violation of the legal
requirement and thus is turning into an occupation crime. Furthermore, additional to
Clinard and Quinnery’s framework, the concept of a “duty of care” is imposed on
employers, as they are responsible for taking all necessary steps which are reasonable
to ensure workers’ health, safety and wellbeing (ACAS, 2012). If this duty is found to
be breached by employers, a legal liability is imposed on them (e.g. Donoghue v.
Stevenson, UKHL 100 [1932] AC 562). Therefore, the failure to implement the OHS
provisions by the Bangladeshi RMG factory owners to ensure safety and security in
their workplace is a serious breach of the duty of care principle. This contravention can
thus be considered as illegal behaviour committed by employers. So, based on this
theoretical analysis, it can be claimed that the evasion of any OHS legislation or legal
requirement imposed and mandated on the factory owners by the government, the
global supply chain, or any monitoring and social compliance authority constitutes, in
fact, white-collar crime.
Research Questions
In order to minimize the apparent knowledge gap, this study aims to tackle
research questions with implications for the development of new knowledge for
academic and non-academic settings. The research questions for this research have
been formulated by following the guideline of White (2009), and are appropriately
aligned with the aim and objective of the study. Within the scope of the study, the
research questions are descriptive in nature and aim to generate answers to the
statement of the problem. The research questions are as follows:
Question 1: What is the managerial view of administering OHS provisions as a
deterrent to workplace accidents?
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Question 2: What is the managerial interpretation of “error of judgement” and
“white-collar crime” in relation to the negligence or avoidance associated with
administering OHS provisions?
The first question is designed to investigate the perception of the RMG factory
owners about administering OHS provisions which are imposed on them by the
government, global supply chain, and social compliance and monitoring authorities.
The second question is designed to investigate the RMG factory owners’ interpretation
of error of judgement and white-collar crime in relation to their conformity with the
OHS legislation or negligence in administering the OHS provisions in terms of the
rational choice made by them either to conform to or to neglect these provisions. Both
of the questions are built upon the literature of previous empirical work and theoretical
ideas, and are therefore capable of contributing to an accumulation of knowledge.
Methodology
This study employed a qualitative questionnaire to obtain the interpretation of the
phenomena through subjective thoughts and ideas. This confirms the significance of
interpretivism which involves seeing the research phenomena through the eyes of
those being studied, allowing them to construct multiple perspectives of reality
(Greener, 2008). In this study, the researcher believes that the perception of individual
respondents is very important when analysing the topic, as each person has their own
unique way of perceiving and understanding the world, and that the things that they
do only make sense in this light. This study, therefore, incorporates a semi-structured
questionnaire, which allows access to the respondent’s views and experiences without
imposing the researcher’s ideas about the study on them. From this perspective
meanings and understandings are created by the researcher from the responses
received, which is effectively a co-production, involving the researcher and the
respondents. To ensure quality and rigour, a number of techniques recommended by
Guba & Lincoln (1989) and Merriam (2009) were used to obtain non-biased,
trustworthy responses. For example, to ensure that the findings reflect the reality
faced by the participants, the researcher worked towards saturation within the sample,
where the quality of the responses was given priority over the quantity of the
responses. Similarly, the respondents were encouraged to be honest, reminded of
confidentiality, that there are no right or wrong answers, and encouraged to adopt a
plain, simple style of writing to put them at ease.
Following the property of intensity sampling, 10 Bangladeshi RMG factories located
on the outskirts of Dhaka were selected. This selection was aided by the members’
directory published by the BGMEA (Bangladesh Garments Manufacturers and Exporters
Association). However, extreme or deviant cases were avoided; for example, factories
where an industrial accident had occurred in recent times were excluded, due to the
severity of the accidents which left the workers and other associated people bereaved,
shocked, and traumatised. The aim of the research does not cover the involvement of
any respondent from such a vulnerable group.
In order to establish a purposeful sample providing saturation, guidance was taken
from Creswell (2006) who suggested saturation for his study at 5 to 25 participants.
This research utilised an intensive semi-structured questionnaire with a sample size of
20 respondents, considering that the quality of the data depends on the point of
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saturation and feasibility, from which no new information would hope to be gathered
from the respondents. There were two respondents from each factory: (a) the factory
owner or a director from the management; and (b) the factory manager/head of
department (production, compliance, human resources). The questionnaire was
designed to take approximately 30-35 minutes to complete. It was split into three
sections consisting of 17 questions, as follows:
•
Section 1: The purpose, target respondents, time frame, ethical issues, and
instructions were presented.
•
Section 2: Five questions were asked to gather information about the
participants and their job.
•
Section 3: Twelve questions were asked about the practice of OHS provisions,
OHS negligence and avoidance, error of judgement, and white-collar crime.
The written answers from the respondents were collected on the same day as the
questionnaire distribution. It took 20 days to visit all of the factories and collect the
responses. The data collection was conducted in July 2015.
Findings
The questionnaire responses received from the participants indicate that most of
them possess knowledge about the new national labour law, and also a good
understanding about the terms and conditions of the COCs provided by the global
supply chain. The following two themes emerge from the findings of the responses:
(a) the respondents’ view about intentional or unintentional negligence or avoidance of
OHS provisions being a white-collar crime and thus a punishable act; and (b) the
respondents’ view about intentional or unintentional negligence or avoidance of OHS
provisions being an error of judgement and thus a non-punishable act.
The participants were asked several questions specifically to determine their
interpretation of the concept of white-collar crime and whether labelling any
intentional or unintentional action of negligence or evasion of OHS provisions should
be considered a criminal offence or not. Fewer than half of the participants (six
respondents) agreed that any intentional negligence or evasion of safety and security
measures constitutes a criminal act. This means that any rational decision-making or
act of negligence, evasion, or avoidance of the OHS provisions which leads to an
occupational accident is a criminal act perpetrated by the factory owner or decisionmaker. A more detailed clarification of this notion is observed from the answers
provided. For example, “If an accident happens due to the willful avoidance of the
safety and security protocols, this is a crime,” stated one general manager of HR and
Compliance. In spite of the fact that these respondents agreed to consider the
deliberate negligence and evasion of OHS practice as a crime, the majority of the
participants (17 respondents) failed to demonstrate a clear understanding of the
definition of white-collar crime but linked accidents which occur to negligence and
evasion with punishable crime. The remaining three respondents somewhat agreed
that any kind of negligence, whether it contributes to an accident or not, is a crime.
The majority of the respondents also stated that, if not necessarily the owner, but
anyone from the factory administration team or any floor supervisor or machine
operator avoids or neglects the OHS provision intentionally, resulting in an accident,
then this is a crime. One CEO commented, “…[if] anyone from the factory, perhaps an
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operator or a manager, whoever, shows carelessness in following safety protocols that
results in any accident, it is a crime.”
As a result, the factory owner cannot be held responsible for an accident that
occurs as a result; rather, the individual person who avoids the provision or neglects it
for whatever reason is liable for the offence and thus punishable. Similarly, a mixed
reaction was found among the respondents when they were asked to what extent they
think that the workers or owners are to be blamed and punished when an accident
happens in the factory. Fifteen respondents agreed that workers can be held liable if
they are found to cause of any accident that is due to their negligence or carelessness.
One factory owner responded,

We have many examples where our workers show carelessness
repeatedly even after we offer them safety awareness training. A few days
ago, we found two staff members handling dyeing chemicals without
wearing gloves, and also found an electrician welding without wearing any
protective glasses. But they all know the safety protocols - they just don’t
take them seriously.
In contrast, the remaining five respondents argued that it is the sole responsibility
of the owner, “…to train and teach the workers to identify hazards and to ensure the
safety protocols are followed all the time.”
They think that the owner has a responsibility to keep the workers and workplace
safe and risk-free. Similarly, an important perspective emerged from one of the
participants when he commented,

The workers are uneducated and they do not know much about the
safety and security issues. So, when an accident occurs because of a
worker’s mistake, the responsibility lies with the owner. No one will blame
the worker for the accident but everyone will blame the owner for it.
So, according to these respondents, it is the owner who must be held responsible
for any accidents that occur due to the negligence of any worker or staff member.
Contrastingly, the participants showed a mixed reaction towards considering
unintentional negligence or avoidance of the OHS provisions a white-collar crime. They
showed a clear understanding of the term “error of judgement” and a significant
number of the participants (14) denied that unintentional avoidance or negligence is a
crime. To exemplify this, “…factory owners who do not follow the labour law properly
and neglect or avoid the COC conditions are making a judgemental error,” responded
one participant. Similar responses were provided by most of the respondents, who
differentiated between “error” and “crime.” According to them, an act of unintentional
avoidance or negligence of OHS practice is a human error or mistake, as people do not
intentionally seek to engage in wrongdoing. Interestingly, several respondents
commented that, even when the decision to avoid OHS practice is taken rationally, it is
not a crime, but rather a mistake—perhaps sometimes a costly mistake. One
respondent stated that, “Human error is very common in large factories like ours…we
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should not label these mistakes as a criminal offence and cannot consider the
accidents as the result of a crime committed by anyone.”
Another respondent wrote that, “We must understand the difference between
human error and criminal acts. These people are not criminals, but what they did was
very stupid and careless.”
Referring to some of the industrial accidents that have occurred in the last few
years, one factory owner mentioned, “No owner wants intentionally to do anything
that kills people or shuts down businesses. It was a big mistake and they are not
criminals.”
Discussion
In conjunction with this theoretical evidence, the evasion of the OHS provisions by
the factory owners can be considered white-collar crime. According to the studies of
Friedrich (2002), Edelhertz & Overcast (1982), Robin (1974), and Sutherland (1940),
industrialists are considered to be wealthy, high-status people in society. In this
regard, RMG factory owners are industrialists, and can perhaps be considered as
belonging to the high social status group. Therefore, disrespecting the OHS provisions
and thus endangering life and property can be considered white-collar crime on their
part. Similarly, the theory posited by Schofield et al. (2009) and Shapiro (1990), which
links the concept of white-collar crime with social class, highlights that these crimes
are deeply intertwined in every social structure. This theory also agrees with the
postulation of Geis (1982) and Edelhertz (1970), both of whom use common terms to
explain the white-collar crime committed by high-ranking people for whom, due to
their social power and influence, it is difficult to bring under direct investigation. All of
these authors seem to agree that white-collar crime is associated with those with
power and prestige, who usually belong to the upper class of society and thus it is
difficult to prove and hold them responsible for their deviant deeds. Interestingly, this
study shows that fewer than half of the participants think that the intentional evasion,
negligence, or avoidance of the OHS requirements is a criminal offence and thus
punishable; but the majority of the participants think that, when it is unintentional, it is
an error of judgement, not a crime. Similarly, some of the participants also think that
people do not intentionally avoid or neglect the OHS requirements imposed on them,
but rather all evasions are unintentional and thus these are judgemental errors and
therefore non-punishable. This is very similar to the findings of Schofield et al. (2009)
which was highlighted earlier.
Notwithstanding, in line with the theoretical and empirical evidence, this
interpretation of “error of judgement” or “unintentional mistake” by the participants
appears to be unconvincing. The factory personnel are likely to possess the awareness
to take decisions rationally, in precise terms, due to the probability of detection and
punishment. It is therefore assumed that, to avoid penance, people will make betterinformed operational and strategic decisions with regard to the administration of the
OHS provisions. Nevertheless, overwhelmingly persuasive evidence can be drawn from
the past studies to show that the factory owners in Bangladesh are in no position to
claim that they are ignorant of the effectiveness of the OHS provisions or labour laws
(Islam et al. 2013; French & Martin 2013; Ahamed 2012; Berik & Rodgers 2008) and,
additionally, there is their sense of ethical and moral obligations which every sane
human being is supposed to possess. In fact, in many cases, the factory owners’
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willingness to act rationally is somewhat compromised in a situation where there is
ample empirical evidence of a lack of worthwhile safety audits, and nor has any kind of
justifiable investigation been observed whatsoever by the government of the country
or social compliance authorities (Ahmed et al., 2014; Chowdhury & Tanim, 2016;
Yunus & Yamagata 2012; Zaman et al., 2013). On several occasions, people in the
factory make decisions intentionally to become involved in a deviant act by taking
advantage of the situation whereby their factories are excluded from the foreign
retailers’ audit process or because of the government’s incapability to monitor and
impose sanctions on them (Ahmed et al., 2014; Chowdhury & Tanim, 2016; Zaman et
al., 2013). This shows that this evasive nature is not an “error of judgement,” but a
rational choice whereby an individual acts to balance the costs against the benefits to
arrive at action that maximises his/her own personal advantage.
The decision to evade or neglecting the OHS provisions taken intentionally or
unintentionally is an individual conduct that is shaped by the costs and benefits that
might follow as a consequence of that conduct. Tombs & Whyte (2013) and Bodman &
Maultby (1997) highlighted this as a rational calculation that weighs the chances of
being caught and the severity of the punitive measures against the benefits of
committing a crime. Chowdhury & Tanim’s (2016) study showed that RMG factory
owners and managers make intentional decisions about nonconforming with the OHS
provisions where the benefit of evading these OHS provisions is considered to be more
profitable than complying with them. This means that rational choice depends upon
the factory personnel’s knowledge of the “benefit of not being caught,” rather than the
“risks of being caught.” Therefore, these factory owners tend to neglect or ignore the
OHS provisions to increase their gain, as they do not fear being caught and punished
for their evasive nature. This finding is further supported by the empirical evidence
found in other studies which shows that neither a safety audit nor even any kind of
proper investigation of accidents have ever been carried out to date to find the
offenders and bring them under sanctions by the country’s government (Ahmed et al.
2014; Ahmed & Hossain 2009; Haider 2007; Yunus & Yamagata 2012; Zaman et al.
2013).
Although, theoretically and empirically, it is suggested that any intentional or
unintentional negligence or evasion of the OHS provisions is a deviant act and can be
labelled a white-collar crime, and the offenders are to be punished, it is noteworthy
that the respondents to this research tend to possess a different notion. The majority
of the participants think that, when the evasion or negligence occurs unintentionally, it
is not a criminal act but an error of judgement and therefore the person associated
with this error is not an offender or violator and so should not be punished as such.
Similarly, a few of the respondents also think that every kind of act of evasion or
negligence is an error of judgement, which, although it can result in accidents, it does
not constitute a crime. Therefore, these evaders or neglecters are not wrongdoers or
criminals, but, rather, poor decision-makers and should not be punished.
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CONCLUSION
No one can argue with the fact that workplace safety is of immense importance, yet
it is often overlooked in Bangladesh, leaving thousands of human lives exposed to risk
in the workplace. The research investigated the managerial interpretation of “error of
judgement” and “white-collar crime” in relation to the evasion or negligence observed
in administering the OHS provisions in the apparel manufacturing sector of
Bangladesh. The study found that all its participants possess adequate knowledge
about the relevant OHS provisions and safety protocols imposed on them by the local
government and the global supply chain. They believe that the correct administration
of the OHS provisions can effectively reduce or prevent workplace accidents. The
respondents also seem to have different interpretations of the term “error of
judgement” and “white-collar crime” in association with OHS negligence and evasion.
Past studies show that this type of negligence and evasion is considered as whitecollar crime, and people who are repeat offenders or associated with this type of
evasive nature are considered guilty of crime, and thus penalised. Nevertheless, most
of the respondents to this study believe that this type of negligence or evasion is not a
crime, but an “error of judgement,” a poor strategic choice made by individuals, and
therefore those involved are not guilty of a crime and therefore non-punishable.
This study possesses limitations that are consistent with those found in prior
qualitative studies of this kind. For example, the generalisability of the sample is
questionable, as it consisted of only 20 male participants from 10 factories, from an
industry which contains almost 5,000 factories. Yet, a study of this type, by default,
must limit the number of participants due to the difficulty associated with their
recruitment, especially in a country which is not research-focused and where societal
hindrance makes factory owners reluctant to participate in research voluntarily.
Despite these limitations, this research aspires to stimulate the stakeholders in the
RMG industry by raising awareness, and informing, engaging, and promoting the
research and its findings, especially the fact that OHS negligence and evasion at any
time must be questioned, and that the OHS protocols must be strictly administered.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE INTERNET ON CHILDREN’S
VACCINATION: APPLYING INTERCULTURAL THEORIES
TO ANALYZE PARENTAL DECISION-MAKING
MELISSA M. FRYER ∗
ABSTRACT
Immunization is one of the greatest medical breakthroughs of modern history, reducing
dozens of deadly diseases to preventable ones – even eradicating some entirely - yet parents
are choosing to forgo vaccination for their children. Many of these parents are educated and
affluent, with timely access to information on immunization's risks and benefits. How they use
this information – to inform decision making on vaccination – is the subject of this research.
Data for this study was gathered through semi-structured interviews with a small sample of six
parents who researched vaccination on the Internet. Transcriptions were coded using
Fairclough's framework for discourse analysis and analysis applied Gudykunst’s theory of anxiety
uncertainty management. Research reveals parents seek information to support preconceived
bias toward vaccination as well as reduce anxiety and uncertainty in decision making. This
research adds to the understanding of how online information influences parental decisionmaking in regards to immunization of their children.
Keywords: immunization, influence, Internet, intercultural communication, discourse analysis,
decision making.

INTRODUCTION
Unvaccinated or under-vaccinated populations still exist even after immunization
has saved more lives in the last half-century than any other medical advancement,
according to the Public Health Agency of Canada (B.C. Centre for Disease Control,
2014). Media and scholarly reports tell stories of outbreaks of measles at Disneyland
(Serna, 2015); clusters of whooping cough in the Fraser Valley in British Columbia,
Canada (Alphonso, 2012); and mumps in New York (Barskey et al., 2012) – all of
which can be traced back to unvaccinated or under-vaccinated populations. Parents no
longer accept vaccination for their children without question; rather they are taking the
initiative to research and understand the risks inherent in vaccination, often through
channels that do not involve their health-care provider but involve the Internet, social
media and networks of friends and relatives (Austvoll-Dahlgren & Helseth, 2010; Kata,
∗
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2012). With prevalent access to information on the Internet regarding childhood
vaccination, how does the World Wide Web influence parents’ decisions to vaccinate
their children?
Information on the Internet is constantly changing and updating, providing patients
with access to the most timely research results available compared to printed
brochures or encyclopedias. Health authorities are investing in online publications.
Unfortunately, inaccurate information is just as accessible. While up to 72% of U.S.
citizens trust health information they find on the Internet, just 25% always evaluate
the source and status of that information (Betsch, et al., 2012). Easy access to
inaccurate information raises questions about how parents are able to critically
evaluate and incorporate that information in their decision-making process whether to
vaccinate their children. Scholarship asking parents how they use the information they
find on the Internet to inform their opinions and decisions whether to vaccinate their
children is scarce. This qualitative analysis of interviews with parents aims to answer
the question: how do parents use information they gather from the Internet to inform
their opinions and decisions whether to vaccinate their children?
For many parents, their decision to vaccinate their children is an evolving process
(Glanz et al., 2013). Vaccination, or immunization, provides protection by introducing a
small amount of the disease into the body, which responds by creating antibodies that
destroy the disease and provide ongoing immunity (B.C. Centre for Disease Control,
2014). The factors having influence on parents’ decisions are often complex and interrelated (Dube et al., 2015). Some parents think of the public health service that
vaccines provide by creating herd immunity; other parents simply factor the effect on
their own children (Dube et al., 2013; Saada, Lieu, Morain, Zikmund-Fisher, &
Wittenberg, 2015). Social networks, from the Internet and social media to stories and
experiences from families and friends, influence parents’ decisions (McMurray et al.,
2004, Yaqub, Castle-Clark, Seredalis, & Chataway, 2014). Despite distrust of the
institutions for which health-care providers work, such as government and
pharmaceutical companies, doctors and nurses still hold sway in health care decisions
for parents and children (Glanz et al., 2013; McMurray et al., 2004; Saada et al.,
2015). But that influence is eroding as patients become more involved in their own
health-care decisions and those of their children, using alternative sources of
information, such as that found on the Internet, and relying on social networks to
inform their health-care choices (Kata, 2012; Yaqub et al., 2014).
Previous scholarship documented a variety of experiences, beliefs, and opinions
among parents regarding vaccination for their children (Dube et al., 2015; Saada et
al., 2014). Informing these decisions are health-care providers, family and social
networks, including the Internet and social media (Austvoll-Dahlgren & Helseth, 2010;
Kata, 2012; McMurray et al., 2004; Yaqub et al., 2014). Parents believe vaccination is
important to build up immune resistance to disease and trust their health-care provider
to make the best recommendations for their children (Dube et al., 2015). However,
they also question the partiality of doctors and nurses to provide unbiased information
on the safety and efficacy of vaccines (McMurray et al., 2004). Some parents believe in
the social good that fully vaccinated populations provide (Saada et al., 2014), while
others consider the issue based solely on the effect on their own children (Dube et al.,
2015). Parents also second-guess their decision, if they vaccinated or chose not to
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(Dube et al., 2015). All of these factors are then synthesized into a decision by parents
whether to vaccinate their children.
Literature Review
The reasons why parents turn to the Internet is well documented. Influenced by
experiences in the family and social networks, and wary of the authenticity of
information provided by health-care practitioners and pharmaceutical companies,
parents are turning to the Internet to help inform their choices. But with the volume of
information on the Internet, how parents use the information they find is open for
discussion. Babaoff and D’Auria (2015) note that parents with legitimate concerns
around vaccination are challenged to differentiate between science and anecdote, right
and wrong, and the various “experts” on all sides of the debate. Sobo, Huhn,
Sannwald, and Thurman (2016), found that parents were aware of these biases and
sought to remedy it by collecting multiple viewpoints to, combined with their own
experiences, help formulate some sort of well- rounded opinion. Parents believe that
studies on the Internet are up to date, easy to access, and carry the ability to review
sources (Walsh, Hamilton, White, & Hyde, 2015). The researchers also note that
parents were often overwhelmed by the volume of information on the Internet as well
as the lack of resources to answer questions about whether any of that information is
legitimate (Walsh et al., 2015). Shoup and colleagues (2015) were tasked with
designing a social media-based tool to help inform parents about vaccination. More
particularly, during focus groups and interviews, parents revealed they wanted
information describing the risks and benefits of vaccination, transparency of
information, and ethnic and racial diversity. Parents are quite clear when discussing
with researchers and health-care providers what pieces of information they are
searching for when informing themselves on childhood vaccinations. Studies have
mainly focused on whether parents use the Internet for vaccination research, which
they do for multiple health-care issues, and why they do so. A gap in the research
exists: how online information is used to make a decision?
The documentation of parent responses to immunization has been organized by
researchers into a spectrum of vaccine acceptance to refusal (Dube et al., 2015;
McMurray et al., 2004; Yaqub et al., 2014). Researchers often choose three categories
when discussing parents’ attitudes toward vaccination: vaccine-favourable, vaccinehesitant, and vaccine-refusal (Dube et al., 2015; Glanz et al., 2013; McMurray et al.,
2004). Like the labels imply, favorable parents readily follow the recommended dosing
schedule, while refusers reject any vaccination attempt on their children. Refusing
parents, however, do not take their decision lightly and as Dube et al. (2015) found,
mothers who refused vaccines were not thoughtless, irrational, or lacking in
knowledge. Like vaccine-favourable parents, refusing parents were confident that their
decisions were in the best interest of the child. Vaccine-hesitant parents are more
complex and range from accepting all vaccinations with questions to refusing one or
more vaccines. Their decision making was an evolving process, which could change to
refusal at any moment (Dube et al., 2015; Glanz et al., 2013). These three categories
were consistent throughout much of the literature surveyed (Dube et al., 2015; Glanz
et al., 2013; McMurray et al., 2004).
The literature shows that social networks, like those found on social media, as well
as friends and family, have a strong influence on parents’ decision to vaccinate their
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children. Influence here is defined as the factors which parents draw upon, such as
opinions told to them through social networks, information, and direction given by
health-care providers, and information that comes to them through media, such as
newspapers, social media platforms and television. Yaqub et al.’s (2014) research
found that friends, family, and colleagues appeared often among the reasons for
vaccination, likely due to their perceived trustworthiness – more so than institutions
such as government, health authorities, or pharmaceutical corporations. Rather than
focus solely on science, parents attach significance to anecdotes and life events from
their social networks and incorporate family history, religion and their child’s maturity,
allergies and sleep patterns into decision making (Yaqub et al., 2014). McMurray et al.
(2004) found this with parents who were vaccine-hesitant or refused vaccine
altogether because they had seen children with autism through family, friends and
work and perceived this disability as far worse than measles, mumps or rubella.
However, those anecdotal stories worked the opposite way as well, as parents who
had seen the effects of measles, mumps and rubella from their social networks were
more likely to vaccinate (McMurray et al., 2004) to avoid the risk of their children
contracting these diseases. These positive and negative discussions and conversations
with friends and family are enough to sway vaccine-hesitant parents either way (Dube
et al., 2015), showing how much of an impact social networks can have on decision
making. Decision making is an attempt to understand, recognize or make sense of the
situation (Lipshitz & Strauss, 1997). In this process, parents uncertain about
vaccination for their children will seek out communication on information through their
social networks, health-care providers and the Internet, in a type of cybernetic
network in which positive and negative information is fed back to parents, who in turn
feel the need to acquire yet more information.
Anecdotal stories are what parents often hear from their social networks, and
research shows that although narrative stories of first- and third-person accounts are a
significant influence on decision making, it is not always with the most sought-after
outcome. Winterbottom, Bekker, Conner, and Mooney (2008), concluded that narrative
information does affect an individual’s decision-making process and outcome, in
health-care and other decisions, although it is unclear what part of the process is
affected. Often, narrative stories increase the perceived risk of adverse events,
particularly if the information is vivid and the message and/or messenger is credible
(Winterbottom et al., 2008). Betsch et al. (2012) found that the greater number of
narratives people read, the higher the perception of risk was. Because of this, healthcare providers are hesitant to include narrative stories in their advice to parents.
Unfortunately, online debates about vaccination are filled with personal, anecdotal
stories of patients and parents who vividly describe the perceived adverse effects of
vaccination. These narrative and anecdotal stories pose a significant influence on
parental choice on childhood vaccination.
Another major area of influence on parental decision making in vaccination is
health-care providers. Although parents have varying levels of trust in their health-care
providers, doctors and nurses are still sought out for advice on vaccination (Dube et
al., 2015; Glanz et al., 2013; Saada et al., 2015). One of the main predictors of
acceptance for vaccines is a recommendation from a health-care professional (Dube et
al., 2015). Glanz et al. (2013) found clear distinctions in trust among patients and
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physicians, with parents trusting advice from their doctor overall, but doubting the
reliability and knowledge of their physician when it comes to vaccines. Vaccinefavourable parents saw their physician as trustworthy and respectful and expressed
confidence in them (Saada et al., 2015). However, vaccine-hesitant or refuser parents
reported feeling judged, pressured, or bullied by their pediatrician (Saada et al., 2015).
Information provided by physicians was further diminished in value if the doctor was
condescending or dismissive of attempts by parents to discuss the benefits and risks of
vaccination (McMurray et al., 2004). Despite these doubts or concerns about the
advice from their doctors and nurses, vaccine-hesitant parents have reluctantly
vaccinated their children due to pressure from health-care providers (Dube et al.,
2015). Although parents have a high level of trust in their health-care providers, and
rely on doctors and nurses to be a major source of information on vaccines for
parents, the influence of health-care providers is eroded when they fail to engage in
discussion with parents over vaccine efficacy.
When parents feel health-care providers lack impartiality when advising on
vaccination, they seek out avenues to value-free, or non-biased, information. Dube et
al. (2015) found that not only was public health and governmental information
perceived as too favourable, but information from anti-vaccination groups was also
seen as too critical. Mothers reported turning to complementary or alternative
medicine (CAM) to provide context because these practitioners were seen as having
nothing to gain from discussing vaccinations (Dube et al., 2015). They did note,
however, that many quantitative studies linked CAM use and non-vaccination. Parents
in McMurray et al.’s (2004) study indicated they wanted more balanced information,
suggesting a third party provide information to parents and let them decide on their
own time. Where the information comes from influences how parents trust its
authenticity, as Yaqub et al. (2014) found that distrust of doctors, government, and
pharmaceutical companies was a reason for vaccine-hesitancy. They also note it helps
explain why vaccine-hesitant attitudes are often found in well-educated people. While
parents value the input and knowledge from health-care providers, they still want
information free of health authority and government bias. To find this, they often turn
to the Internet, an online network that provides easy access to information from
multiple sources.
Much of the research to date focuses on the content found at websites hosting
vaccination information, but little in the way of how parents synthesize that
information and its effect on their decision-making process. Kata (2010) documented
the strategies employed by websites advocating against vaccination, and a follow-up
study (Kata, 2012) documented search results for key terms such as “vaccine” and
“immunization” and evaluated the proportion of anti-vaccination sites as well as the
claims made, but in neither study were parents asked what, if any, of these websites
provided the information they used in decision making. Austvoll-Dahlgren and Helseth
(2010) acknowledged the vast amount of information on the Internet available to
parents, and parents’ frustration at the jargon and technical language included in
many of the sites, but not how that information informed their decision, if at all. We
know parents read anecdotal stories and emotion-based information; we know they
attempt to find scientific studies; we know they are aware of potential bias from
corporations, government, or health-care providers financially supporting vaccination
research. This study aims to build on current research into vaccination information on
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the Internet, and provide insight into how parents utilize information they find on the
Internet to inform their decision whether to vaccinate their children.
Data Collection
The primary aim of the research was to generate data that provided insight into
people’s experiences and understand the decision-making process, so semi-structured
interviews were used. The study focused on the experiences of select, individual
parents, their choices, influences and decisions, rather than parent populations as a
whole. A group format, while allowing for a greater range of experience among
participants, was too public a venue for parents to discuss such personal issues
(DiCocco-Bloom & Crabtree, 2006). The semi-structured interviews were conducted in
January 2016 over the phone and/or in person, and were recorded for accuracy and
review. The duration of each interview ranged from 20 to 40 minutes.
I recruited a small sample of six parents who accessed the Internet to gather
information on vaccine safety and efficacy to inform their decision whether to
vaccinate their children. Subjects were gathered through chain-referral sampling, or
snowballing, defined by Cohen and Arieli (2011) as “… a technique for finding research
subjects where one subject gives the researcher the name of another, who in turn
provides the name of a third and so on” (p. 424). Snowballing is an effective method
to gather subjects, particularly in conflict environments, hidden or inaccessible
populations, all of which could apply to potential subjects who were vaccine-hesitant
or refused vaccination outright. It is also efficient method using a minimum amount of
time and money. Included among the six parents were those who made a decision on
vaccination and used the Internet to inform that choice.
Sixteen questions were drafted based on a naturalistic decision-making framework
that outlined the basic steps an individual would commonly use to formulate a decision
based on a variety of options. Lipshitz and Strauss (1997) say the process begins with
an attempt to understand, recognize, or make sense of the situation. If the person is
able, he or she settles on an option and mentally simulates that option to evaluate its
probability. If the person cannot make sense, he or she will try to reduce or forestall
the decision by seeking additional information. If additional information is not
forthcoming, the person moves to assumption-based reasoning to formulate two or
more secondary options. The person then weighs the benefits and drawbacks of each.
If the person is still unable to make a decision, he or she will suppress, forestall, or
generate an alternative to the original options presented. The questions were ordered
so that they followed this naturalistic decision-making process.
The interviews were uploaded and transcribed by the researcher using the subjects’
answers and significant pauses. Non-verbal cues and noises were not included as per
Fairclough’s accepted denaturized transcription process. Several copies of each
interview transcription were printed and then used for critical discourse analysis based
on Fairclough’s framework (Jorgensen & Philips, 2002).
Fairclough (1996) argues that texts cannot be understood in isolation. As such, his
framework for critical discourse analysis was chosen because of its incorporation of
social structures and power relations. Social structures, based on the review of
vaccination literature, are major influences on parental decision making. In addition,
the literature suggested that power relations, between health-care providers or the
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parents’ social networks, could be a factor in decision making, so a mechanism to
account for this within the analysis was crucial. Although the study did not begin with
a critical lens, placing the texts within the broader social and power structures of
society was why Fairclough’s framework was chosen.
Fairclough’s framework breaks discourse analysis into three parts: discursive
practice, text, and social practice. Discursive practice includes outside influences, such
as partners, parents, siblings, friends, colleagues, peers, and health-care providers, as
well as other discourses, such as pamphlets, books, websites, social media,
newspapers, television, celebrity, and education. Each of these categories was given
its own colour code, save for colleagues and peers, which were grouped together, as
were pamphlets, books, and newspapers grouped as printed materials. The second
coding involved text, which coded for ethos, such as identity, responsibility, and
anxiety; metaphors, such as choice and outcomes; wording, which considered parents’
word choice being emotional or scientific; and finally grammar, which included
transivity and modality. Transivity refers to the passivity of statements and how they
are connected to a subject. For example, “50 nurses were laid off” is passive compared
to “Hospital administration laid off 50 nurses,” which attaches the action to a subject.
Similarly, modality refers to ownership of a statement by the person speaking. For
example, “it is cold” is more authoritative than “I think it is cold.” The final coding
involved social practice and specifically coded for statements that maintained social
order, such as concepts of herd immunity, greater good, protecting vulnerable
populations, and following instructions. Conversely, coding was also done for concepts
that upended the social order, such as references to individuality, independent
research, sourcing, and funding. This framework was used to analyze each interview
transcript.
Each text was reviewed at least four times, using the colour scheme to code for
each category as outlined in the framework. The colour coding highlighted high
volumes of influence, but the researcher was careful not to discount the impact of
other significant influences that were in small volume than others. Notes were kept as
themes emerged, which the researcher continued to review of each text to find similar
instances. From this inductive process, universal themes emerged.
Ethical Protocols and Approval
To mitigate the potential risks, interview subjects were informed of the focus of
research and its purpose and asked to sign a consent form indicating they understood
the scope of the project. Included on the form were standard ethical guidelines, which
outlined that subjects’ identities will be kept confidential and their answers nonidentifiable, and that they could withdraw from the study at any time without giving a
reason and that their data would be destroyed. Subjects’ personal information was
stored as per the Canadian Panel on Research Ethics guidelines for privacy and
confidentiality (Government of Canada, 2010), which included data consisting of sound
files, transcriptions, and consent forms stored on the researcher’s password-protected
computer with back-up copies on a flash drive in the researcher’s home office. Data
will be kept on file for two years in the unlikely event of challenges to validity. Ethical
approval was granted by the Ethics Review Board at Royal Roads University.
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Findings
The six chosen subjects were all female, ranging in age from early 30s to mid-40s,
and came from similar socio-economic backgrounds. All had high-levels of literacy,
with high-school diplomas and at least some college-level education. Their professional
experiences ranged from consultant to educator and business owner. Diversity was
found in marital status, as three subjects were married, two were in common-law
relationships, and the sixth was separated. Household income was at least $100,000
annually. Children ranged in age from toddlers to teenagers. Four mothers were
vaccine acceptors and chose the full traditional vaccination schedule, one was vaccinehesitant and delayed vaccination, and the sixth would be considered a vaccine-refuser
for choosing a homeopathic vaccination option rather than the traditional schedule.
Analysis of the data gathered from parental interviews revealed four major ways in
which parents use information gathered on the Internet to inform their decisions
whether to vaccinate their children. Often parents are seeking information to validate
their own biases; to validate sources by researching anecdotal stories told to them by
friends, family, coworkers, or the media; to reduce anxiety; and to manage uncertainty
by exploring alternate views and questioning authority. These four themes are
presented in detail below.
Bias Validation
Bond, Carlson, Meloy, Russo, and Tanner’s (2005) research into decision making
holds that in the process of evaluating a single option, which most parents saw as a
choice to vaccinate or not, individuals maintain coherence to their initial evaluation by
biasing their interpretation of new information. Although parents sought information
from all sides regarding vaccination, most admitted beginning their search with a clear
bias and none changed from that initial decision. Parents described that when coming
up against information that opposed their views, they sought more information until
they were satisfied the opposing view was not relevant. This behaviour shows that
“information supporting a desired conclusion is absorbed non-critically while opposing
information is treated with ‘motivated skepticism’” (Bond et al., 2005, p. 3). Although
parents described evaluating and researching both sides, they often continued their
research when faced with information that did not align with their initial views. One
parent said, “When I came across anti-vaccination studies, I tried to look at scientific
reasoning and digging into those points. My instinct was to read more, like ‘prove it to
me.’”
The same pattern was documented with parents searching for a non-traditional
alternative to vaccines. Parents began researching through a search portal specifically
looking for alternatives to traditional vaccination and sought information that
supported a “natural” or “different choice” than the medical system recommends. One
parent stated, “I didn’t feel like the medical professionals would tell me anything other
than what they wanted me to do, which was vaccinate traditionally.” The parent found
information supporting that homeopathic vaccination was an effective alternative to
traditional vaccination. This was what the parent went to the Internet intending to find
and she searched until she found the desired result.
Parents also described faith in the medical system and the efficacy of vaccines as
part of their initial evaluation and that did not change after doing Internet research.
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Parents said despite looking specifically for anti-vaccination studies, nothing they found
was enough to sway their initial opinion. Parents searched the Internet to gather
studies that supported their belief that vaccination was effective and safe, describing
their research as a “secondary source” of information. For example, one parent states:
I look at vaccinations kind of like having home insurance – you’re probably not
going to need it but if you need it, it can be really important to have. I don’t think that
I ever felt really strongly about not vaccinating.
Another parent supports this as well:
I just assumed that vaccinations and vaccinating your child was something that you
did. I assumed it was something everybody did and everybody should do. The
information on [Health Canada website] obviously supported my initial thoughts that
you should get vaccinated.
After researching alternative information to their initial feelings – which all parents
did – all six mothers were unable to find information from the Internet that was
persuasive enough to abandon their initial evaluation of vaccination.
Source Validation
Parents often turn to the Internet to search for scientific studies to evaluate the
validity of anecdotal stories told to them through their social networks. Their goal with
Internet research was to find sources that would provide evidence-based information
on the benefits and risks of vaccination. Parents were not searching for more
emotional stories based on experience, but rather unbiased sources of information that
would present fact over anecdotes. A parent states:
I wasn’t affected by anything anecdotal. I was more concerned with numbers,
statistics, direct comparisons and checking sources. Who did what, how old was the
research? Was it really apples to apples? Who funded it? I was looking for credentials,
organizations.
The professionalism of a website attracted parents. When searching, they looked
for things like professional design, trust seals, and recognizable organizations, like
Health Canada or the World Health Organization. Parents avoided websites that looked
“bloggish,” or were filled with spelling mistakes and anecdotal stories. Message forums
and blogs were rejected almost outright, with so-called “mommy blogs” not only
rejected but also held with contempt. Professionalism of a website told parents that
the information they were viewing was supported by trusted organizations. One parent
explained:
The professional website did make a difference. I was turned off by something that
looked bloggish. Anything that’s too opinion-based I tried to avoid. I didn’t go to any
parent forums or anything like that. I went to places that had done research or were
quoting researching or were offering the program and led me to people I could talk to.
Wolfe and Sharp (2005) asked whether parents viewing the plethora of antivaccination websites would be able to differentiate between anecdotal stories and
scientific studies. My research says they can and do. They looked at study sample and
funding, taking into account possible motives behind support for such a study.
Pharmaceutical companies were held in the same sphere of trust as bloggers and
forums. Parents were concerned about knowing about funding by pharmaceutical
companies of scientific vaccination studies, questioning the bias of those organizations
and whether the company had competing vaccines for sale. A parent stated: “I wanted
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to know who was conducting the research. Anyone can write a website or even a
survey … but I wanted to know who was funding it and if there were any solutions
what they might be.”
Parents were also looking for credibility on a website. They preferred sites hosted
by medical organizations or mainstream media with sources that were readily
accessible and that they could verify with secondary research. They often visited
websites that they had previously established as trustworthy, such as news sites like
CBC News or the Washington Post, which were often viewed and relied upon for other
topics as valid. Parents also felt as though medical and mainstream news sites were
held to a higher standard of trust than blogs or parent forums. These parents are
aware of the differences between anecdotes and scientific studies, and actively seek
the latter. Despite knowing these differences, however, the anecdotal stories still cause
parents to question their decision. One parent said:
When you read stories about children with various aliments extending from certain
treatments, or even autism. I know that autism isn’t one of the effects, but when you
read all those stories it does have a detrimental, a shaking effect on your conviction.
Anxiety Reduction
In addition to researching anecdotal stories for some scientific basis in fact, parents
are also going to the Internet to help calm their anxiety over the decisions they are
making for their children. Sitting at the computer is a time when parents can gather
their thoughts, concerns and fears and set about easing that anxiety by researching
trusted sites for information that will support the decision they are leaning toward.
More information, however, isn’t always better. Parents described discovering more
such anecdotal and even scientific information that went against their initial decision
and although they were satisfied with the decision they made – and have happy,
healthy children – the additional information did not always soothe the anxiety that
parents feel. One parent stated:
I wasn’t aware there were so many vaccinations and they put so many at once in a
young little system so I was actually a little bit alarmed after I became more aware of
what they were doing. It didn’t change the outcome but I was a little bit more wary.
Parents pointed to contradictions in the information they found on the Internet as a
source of anxiety, such as differing guidelines on nutrition and feeding schedules for
infants, circumcision and the efficacy of the annual flu shot. A parent said, “It’s
probably better to just go for it than not. I had to shut off one part of my brain and
say I think this probably is the best decision and we’ll wait and see.”
Parents report health-care providers do not always rectify these contradictions, as
one parent recounted her general physician delaying the vaccination schedule for his
children and removing the chicken pox vaccine altogether, explaining the virus was
causing issues with shingles disease in adults. The contradictions between Internet
information and health-care guidelines exacerbate parental anxiety. One parent said,
“The people who doubt vaccination and the schedule that B.C. is on I think are easy to
find.”
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Uncertainty Management
The anxiety that parents feel is partially due to the responsibility on their shoulders
for their children. Although parents might feel strongly the desire to vaccinate, they
feel responsibility to seek out and learn about anti-vaccination arguments to assure
themselves that they did their due diligence to research alternatives. Parents are
looking for new studies and new information that speaks to the continued efficacy and
safety of vaccination, as well as alternatives that might be available to them.
Depending on each child’s health-care issues, from allergies to compromised immune
system, parents are searching for information for their child’s unique needs. Can that
child, who was born several weeks early, be vaccinated on schedule? Is it better to
have all vaccines at once or spread them out over a longer period of time?
Researching these questions is a way that parents reassure themselves that they are
making the best decision possible for their children. One parent stated:
It’s a hard enough decision as a parent because you’re making a decision for
another human being who can’t tell you what they think or what they want for
themselves. We did our best to research and think about the pros and cons and do
what we thought was best for our family.
As post-modern patients with a desire to be involved in all aspects of health-care
delivery and decision-making, parents question authority and hold health-care
professionals accountable to ensure that parents receive the best, most up-to-date
information possible. Parents see an inherent bias in health-care professionals to push
the messaging and the outcomes prescribed by their health authority. Parents feel little
objectivity coming from the health-care system and as such, they take it upon
themselves to find balance, or at the very least find independent information to
support directives from health-care providers. One parent said, “No disrespect to the
folks who work at Island Health, but part of their job is to push vaccination. For us, it
was just about making sure we got to make the right choice for our family.”
Parents are provided with official information sheets from public health nurses prior
to every round of vaccination and available to answer any questions. While parents
appreciate this, they recognize that public health units are run by the health authority,
which has a vested interest in having populations vaccinated. Parents use Internet
research to counter this, searching for new studies about vaccination targeted to each
child’s needs as well as the philosophy of the family. Health-care providers have some
influence on where parents start research, for example recommending trusted
websites, but all at some point will conduct a general Internet search. Some parents
specifically search for vaccine alternatives, knowing that health-care providers in the
traditional sense will not condone or advocate for a holistic approach to full
vaccination. One of the parents interviewed said, “I didn’t feel like medical
professionals would tell me anything other than what they wanted me to do, which
was vaccinate traditionally.”
Analysis
To understand these themes emerging from the results of the interviews, the
theory of anxiety uncertainty management (AUM) was employed. Gudykunst (2005)
developed his AUM theory to help explain interaction among strangers from different
countries. Anxiety is affective, an emotion, while uncertainty is cognitive (Griffin &
McClish, 2011). For example, despite research and understanding of the efficacy,
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safety and risk to vaccination, parents still feel anxiety over their decisions when they
read anecdotal accounts of other families’ negative experiences. Anxiety and
uncertainty must fall between upper and lower thresholds of individuals for effective
communication to happen – a place Gudykunst termed “mindfulness.” Below the
threshold for uncertainty, such as too much confidence, and the person has no interest
in communication happening. Too much anxiety and the person will focus on the
source of that anxiety and avoid it at all costs. Between these extremes falls
mindfulness, in which individuals make conscious choices to participate in and
accomplish effective communication in new cultures. Becoming more mindful of other
cultures helps reduce anxiety and uncertainty among strangers and allows effective
communication to happen. A “mindless” individual uses broad categories and
stereotypes to predict behaviour, but as mindfulness increases, those categories
become more accurate and the individual is open to more information, eventually able
to more accurately identify the receiver’s frame of interpretation. Mindfulness falls at
Stage 3 out of the four levels of communication competence, as defined by William
Howell (Cannon, Feinstein, & Friesen, 2010), called “conscious competence”: we think
about our communication and continually work to become more effective. The
research revealed parents striving to operate in a mindful state, as their due diligence
in researching their children’s health choices did not end when the decision was made,
but continued as new information, such as new scientific studies, are published.
Mindfulness requires the individual to take an active role in their quest for effective
communication.
Gudykunst’s (2005) theory was developed and is often used to explain intercultural
communication. By applying the theory between the two groups – parents versus the
information they gather – it reveals the process of gathering information and the
anxiety management, and parents’ attempts to reduce anxiety by increasing
mindfulness. AUM’s usage in this context is effective in understanding how parents, as
strangers operating in an unfamiliar culture, establishes effective communication with
the host group, consisting of the information found on the Internet, their social
networks and health-care providers. AUM captures the anxiety and uncertainty
expressed by parents, and the mindfulness aspect of the theory provides insight into
why parents are using Internet information to reduce anxiety and manage uncertainty.
When people are mindful, they have greater control over their communication
behaviours. In a situation like childhood vaccination, where parents are expressing a
lack of certainty around decision making and a high amount of anxiety, mindfulness
helps parents make sense from the information and choices provided.
Gunykunst used nine themes in his AUM theory and under these themes 47 axioms
were grouped detailing how an individual’s communications needs either increases or
decreases their anxiety and uncertainty, as well as how individuals can move into
mindfulness in these situations. Not all themes and axioms pertain to each instance of
communication, and this paper focuses on those most relevant to the results
presented, including foundational interaction, which establish parents’ self-confidence
and identity; motivational interaction, which describes how and why parents choose to
interact with the information group; stranger interaction, which helps show how
parents manage anxiety and uncertainty to levels which keep mindful communication
open; and anxiety uncertainty interaction, which shows how parents navigate and
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interact with the new culture of vaccine information. This analysis uses a cultural
communications theory to help understand how parents use vaccination information
they find on the Internet.
Foundational Interaction
Gudykunst’s theory begins with our identity of self, and the self-concepts he
outlined play a foundational role in how parents manage the uncertainty and anxiety
experienced while researching vaccination information. All parents interviewed were
well-educated professionals with above-average household incomes; self-esteem is
high, and personal identity is secure. Gudykunst posits that individuals will try to
bolster their self-esteem if either their personal identities or their social identities are
threatened. While parents, for the most part, were secure in their personal and social
identities, some described challenges to predicting intergroup behaviour, which
affected self-esteem and their ability to manage anxiety.
Parents described how information related to vaccination came in through their
offline social networks, from parents, siblings, friends and caregivers and how they
were able, or unable, to predict their own behaviour and the reactions of others. The
information offered was often anecdotal stories about serious illness resulting from
vaccination, either from a lack of immunization or from side effects. For the most part,
parents were able to manage the anxiety and uncertainty arising from those stories by
searching for more information to support or refute those consequences. In one
instance, a parent was heavily influenced by their alternative caregiver, who was
ardently anti-vaccination. The caregiver was described as highly respected, even loved,
and the parent described learning of this person’s viewpoint as shaking her beliefs to
her core. With her anxiety elevated, she turned to her partner, whom she described as
“the smartest guy in the world,” and whom she also described as being swayed by the
anti-vaccination rhetoric they were hearing from their social networks. Unable to
predict intergroup behaviour, such as that of her alternative caregiver and her partner,
her self-esteem was lowered and she was unable to manage her anxiety effectively. At
this time, she followed her social network and refused to have her children vaccinated.
Later, when her children were in the school system and vaccination booster shots
came up, her anxiety level rose again as she was unable to allow her children
participate, having not had the initial vaccination in their youth. She predicted that
health services would “judge” or “shun” her when she would be contacted to have her
children vaccinated as teens. That was not the case, in the end – her higher level of
anxiety interfered with her ability to predict the behaviour of health services. To put
this in an AUM perspective, the parent was unable to predict the behaviour of the
other group of vaccine information, after her self-concept and self-confidence were
disrupted from her inability to predict the behaviour of the other group.
Other parents navigated more confidently through pressure from their social
networks due to their self-concept. For one parent, being a patient in the health-care
system was part of her personal identity, so her self-esteem in that cultural group was
greater than other parents described. She recounted being bombarded with questions
from friends and family over her intention to have herself and her infant vaccinated
against a particularly virulent influenza. Her anxiety remained manageable, however,
because of her confidence in her ability to predict the behaviour of health-care
providers, which recommended vaccination for her and her child. When her child fell ill
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after the vaccination, she observed unmanageable anxiety levels in her social network,
particularly among her child’s grandparents, due to their pressure to have the child
vaccinated. The parent, however, was able to recognize her child’s illness was not due
to the vaccine and remained at a level of anxiety that allowed her to continue to
predict the behaviour in her intergroup interactions. This parent’s high-level of selfesteem and confidence in her personal and social identity allowed her to accurately
predict the behaviour of another cultural group. This confidence and self-esteem is the
basis for effectively – and mindfully – engaging the host information group.
Motivational Interaction
As AUM theory suggests, parents were motivated by a fulfilment of needs – those
needs being that of acquiring information on vaccination that supports their
preconceived biases. But the theory also suggests parents have needs for predictability
and inclusion and to sustain their sense of self while immersed in the opposing culture
of information. As noted, sustaining self-concept helps reduce anxiety to a manageable
level. Without that, parents are facing the possibility of abandoning their previously
held beliefs and values toward choice, science and their trust in their health-care
providers, not to mention themselves. For these reasons, parents are motivated to find
information that supports their previously held concepts of vaccination: that it is a
safe, effective way to protect their children; that it will harm them and must be
avoided; or that there are holistic alternatives available that are just as effective as
traditional immunization. Despite extreme pressure from health-care providers and to
some extent social networks, one parent followed her goal to inoculate her children
homeopathically. She did not talk to friends or family because she did not want their
opinions, and she did not discuss her views with medical professionals because she felt
they would not tell her anything other than to vaccinate traditionally. She was
motivated to search the Internet to fulfil the need to find evidence that supported her
choice to vaccinate homeopathically, or at the very least, a different choice than
traditional vaccines. Having her children vaccinated, yet with a non-traditional method,
meant that she believed her family would still be included in herd immunity, and
thereby upholding societal goals, while retaining her sense of self, which was to
choose a more natural option than traditional medicine. Another parent described the
need to find information on vaccination pertaining directly to her nearly two-month
premature child, which not only provided inoculation but also accounted for the child’s
small birth weight and delayed development. This parent wanted her family to be
included in the herd immunity and traditional immunization, yet was motivated to
ensure that her child’s specific needs were still met. Although she also undertook
research with a clear bias to vaccinate her child, she still had to research and navigate
through an information culture that was at times foreign to find a solution that met her
needs.
The need for group inclusion increases anxiety among those trying to navigate
among a new culture and that need is a strong motivation to continue trying to fit in.
Delving into the search for information at first made parents anxious as they struggled
to understand the group’s language. Most parents described beginning their initial
search in a place they felt comfortable, with trusted sources, such as newspapers or
peer-reviewed journals, or a search engine. Inevitably, however, they came upon
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“mommy blogs” or information forums which contained anecdotal stories consisting of
mostly negative reactions to vaccination, or the consequences of not vaccinating and
the suffering of children who catch diseases such as measles and pertussis. Parents
recognized this was a different culture than what they were searching and with an
increasing anxiety level, many simply avoided those websites to help reduce their
anxiety levels. One parent recalled logging on to “mommy blogs” and describing the
prevalence of “pox parties,” in which healthy children are invited to play with a child
infected with chicken pox with the goal of the healthy children to become infected. She
also described a website where parents can order a lollipop that a child infected with
chicken pox has licked, again with the goal to infect a healthy child with the illness.
She came across these websites and blogs through a web portal suggested to her by
her local health authority. Despite her lack of interest in engaging in these sites, or
understanding the culture behind them, her anxiety level increased as she was
exposed to the anecdotal stories and although she described her viewpoint as “rock
solid,” the stories managed to shake her conviction, so she avoided them, as did most
parents, assuming what they would find if they visited those sites. While one parent’s
anxiety increased, another’s did not, but it did not cause her to engage with anecdotal
stories. One parent, who described participation in a website’s social network, said if
she wanted a stranger’s opinion on health-care decisions, a parenting forum is where
she would look. Her lack of anxiety, because she simply did not care about a stranger’s
opinion, also saw her avoid social forums like blogs. As noted, when anxiety or
uncertainty fall below or rise above a threshold, mindfulness is nearly impossible. In
this case, parents focused on the source of these websites and avoided this culture
altogether.
Parents who are motivated to confirm their biases are also increasing their
confidence in their ability to predict what information they will find on vaccination,
according to the theory. By increasing their confidence in their ability to predict the
information they find to support their views, parents are also decreasing their anxiety.
As the information they seek readily confirms what they already believe, their
confidence in their decision increases and their anxiety over making the choice
decreases. One parent recounted that when she was confronted with information that
went against her previously held beliefs, she would delve into that idea or concept and
search for information until it was disproven, or she found contrary information that
helped bolster her initial beliefs and allowed her to eliminate the information that
caused her anxiety. Gudykunst’s seventh axiom is inversely proportional between an
increase in confidence to predict stranger’s behaviour and a decrease in anxiety in
anticipating the same. This applies directly to parents as the more confident they are
in anticipating what information they will find on the Internet – and that it will support
their beliefs – the less anxious they are that they will be confronted with information
they do not understand, or does not reconcile with their bias. Although the research is
focused on information parents glean from the Internet, nearly all highlighted the
importance of public health-care providers in answering questions and allaying fears
from vaccination side effects. Part of the reasoning behind this could be the confidence
that parents felt in the information that they anticipated health-care providers would
provide them. Some parents even acknowledged knowing that health-care workers
have the goal to push immunization but that level of predictability gave parents
confidence when discussing vaccination about the kind of response they would receive.
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Conversely, parents who chose non-traditional methods of vaccination also anticipated
a reaction from their health-care provider, albeit negative, which was unfortunately
accurate. While parents who supported traditional immunization had their anxiety
reduced and their confidence increased by health-care providers, those who supported
non-traditional methods reported feeling increased anxiety at the prospect of future
medical appointments, due to their confidence in accurately gauging a negative
reaction.
Stranger Interaction
Based on the anxiety uncertainty model, parents in this study are motivated to
interact with the unfamiliar group of vaccination information. As part of their research,
they are forced to interact with this group of strangers, which includes health-care
providers, mommy bloggers, friends and family, who hold the information they seek.
As they begin to understand the information group, they are better able to offer
alternative explanations for the behaviour and accurately predict how they act and
react. Gudykunst (2005), states that when attitudes are rigid and divisive, people tend
to be intolerant of the host’s viewpoints. Rigid attitudes usually follow people who
prefer clear answers to questions rather than ambiguity. Although parents were
relatively convinced of their own standpoint, they were willing to be open-minded to
new information, which is why they turned to the Internet to research the anecdotal
stories they were told. Once they were motivated to interact, parents reacted rather
open-mindedly to this group of strangers.
Rigid attitudes and negative expectations of the strange group will cause strangers
to avoid new information about the new group with whom they interact, according to
the AUM theory. A rigid attitude also lowers our ability to predict the group’s behaviour
accurately. Stated more positively, a flexible attitude increases our ability to accurately
predict the group’s behaviour as we collect new information about the group. This
latter aspect is how parents reacted, for the most part. They turned to the Internet to
research the anecdotal stories they were told, despite their initial skepticism of the
information. Their search started where they were familiar and comfortable, such as
trusted news sites and government-sponsored health websites. They looked for
transparency and websites with information that could be verified by other sources.
Parents’ certainty, combined with lower anxiety, on the content and understanding of
what they would find on these so-called trusted websites allowed them to confidently
interact with this vaccination information. Although the blogs, personal websites and
studies from pharmaceutical companies were not the first choice among parents for
information, parents did come across them and after navigating through familiar
territory, felt confident enough to not only read and interact with these sites, but also
to evaluate the information contained in them. As one parent said, although a study
was paid for by a drug company, she did not discount it outright; rather she was able
to evaluate its size, methodology and findings, with the caveat that the company had a
financial stake in the outcome. Although anxiety and uncertainty among parents was
high as they approached Internet research, their flexible attitude allowed them to
interact with self-confidence among the group of information holders.
The anecdotal stories that parents researched, were rarely without context, which
showed that parents were able to evaluate not only the information presented, but the
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issues surrounding it as well, such as education level (in the cases of bloggers), study
design and motive. Low-context strangers generally take information at face value,
which is typical of an individualistic culture. These parents, however, were able to
evaluate information in a high-context process, which allowed them to created
meaning in context and bring their own knowledge and experiences into the equation.
It is more common in collectivist cultures, where individuals evaluate the good of the
community, which explains why many of the parents interviewed were concerned with
how their decision would affect herd immunity and whether by not vaccinating they
were putting others at risk. Parents drew on their education level and life experience
to help combine the anecdotal stories they heard from friends and family with their
Internet research. This context helped them think about the information and the
people providing it, how they responded to it and how they behaved toward the
information, and effectively helped lower anxiety and uncertainty to a manageable
level to allow parents interact successfully with the information group.
Parents’ ability to adapt was also a factor in their willingness to interact with
members of the information group, particularly health-care providers. The more people
are able to adapt to a host culture, the more confident they are in doing so and more
successful they are in predicting the behaviour of other groups. In this case, after
having made their research, parents felt more confident in their ability to interact with
their health-care providers. They were able to ask more informed questions, evaluate
and even challenge health-care providers about immunization. In most cases, parents
were concerned over the efficacy of the flu shot. After research, they were better able
to understand how the flu shot was developed and discuss its efficacy, using
terminology – or jargon – in which doctors and nurses often speak. Their research
made them more confident to not only ask questions, but also ask intelligent questions
which would give them the answers they sought. One exception to this was a parent
researching homeopathic immunization. Her understanding of homeopathy, and her
knowledge of the group of health-care providers, allowed her to predict accurately –
and unfortunately – a negative, condescending reaction to her questions and choices
on homeopathic immunization. She kept her views to herself, choosing not to interact
with the group, even though she felt confident that the reaction she anticipated was
accurate. The rest of the parents were willing to adapt, now that they were familiar
with the other group and able to predict its reaction to their interactions.
Anxiety Uncertainty Interaction
The first two themes identified in the research showed how parents establish selfconcept and are motivated to interact with the host group, along with how they react
to the new information culture once immersed in it. The final two themes – anxiety
reduction and uncertainty management – show how they move into mindfulness and
become successful at navigating the new culture. The theory says that to interact
effectively, strangers must be able to understand the perspectives of the host group.
That is, parents must develop mindful ways of learning about health-care providers,
bloggers, scientific studies and a host of other sources of information on vaccination.
Once they understand the new culture, they can begin to mindfully navigate its layers
to discover the information they seek.
It is not clear if parents are actively aware that by researching immunization on the
Internet they are reducing their anxiety and thereby allowing themselves to be less
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evaluative of those who hold the information they want. Through research, parents are
able to reduce their anxiety, which puts them below the maximum threshold and
allows them to continue to function within the new group. The more parents learn, the
more positive their interactions with the host culture becomes. Knowing the language
of the new culture helps manage anxiety and reduce uncertainty because it helps
parents understand the perspective of health-care providers and other sources of
information. For example, the parents who could discuss in medical terms with their
doctor the concerns over vaccination reported more positive experiences. One doctor
told a parent not to do Internet research, fearing she would read websites such as
WebMD, until the doctor understood that the parent and her husband were academics
and mostly researched using peer-reviewed scientific studies. She was also able to
discuss the specific needs of her premature child and whether to delay vaccination
until a corrected age was reached. She reported feeling confident and reassured from
her medical team, who gave her options on vaccination to help reduce her anxiety.
Another parent described being flagged as a “vaccine-refuser” until she was able to
relay her medical history and increased risk for vaccination side effects to her healthcare provider. Once that was understood, anxiety and uncertainty was reduced and
health-care providers were no longer suspicious of her motives. In both these
examples, the more the parents knew or learned about vaccination, the more positive
the host culture perceived – and went along with – their intentions. Learning more
about vaccinations and the health system, allows parents to reduce their anxiety,
increase certainty and be mindful of their interactions in regards to both.
As part of anxiety reduction, people will often simply remove themselves from a
stressful situation. Parents cannot do this; they are forced to make a decision whether
to vaccinate their children or not, which means if they cannot change their
environment, they must change their thinking. They cannot stop people from giving
them anecdotal stories, but they can research them online. They might not understand
the technical terms or how vaccines work but that is also something they can research
online. If the contradictory nature of information on safety and efficacy of vaccines
increases anxiety, amassing more information behind the outcome they want helps
reduce that anxiety to a manageable level. It is through research that they also reduce
the uncertainty and anxiety of making a health decision for another person – their
child. The Internet provides data on specific needs, from allergies to compromised
immune systems, allowing parents to change their thinking about vaccination to
reduce anxiety. When anxiety and uncertainty are high, parents cannot walk away
from a decision; rather they can gather more information, understand more about the
medical health culture they are attempting to navigate and they do this through the
Internet.
An optimal level of anxiety is one that will allow parents feel comfortable interacting
with the information group but will not allow parents become complacent in their
interactions. In this instance, anxiety and uncertainty are not negative, so long as they
fall within a manageable threshold. Even when anxiety and uncertainty fall below or
rise above these optimum levels, all is not lost – parents who are mindful can bring
them back to manageable levels. Their Internet research helps with this balance.
Gudykunst’s axioms show that any increase in knowledge or ability to describe another
group’s behaviour or culture will decrease anxiety and uncertainty levels. The Internet
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research into vaccination allows parents to confirm what they already know, research
information they are told, reduce their anxiety and ensure that they are making the
best decision for their children. Through this, their anxiety and uncertainty levels are
kept to a manageable level and being mindful of these feelings will keep parents
motivated to continue researching, learning and navigating all aspects of the group
which holds information on vaccination.
Limitations and Future Research
A small sample size and rich data combined to make this topic worthy of future
research. The study was limited in its sample size of six participants drawn from chainreferral sampling. The small sample size makes it impossible to generalize to the
broader population, but it did provide significant insight into the decision-making
process, and information gathering process, of the parents included in the study. The
participants were all middle class, female with two or fewer children. All had graduated
high school and had some post-secondary education with two at graduate level. While
this left the sample fairly homogenous, it did provide a rich collection of data for this
particular type of parent, for which there are hundreds of thousands in this province
alone. Further research could focus on fathers’ experiences as well as parents from
lower socio-economic backgrounds, with less education. The purpose would be to
compare and to evaluate whether they had similar experiences when (and if)
researching vaccination and how they were treated compared to their wealthier, more
privileged counterparts. Applying Gudykunst’s theory of AUM to this group might yield
different results, based on the participants’ economically challenged frame of
reference. Historically, anti-vaccination movements have begun within the working
class (Beck, 1960). It is just one question that could possibly be pursued through
further research.
Another question to ask is how Gudykunst’s model could be applied to the host
culture – in this case those who hold the vaccination information, such as health-care
providers. This study applied Gudykunst’s theory of AUM to a group of parents
navigating vaccination information on the Internet with the goal to understand how
that information was then used to inform decision making. While the study revealed
significant insights into decision making and information collection and evaluation, it
was one sided. Only parents were included in data collection. As Gudykunst also
turned his theory around to consider the point of view of the new culture’s behaviour
toward the stranger (Gudykunst, 2005), so should future research turn the lens of
AUM theory on to health-care providers, bloggers, news sites, government health
websites and others involved in disseminating vaccination information. Parents are
attempting to understand new language, terms and ideas in vaccination information; it
would be helpful from a public health perspective whether this effort is recognized,
appreciated or rewarded from the host culture. Health-care providers, such as primary
physicians and public health nurses, can recognize anxiety and uncertainty levels in
parents and help them bring it below a threshold where parents can become mindful
of the information available to them. Gudykunst’s theory (Gudykunst, 2005) should be
applied to help all sides in the vaccination debate lower their anxiety and uncertainty
and become mindful of each other’s cultural needs.
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Conclusion
Questions of vaccine efficacy and safety have pushed parents to research
immunization online. This study shows that they use that information in four ways to
inform their choice whether to vaccinate their children: to validate their bias and
support preconceived views, to validate sources by researching anecdotal stories they
hear from social networks, to reduce anxiety, and to reduce uncertainty to ensure their
choice is an informed one. Data were collected through semi-structured interviews
with parents and analyzed using Fairclough’s framework for discourse analysis, which
considered social context of the data. Results were further analyzed through
Gudykunst’s AUM theory. Parents are using the Internet to manage anxiety and
uncertainty they feel from navigating an information group that is foreign to them. By
beginning with researching what they know – validating their inherent bias – they
establish their self-concept, which motivates them to interact with the new group,
which consists of all those who hold the information they seek. From there, they react
to the strangers, gathering information to understand the culture, and be able to
predict with accuracy how the group will react. Researching online helps parents
manage anxiety and uncertainty, which keeps parents interested and engaged, with
high-self-esteem that gives them the confidence to make a decision about whether to
vaccinate their children.
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INTRODUCTION
This study investigated the change in relative efficiency through a comparative study
of the efficiency of health units within a Greek health region in an economic crisis
environment, in order to demonstrate the use of a new application and for the
knowledge generated to be used to carry out doctoral studies. The research
methodology extended to the implementation of the efficiency study with the use of
actual data from health units and the integration of the analysis into an interpretative
context during the economic crisis.
Crises are very common in modern societies and threaten every level of an
organisation’s management, be it intellectual, physical, moral or spiritual (Mitroff, 2005).
Threat, uncertainty and the sense of urgency are characteristic features of every crisis
(Boin et al., 2005). Economic Crises threaten individuals and societies and refer to a
period of decline within a period of steady growth. The current global economic crisis is
due to the social and political crises that modern societies developed after the Second
World War so as to prevent a recession like the one of 1930, but the state exhibited
malfunctions which led to a new crisis (Castels et al., 2012).
The economic crisis in Greece, manifested itself in early 2010, with the advent of
developmental and financial debt. The economic weakness of Greece exceeded that of
other Eurozone countries. Social pressure on governments after the dictatorship and
corruption of politicians and the ruling class are regarded as the main causes of the
emergence of the economic crisis (Matsas, 2010). Greece’s continuous evolution towards
European integration and globalisation played a significant role in the course of the
economic crisis in Greece (Lesser, 2005).
The economic crisis in Greece is closely linked to the global economic crisis. In
general, financial crises exhibit a periodicity based on the growth rate of the economy,
which consists of the economic situation’s periodicity. The economy’s main state is
recession which alternates between periods of growth and periods of crisis. The
periodicity of the economic situation was studied by Russian economist Nikolai
Kondratiev, and the description of periodicity based on the Kondratiev Cycle or
Kondratiev Waves model was the result of the study. The Kondratiev Cycles reflect the
economic growth which accompanies new technology and the crisis that occurs at the
completion of the revolution caused by this technology and the integration of technology
into everyday life. The Kondratiev Cycles were completed by Schumpeter and other
followers of the theory resulting in the expression of the theory that the cycles occur
about every 50 years and result in a major crisis or world war (Korotayev, Zinkina, &
Bogevolnov, 2011). For almost a hundred years now K waves have not yet been entirely
interpreted, although their existence has been experimentally confirmed (Grinin,
Devezas, & Korotayev, 2012). The current global financial crisis (to which the Greek
Economic Crisis is closely related) is regarded as a “Kondratiev winter,” which occurs
during a recession after the completion of the information technology growth.
Crises go through various stages that are distinguished mainly into the stages before,
during, and after the crisis (Fink, 2002; Mitroff, 1996). Crisis management is performed
in phases: preparation for the crisis, main crisis management, and post-crisis recovery
(Augustine, 1995; Combs, 2007; Olson, 2009). Crisis management stages, which are
related to risk management, crisis, and disaster, can be integrated into a comprehensive
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crisis management plan with sequences related to the type of crisis (Farantos &
Koutsoukis, 2015).
In this paper we attempt to integrate the DEA efficiency study (discussed below) into
crisis management. In view of this, the DEA method was applied during pre-crisis and
crisis periods in the field of financial institutions in Turkey. This application groups the
banks (grouping examines efficiency over a series of years) (Ozcan-Gunai & Tektas,
2006). Movahedi et al. completed an efficiency study with the DEA method over a
prolonged time period (1971-2005) and showed the effects of crises such as the Islamic
Revolution and the war of 1971-1995 on the efficiency of railways (Movahedi et al.,
2007). Barros studied the effect of the economic crisis in Argentina on the efficiency of
air transport. After presenting the field of aviation during the 2003-2006 Economic Crisis,
he used a two-step DEA analysis, initially estimating the efficiency rating of units and
then applying the regression analysis of the definitive efficiency factors using the Simar
& Wilson (2007) method. With the use of external inflows and endogenous outflows,
Barros showed that instead of the expected increase in technical efficiency, there were
disturbing variations in the technical efficiency of airports during the crisis and also that
some units exhibited decreasing efficiency to scale while others exhibited increasing
efficiency to scale (Barros, 2008). Dacanay studied the variations in the efficiency of
banks in the Philippines during the Asian crisis, after the year 1997. Using the Malmquist
index, Dacanay showed the increase of overall technical efficiency, on average, of banks
at the end of the economic crisis and also showed the decreasing efficiency to scale for
the majority of the banks (Dacanay, 2007).
The Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) method was introduced by Farell, and was
based on Debrew’s work (1951) which was mainly reported in the Pareto analysis of the
efficiency of economic systems developing the improvement of their efficiency (Coelli,
1996; Coopmans, 1951; Debrew, 1951). Farell (1951) expressed the efficiency of the
production units with the total productivity factor, addressing shortcomings of previous
methods, i.e. the average labour productivity method, the efficiency index measuring
method and the comparison of cost method through the definition of technical efficiency.
Through the development of the impossibility of finding the production function, Farell
(1957) defined technical efficiency as the combination of production factors defined by
the production function and used to produce the maximum amount of outflows without
wasting them and also allocative efficiency which refers to the combination of production
functions which minimise production costs, given the prices of these. Then, Charnes,
Cooper and Rhodes (1978), developed the DEA method (CCR model), specifying the
Decision Making Units (DMU), especially for non-profit organisations of public
programmes but also for profit organisations.
The CCR model calculates the technical efficiency of units and deals with constant
returns to scale (Charnes, Cooper, & Rhodes, 1978). The model uses the assumption
that the Production Probability Set (PPS) is the minimal set that satisfies the conditions
required for the actual construction of the PPS (Thannasoulis, 2001). In order to address
the limitation of solutions of mathematical programming of the CCR model, the BCC was
developed by Banker, Charnes and Cooper (1984), to deal with variable return to scale,
that is, an increase of inflows corresponding to non-proportional increase in costs. This
linear model measures the production efficiency and other measurements of the
manufacturing process through the relation between income and outcome. Newer
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models by Charnes et al., Andersen and Peterson, Doyl & Green, Cook et al., Torgesen
et al., Friedman et al., and Sowlati et al. were subsequently developed, leading to the
development of new mathematical relationships in order to more effectively explain
questions that arise from the application of the original models (Sowlati, 2005). Simar &
Wilson developed an assessment and conclusions methodology on the efficiency of
business processes in two stages, with emphasis on external factors affecting efficiency
and improving existing methods which dealt with semi-parametric models of production
processes (Simar & Wilson, 2007).
Arkay, Ertek and Buyukoskan (2012) developed the advantages and disadvantages
of the DEA method and demonstrated DEA’s leadership among non-parametric methods
for the measurement of system efficiency. DEA stands out among the other Parameterics
(FDH - Free Disponsable Hull, Analysis of Indexes, and non-parametric methods) for the
estimation of the efficiency of organisations (SFA - Stohastic Frontier Approach, DFA Distribution Free Approach, TFA - Thick frontier analysis, OLS - Ordinary least squares
and Econometric Methods Regression) (Bauer et al., 1998). Data Envelopment Analysis
is a non-parametric, linear programming method for the measurement the efficiency of
an organisation’s units (Ray, 2004; Ozcan-Gunai & Tektas 2006). Thanassoulis linked
the concept of Pareto efficiency (Pareto Optimum or Efficiency) to the DEA, a concept
which has been introduced from the field of economics (Thanassoulis, 2001). Pareto
efficiency is based on the variation of the unit’s control by the inflows or outflows,
respectively.
The handling of non-discretitive or exogenously defined inflows and outflows (i.e.
those whose value is not controlled by the DMU) is important for the implementation of
the method. The classic DEA models have been extended in order to introduce
exogenously defined inflows and outflows and their impact on the improvement of the
units’ endogenous inflows and outflows (Banker & Morey, 1986).
The DEA method is used with the same data in more than one model in order for a
sensitivity analysis to be performed and conclusions to be reached for each model
separately. Each model uses only some of the inflows and outflows. In this way we can
reach conclusions regarding the change of the specific inflows or outflows and therefore
faulty or incomplete data can be handled. These models are part of the DEA as a whole.
The application of DEA and its elements must agree with the organisation’s mission
and have a correlation with the direction, the vision, and the mission (Allen et al., 1997).
Therefore, there is a close relationship between strategic management and the common
direction group in particular, which includes the vision, mission, goals, and objectives of
the organisation and the DEA. Sowlati, Paradi and Suld (2005) developed a model for
the application of the DEA in decision making and prioritisation of information system
projects in financial institutions, considering the inflows and outflows of each
Information system in order to find the most effective one. The effective prioritisation
of these projects is an important action for the selection of beneficial projects by
organisations based on economic criteria while superseding political interventions
(Sowlati et al., 2005). Renner et al. highlighted the use of DEA, policies, and health
strategy applications for health institutions (distributed to health information areas,
health education, health risk management, and social health marketing) and suggested
the creation of a system for the monitoring of the efficiency measurement and strategy
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in the health regions of Sierra Leone and neighbouring countries. The effect of nonefficiency of health units in the achievement of health targets set at local and
international levels is evidenced by the study (Renner et al. 2005). The decision-making
tools such as the DEA efficiency studies can be used to plan future policy, the creation
of proposals for achievement of targets, and for optimisation of the use of future
resources (Movahedi et al., 2007).
Reforms in the Health Public Sector during the Economic Crisis and their
effect on the Efficiency of Health Units
In this study we sought to calculate the variation in efficiencies of units before and
after the economic crisis. The economic crisis is causing the state to try and reform its
method of function and to cope in the new environment. The reform is carried out in
the area of information technology, administrative procedures, redesigning of processes
and the implementation of management through objectives, as shown in Figure 1. The
reforms are transforming the productive process and seeking to enhance the efficiency
of administration units. The inefficiency of health units of the Greek health system is
mainly due to problems stemming from inefficient, unproductive, bureaucratic, and
corrupt operation of the Greek public administration (Mossialos, 2005).
Reforms which were realised in the health sector during the years 2010-2014
pursuant to Memorandum Laws, focused on the implementation of new technologies in
procurement procedures and overall health costs, with a view to their consolidation. The
public information system and system of electronic prescriptions led to better planning
of health services and a more efficient operation of services. Modernisation of
procurement systems led to a more efficient operation of the Greek health system. The
introduction of healthcare information technology (IT) systems would provide more
efficient operation through the reduction for artificial demand. The reform provisions for
the functioning of health services in conditions of economic crisis are exhibited in Table
1.
Figure 1: The change of the efficiency of units in Economic Crisis conditions (Authors,
2015)
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Table 1: Reform provisions for the functioning of Health Services in conditions of
Economic Crisis (based on Papageorgiou et al., 2014, 24-34)
Name of
Provision
L.3683/10

Year

L.3868/10

201
0

L.3892/10

201
0

Electronic registration and
execution of Medical
Prescriptions

L.3918/11

201
1

New system for health
provisions.
Creation of EOPYY. Integration
of hospitals in NHS (ΕΣΥ).
Changes in medicines.

L.4038/12

201
2
201
2

Central Electronic Public
Procurement Register
Adjustments to Administration
of Health Regions and
Hospitals, for matters related to
EOPΥY and Health provisions
Effective management of
Financial Resources of Public
Health Units

L.4052/12

R.N.
94064/
01-102011
Ministry of
Health
circular
L.4155/20
13
L.4254/14

201
0

201
2

201
3
201
4

Description
Separation of health sectors from
pension scheme.
Health sector checks performed
by the Ministry of Health instead
of the Ministry of Labour.
Formation
of
Council
for
Supervision of all Health bodies.
Hospitals operating all day and
realisation of afternoon clinics

National System of Electronic
Public Procurements
Establishment of One-Day
Hospitalisation Units –
Strengthening of the National
Emergency Health Centre with
staff from NHS hospitals –
Reinstatement of medical and
non-medical staff

L.: Law, R.N.: Reference Number

Valuation
Transitional period

Unequal treatment of citizens
due to economic access.
Inflation of the problem in
economic crisis conditions.
Powerful control mechanism
of the behaviour of the
Medical Body. Serious
Operational problems.
Incomplete implementation.
The homogenisation of
provisions is done in view of
reduced provisions rather
than the increased ones.
Increase of insured person’s
participation in the cost.
Avoidance of photographic
assignments
Successful reform efforts

Application of analytical
statistical compilation and
publication of financial
statements – objectives

Transparency in public
procurements
Under implementation
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The above provisions and other complementary provisions of the Ministry of Health
were developed and functioned in various degrees in healthcare IT systems in health
units, which attempted to affect the easing of administrative procedures and increase
the efficiency of these units. The axes of the effect of Healthcare IT systems on the
operation of health units are shown in Figure 2. In this particular study, the DEA method
was used in order to evaluate the improvement of a health unit during two time periods.
In this way, the effect of the economic crisis on the efficiency of the units as well as the
new improved or unimproved state of the unit can be evaluated with regard to the
efficiency limit. In order to assess the impact of administrative reforms that have taken
place during the financial crisis on the efficiency of units, the Data Envelopment Contrast
Analysis (DECA) tool was used (Farantos, 2015). DECA is based on a comparison of the
efficiency of units before the emergence of a phenomenon with the efficiency of the
units after the appearance of the phenomenon. If the inflows and outflows of certain
units are initially given, leading to the application of the DEA method for the
measurement of technical efficiency of units and the creation of the efficiency limit, a
phenomenon such as the economic crisis with the administrative reforms that it imposes
on the operation of the units causes changes to the operation of the units in order to
make them more efficient than before. We calculated the new relative efficiencies of
units and formed the new efficiency limit. In this way we can calculate the change in
the total relative efficiency of units, the change of the efficiency limit, and the individual
variation of the relative efficiency of each unit separately. While analysing the results of
the DEA method, we drew useful conclusions about the effect of administrative reforms
on the efficient operation of the units brought by the financial crisis.
Case study of Health Units in the Greek Health Region using the DEA
method
In order to proceed with the study of efficiency of Health Units, the first stage
(Banxia, 2001) is the selection of units that will be used. Following communication with
the Ministry of Health we chose to measure the technical efficiency of the health units
(hospital wards) of the 6th Health Region (H.R.) of the Hellenic Republic, since the 6th
Health Region includes a large number of health units from four elected regions but also
because of the fact that a significant number of citizens who are discontent with primary
healthcare services has been recorded (Mariolis et al., 2008). Permission was granted
by the 6th H.R’s Administration to provide data for the study. Additional data were
provided by the personnel department of each unit following relevant applications for
provision of data. The wards to which the data refer to and which were included in the
study are not mentioned by name, but instead each ward has been given a serial
number. From the information made available to us, we chose to use the information
related to the pathological wards since the units must be of the same type, use the same
resources, and produce the same outflows.
The data selection process is the first and perhaps the most difficult point in the
evaluation of efficiency (Scheel, 2000). We selected the inflows and outflows of the
analysis for the DEA models we constructed shown in Table 2. For the case study of
health units of the Greek Health Region, the free software EMS130 developed by Holger
Scheel was used, the results of which were compared to other free software. Regarding
model 1, we used the EMS 130 Software, apart from the CCR Models which regard the
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stable return to scale. We chose to use the BCC Model, which regards the variable return
to scale as well as the Super Efficiency model, which is used for the absolute ranking of
the units (Yawe, 2010).
Figure 2: Map of the impact of Healthcare IT Systems on the efficient operation of
Health Units (Authors, 2015)

In the software’s general options, we selected variable return to scale (VRTS) as
opposed to stable return to scale (SRTS) in order to, as far as it is possible, find the
efficiency limit which consists of the most efficient units and not to confine ourselves to
the highest efficient one, and then we complemented it with the SRTS for the
comparison of the results. In other words, the BCC model was primarily used, since the
increase of inflows does not mean a commensurate increase of outflows, and we then
complemented it with the CCR model, for the comparison of the results.
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Table 2: Definition of inflows - outflows of the Efficiency Study of model 1 and model

Model

Model 2

Model 1

Model
Name

Inflows
Model
Number

Name

Outflows
Characterised as Nondiscretionary

Outflow
Number

Name

Characterised as
Nondiscretionary

Ι1

Developed
Beds

No

Ο1

Patients’
admission

Yes

Ι2

Days of
Hospitalization

No

O2

Number of
Inpatients

No

I3

Average
length
of stay

No

O3

Coverage
rate
of hospital
beds

No

I1

Developed
Beds

No

O1

Patients’
Admissions

Yes

I2

Number of
Doctors

No

O2

Number of
Inpatients

Yes

I3

Number of
Nurses

No

O3

The reason I prefer the BCC model is because, in the case of health units, the
administrators may not have the ability to influence the demand for health services
(Yawe, 2010). The results are freely optimised due to the number of units and the
dispersion of the results. After running the programme, we created tables of processed
data in order to proceed to the analysis of the results. Table 3 shows the rated
efficiencies of the 6th H.R.’s Units for the year 2012 based on model 1, and weight
coefficients related to the unit multiplied by the same inflows and outflows (absolute
values of importance in order to be comparable). From this table we identify 12 units
forming the efficiency limit. We also observe that the more efficient units are

resolved with an increased weight coefficient at exit 3, which highlights the
importance of this outflow for the efficient operation of the unit, in contrast to
outflow 2 zero burdens have been yielded. That is, we observe that efficient units
have almost zero burdens in outflow 2 as compared to outflow 3 in order to
become efficient, which is interpreted into the importance attributed to outflow
3 by administrations (coverage rate of hospital beds). On the contrary, regarding
outflows, we observe that the weight coefficients are divided among the inflows
and we have efficient units divided between the three inflows. Additionally, this
means that these units may be deemed efficient regarding the inflows under any
circumstances, while utmost importance is attributed to outflow 3 which defines
their efficiency.
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Table 3: VRS Efficiency score of Efficient Units of 6th H.R. for the year 2012 (model
1) and ratified weight coefficients

score

I1
{I}
{V}

I2
{I}
V}

I3
{I}
{V}

O2
{O}
{V}

O3
{O}
{V}

F2

100.00%

0

1

0

0

0

1

F7

100.00%

0

0

1

0

0

1

F14

100.00%

1

F26

100.00%

0

0

0

0

0

1

0.47

0.53

1

0

0

F30

100.00%

1

0

0

1

0

0

F31
F32

100.00%

0

1

0

0

0

1

100.00%

0.62

0.32

0.06

0.16

0.07

0.77

F33

100.00%

0.62

0.38

0

0.21

0.29

0.5

F35

100.00%

0.55

0.04

0.41

0

0

1

F37

100.00%

0.74

0.09

0.17

0

0

1

F42
F43

100.00%
100.00%

0.01
0.98

0.99
0.01

0
0

0
0.71

0
0

1
0.29

DMU

O1
{ON}
{V}

Table 4 shows the rating of efficient units of the 6th H.R for the year 2014 according
to model 1 and the ratified weight coefficients. We observe that in this case the efficient
units have been limited to 9, as opposed to 12 for the year 2012 which is a decrease in
efficient units by 3. We reach the conclusion that the reforms imposed by administration
during 2012 and 2014 had a negative impact on the efficiency of most units reducing
their efficiency by 25%. Given that the government’s reforms aim at the exact opposite
outcome, that is the increase of the efficient units and the expansion of the efficiency
limit, the reduction of the efficient units can be interpreted as being due to the impact
of the transitional period and will last until the changes have been completed and the
units enter a steady and efficient operation.
Table 4: VRS Efficiency score of Efficient Units of 6th H.R. for the year 2014 (model
1) and ratified weight coefficients

DMU
F07
F12
F15
F32
F33
F36
F41
F43
F44

score
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

I1
{I}
{V}
0.18
0
0.44
0.61
0
0.58
0
0.98
0

I2
{I}
{V}
0.12
1
0.56
0.39
1
0.42
1
0.01
1

I3
{I}
{V}
0.7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

O1
{ON}
{V}
0.04
0
0.26
0
0.46
0
0
0.67
0.34

O2
{O}
{V}
0
1
0
0
0.54
0
0
0
0

O3
{O}
{V}
0.96
0
0.74
1
0
1
1
0.33
0.66
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Table 5 shows the linear combination of VRS of the 6th H.R.’s inefficient units for the
years 2012 and 2014. For the year 2012 the first inefficient unit is F3, for which the
linear combination of improvement and its integration in the effective limit are shown.
As seen in table 5, the optimum linear combination of each inefficient unit is given in
relation to the efficient units in order for the inefficient units to be integrated in the
efficiency limit. The concept of linearity (the linear combination of the units) is of
fundamental importance to the DEA. We observe that the efficient units that appear
most often in the table of linear combinations are units 26, 35, and 43, which indicates
their high ranking in absolute figures, a fact which is expected to reflect from the super
efficiency ranking. For the year 2014, table 5 shows the VRS linear combination of the
observed inefficient units. We note that for the year 2014, the linear combination of the
ineffective units shows the combination of units 19, 30, 34, and 35 as efficient. Note
that unit 35 is shown as effective in both observed years, in contrast with units 26 and
43 of 2012, which have been replaced by units 19, 30, and 35.
We observe that unit F3 can be presented as a linear combination of units 26, 35,
and 43. In this case and in accordance with the basic concept of linearity of the envelope
data analysis, the equation that describes the efficient operation of unit F3 is: F3 =
0.11XF26+0.39XF35X0.50XF43. This equation shows the linear combination of unit 3 as
opposed to the efficient units 26, 35 and 43.
Table 5: VRS linear combination of inefficient units of 6th H.R. for the year 2012 and
2014
year

2012

year

2014

DMU

Benchmarks

DMU

F3

26 (0.11) 35 (0.39) 43 (0,50)

F01

19 (0.19) 30 (0.08) 34 (0.41) 35 (0.32).

F4

26 (0.08) 35 (0.54) 43 (0,38)

F02

19 (0.29) 30 (0,12) 34 (0.10) 35 (0.49)

F5

26 (0.01) 35 (0.48) 43 (0.51)

F04

19 (0.41) 30 (0.16) 34 (0.20) 35 (0.23)

F6

26 (0.29) 35 (0.26) 43 (0.45)

F05

19 (0.20) 30 (0.06) 34 (0,62) 35 (0.12)

F8

2 (0.15) 26 (0.31) 35 (0.51) 43 (0.03)

F09

19 (0.35) 30 (0.12) 34 (0.20) 35 (0.34)

F9

26 (0.17) 35 (0.47) 43 (0.36)

F10

19 (0.42) 30 (0.11) 34 (0,29) 35 (0.18)

F11

26 (0.06) 35 (0.64) 43 (0.30)

F15

19 (0.35) 30 (0.08) 34 (0,45) 35 (0.12)

F19

2 (0.33) 26 (0.04) 35 (0.63) 43 (0.00)

F20

19 (0.17) 30 (0.07) 34 (0.44) 35 (0.32)

F20

26 (0.14) 35 (0.48) 43 (0.38)

F22

19 (0.35) 30 (0.09) 34 (0.42) 35 (0.14)

F25

26 (0.18) 35 (0.43) 43 (0.40)

F23

19 (0.36) 30 (0.10) 34 (0.35) 35 (0.19)

F27

26 (0.17) 35 (0.51) 43 (0.32)

F25

19 (0.49) 30 (0.14) 34 (0.12) 35 (0.24)

F28

2 (0.69) 26 (0.18) 35 (0.07) 43 (0.07)

F34

19 (0.17) 30 (0.04) 34 (0.75) 35 (0.04)

F29

2 (0.02) 26 (0.40) 35 (0.08) 43 (0.50)

F38

19 (0.53) 30 (0.15) 34 (0.05) 35 (0.27)

Benchmarks

F38

26 (0.20) 35 (0.43) 43 (0.37)

F39

19 (0.46) 30 (0.10) 34 (0.30) 35 (0.14)

F39

26 (0.20) 35 (0.43) 43 (0.37)

F40

19 (0.44) 30 (0.11) 34 (0.28) 35 (0.17)
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Then, based on the calculations of ideal units which were based on calculations
similar to those above, the programme calculates the shortcomings of the units, such as
those arising from the DEA method. The results of the VRS shortcomings of the model’s
inefficient units show that the greatest number of shortcomings accumulates in O1, O2,
and I2. That is, very few units can be improved in terms of a linear combination of other
efficient units, without primarily reducing outflows O1 and O2 or subsequently increasing
inflow I2.
Then, the EMS130 calculates the VRS shortcomings of inefficient units of the 6th H.R.
for the year 2014. In this case, we see that although outflows O1 and O2 are consistently
in the top positions as related to the frequency of their participation in solutions for the
improvement of inefficient units, inflow I2 was replaced during the observed year by
inflow I3. This shows us how important it is now that the units improved inflow I2 to a
great degree in the year 2014 as compared to the year 2012, in order not to participate
in the solutions of the linear combination of inefficient units, while shortcomings are
resolved by the model in inflow I3.
Table 6 compares the overall technical efficiency and efficiency levels of the 6th H.R.’s
Units for the years 2012 and 2014. We note that the overall relative efficiency decreased
from 83.08% in 2012 to 75.6% in 2014, the absolute sum of efficiencies also reduced
from 3572.47 to 2687.90 between 2012 and 2014. The number of efficient units reduced
from 12 to 9 out of 43 and 35 units respectively between 2012 and 2014. The percentage
of efficient units decreased from 27.9% to 25% between 2012 and 2014, respectively.
Based on the data in Table 6 we conclude that the reforms imposed on the health units
as a result of the economic crisis show a slight increase to a significant decline of the
relative efficiency of the health units. This fact negatively characterises the reforms in
terms of their impact on the efficiency of the units.
Table 6: Comparison of Overall Technical Efficiency and Efficiency levels of the 6th
H.R.’s Units (model 1) for the years 2012 and 2014
Year

Overall
Technical
Efficiency

Efficiency
Sum

Operating
Units

2012
2014

83.08%
76.54%

3572.47
2678.90%

43
35

Number
of
Efficiency
Units
12
9

Percentage
of
Efficiency
Units
27.9 %
25%

We analysed the prediction of uncertainty in the estimation of the results using
sensitivity analysis. We carried out a comparison between two different DEA models
using different outflows, in order to compare the models and interpret the objective
image of efficiencies. According to model 2 of the DEA method, from the VRS score of
efficient and inefficient 6th H.R.’s Units for the year 2012, we find 9 efficient units out
of a total of 24 units (37.5%). We also observe the overall technical efficiency prior to
the phenomenon (year 2012) as having a value of 87.69%. For the efficient units, we
find a balance of the results of the settlement between the two models relative to the
unity weights (4 units at the inlet and 5 at the outlet from a total of 8 units with weight
settlement at a single inflow or outflow for model 2 as related to 5 such units with unity
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resolution inflow, 9 units with unity outflow resolution for all 12 efficient units for the
year 2012 according to model 1). So we can conclude that both models give similar
results.
We calculate the VRS score of efficient and inefficient 6th H.R. Units for the year
2014 and the weight coefficients. After this calculation we find 7 efficient units out of a
total of 20 units (35%). Therefore, although the 24 units were reduced to 20 under the
influence of administrative reforms so as to increase efficiency, a decrease in efficiency
of the units between 2012 and 2014 is noted. Also, we observe the overall technical
efficiency after the phenomenon (2014) as having a value of 83.06%. So by comparing
the overall technical efficiency before and after the phenomenon, the result is a
reduction in efficiency by 4.5% between 2012 and 2014. This observation confirms the
non-successful implementation of reforms in proportion to what is observed during the
implementation of model 1. For the efficient units, we find a balance of the results of
the settlement between the two models relative to the unity weights for the year 2014
(4 units at the inlet and 4 at the outlet from a total of 7 units with weight settlement at
a single inflow or outflow for model 2 as related to 4 such units with unity resolution
inflow, 4 units with unity outflow resolution for all 9 efficient units for the year 2012
according to model 1). So we can conclude that both models give similar results.
Based on the observations derived from the processing of the data from the analysis,
we proceed with the interpretation of the results of the analysis.
Interpretation of Analysis Results
Regarding DEA model 1 for health units of the 6th Health Region (H.R.), for the
efficiency scores for 2012 we see 13 efficient units and 31 non-efficient ones (the
percentage of efficient units is 29%). In the efficiency scoring for 2014 we observe 9
efficient units and 26 non-efficient ones (the percentage of efficient units is 25%). We
note that the percentage of efficient units between 2012 and 2014 decreased by 4
points. This leads us to the conclusion that the reform in the field of health in the case
of the 6th H.R. led to reduced efficiency rather than to greater efficiency. We note that
in 7 of the 13 efficient units for the year 2012 and in 7 of the 9 efficient units for the
year 2014 the DEA resolution leads to various values of the weights of efficient units
and not to rendering of the weights solely to one variable. This confirms the choice of
freedom in resolution of the weights and backs the view of avoiding the establishment
of limitation of weights. We also observe that the percentage of efficient units with
various values of resolving weights increased from 2012 (53%) to 2014 (77%),
indicating the positive effect of the reform on the reduction of efficient units that appear
as efficient, placing all the weight on the variable which is their strong point. The most
efficient unit for the year 2012 is number 367 with a greater weight yielding during the
first entrance, while the most efficient unit for the year 2014 is number 276 also with a
greater weight yielding during the first entrance. Also, for 17 efficient units in the year
2012 the greater weight is attached to entrance I1 as opposed to all other entrances
and exits, which demonstrates the increased importance of entrance I1 as opposed to
other entrances and exits. By contrast, for 21 efficient units in the year 2014 the greater
weight was yielded to exit 3, indicating the shift of significance of weight of entrances
and exits at the beginning and end of the time period being tested. We note that,
regarding the year 2012, the linear combination of the attempted improvement of the
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technical efficiency of the units is given by the programme, in most cases for units 30,
33, and 43. We note that the "success" of these units lies in the fact that the weights
are equally divided between the variables, unlike other units which have been resolved
regarding the efficiency limit and have attached all the weight to one variable. Similarly,
for the year 2014, we note the same for units 19, 30, and 34, which appear to have
divided the weight between the variables. Regarding the values of scarcity, we observe
that for the two years 2012 and 2014 they refer to the exits more (except maybe O3 of
the year 2014) and less to the entrance I2 of the year 2012. This fact indicates that the
units should increase outflows more and try to reduce inflows. But the most important
conclusion remains the reduction of total relative efficiency of the units with a
simultaneous reduction of the amount of efficient units. This can be interpreted due to
the transitional period of the reform, the merge of some units, the staff's reaction to
changes, and more generally to the transitional operation which causes temporary
reduction of efficiency before the next operational period follows in the new status in
which the efficiency of each unit will rise to the maximum resulting in the increase of
the total relative efficiency as compared to the previous one.
The results of DEA model 2 of the 6th H.R. are analysed as follows: there appears to
be a similarity between the results of model 1 and those of model 2. The amount of
efficient units based on model 2 reduces from 37.5% in 2012 to 35% in 2014. The total
technical efficiency following the phenomenon reduces from 83.06% and by 4.5 points
as compared to the total technical efficiency before the phenomenon. The sensitivity
analysis shows similarities between the two models regarding the changes during the
years 2012 and 2014. Consequently, the results of model 2 are similar to those of model
1.
It has been observed that crises decrease the efficiency of organizations which are
under the impact of these crises (Movahedi et al., 2007; Ozcan-Gunai & Tektas, 2006).
So, the reduction of efficiency noted in the research is likely to be temporary and to be
related to the time period from the beginning of the crisis until its climax. Future studies
conducted after the end of the crisis will confirm or disprove the increase of efficiency
as a result of administration reforms once and for all.
Conclusions
The present study realises the comparative study of the total relative efficiency of
health units (pathological wards) and the interpretation of the results within a framework
of reforms which aim to increase efficiency, and which reforms have already been
implemented or are in progress due to the economic crisis. With the help of freeware,
the basic mathematical DEA, CCR, BCC, and SE models are run on the data of inflows
and outflows of the health units of the 6th Greek Health Region. The results of the
models are used to draw conclusions on the diversification of methods. Statistic
measures and efficiency scores related to individual units lead to conclusions regarding
change in efficiency. The sensitivity analysis with the use of alternative models using
differentiated inflows and outflows enhances the credibility of the results. The study on
efficiency is conducted based on the development of a new application for the change
of the systems’ relative efficiency and which has been developed for this purpose and
indicates the effect of the reforms that the government implements in order to increase
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the efficiency of health units, in the individual and the total technical efficiency of the
units. The analysis of the results provides significant conclusions regarding the change
in total relative efficiency, the change in relative efficiency of the units as related to the
efficiency limit and the effect of the reforms, and finally the crisis management applied
by the government due to the appearance of the economic crisis, as related to the
change in the efficiency of health units. A reduction of relative efficiency between 2012
and 2014 is observed, a fact which shows the negative impact of the reforms regarding
the health units and which aimed to increase the efficiency of those same units. This
has a negative connotation regarding the quality of the realised reforms regarding
bureaucratic relief and introduction of information technology systems in health units.
The amount of efficient units also reduces between the years 2012 and 2014. The said
reduction indicates the failure of the realised reforms. It goes without saying that crises
are accompanied by changes in efficiency of the organisations which are under the
influence of the crisis. This study leaves room for the repetition of the same application
in other organisations in order to measure efficiency during a period of economic crisis,
aiming to confirm or disprove the reduction of efficiency due to the realised reforms.
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A REVIEW OF ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE IN THE
MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS PROCESS
LOUIS-CALEB REMANDA ∗
ABSTRACT
Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) are the most widespread and most reliable international
operations in the strategic market. Theoretically, they can respond to a certain amount of
conventional goals like creating intrinsic value and performance. Integrating an organizational
culture in an M&A process can help top management from both organizations understand
cultural differences as fast as possible, in order to reduce consequences. The question remains
as to whether we can go from a theoretical case to a practical one and achieve results beyond
expectations. In this 2015 study we took into account cultural changes, communicated them to
the members going into the process, and demonstrated the fundamental role that organizational
culture plays. By comparing several approaches surrounding organizational culture, we conclude
that this concept should extended to further perspectives, such as the importance of
acculturation, cultural tolerance and organizational identity, all present before, during, and after
the M&A process.
Keywords: organizational culture, mergers and acquisitions, identity, integration.

INTRODUCTION
According to Mergers and Acquisitions (M&As) reports, carried out these last two
years by McDermid (2014) and Rogers (2015), Thomson Reuters financial advisors,
both 2014 and 2015 were beneficial for the market. Since 2007, these operations have
seen an increase of 47% on a global scale. Powered by a renewed offer of more than
$5 billion, the global value of M&As was estimated at $ 4.7 trillion in 2015 against $3.5
trillion, which means an increase of 42%. In Europe, there was $869.8 billion over the
entire year of 2014, which is 55% more over the level of activity in 2013. The United
States & Pacific Asia’s operations both combine 74% of 2015’s global activity as they
respectfully targeted $2.3 trillion and $1.0 trillion, respectively. With $716.2 billion in
transactions announced in 2014, Asia Pacific recorded the highest annual period for
many decisions in the region since 1980. And when it comes to cross-borders M&As,
∗
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that sector has grown so much, they accounted $ 1.6 trillion, which means an increase
of 27%, and the activity keeps increasing, representing 37% of the global activity
since 2014.
Mergers and acquisitions (M&As) are indeed reliable and widespread international
operations because in theory they respond to a lot of conventional goals, such as
looking for economies of scale and scope, maximizing the prestige of the purchasing
company’s leader, reducing competition, misdirecting the undervalue from the stock
market, and so on. But one problem remains, if this process considers cultural changes
and differences. It also remains unclear what is the role played by organizational
culture inside organizations entering the process. We then address these questions:
How does the firm adapt its culture, as part of a merger & acquisition?
How is organizational culture formed within the integrated substructure?
What are the cultural challenges that both parties have to face?
Can organizational culture be a strategic asset for the firm?
Organizational culture has a diagram of the principles or basic assumptions that a
given group has created, discovered, or developed on how to deal with problems
related to adaptation in the external environment and internal integration, and it
proved it all to be effective enough. Therefore, a correct way can be taught to new
members to perceive, think, and feel changes going on in the company. This research
aims to make an inventory of organizational culture’s and integration strategy’s
concepts, to point out the choices for an organization going into this process, and to
determine what it brings to the culture. It addresses the role of organizational culture
during the pre-phase, in-phase, and post-phase; that means how exactly it is
supposed to be and what are the impacts of a culture not effectively managed during
the pre-phase and post-phase process.
Organizational Culture as a System of Values or a Management Tool?
In 1871, the British anthropologist Edward Tylor proposed the first scientific
definition of this complex object that is called culture. "…that complex whole which
includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom and any other capabilities and
habits acquired by man as a member of society” (1871, p. 1). In this descriptive and
objective approach, culture is the expression of the entire human society and defines a
set of specific elements that explain the basics of operating an organizational entity. It
combines different cultural materials, beliefs, and convictions from our own
characteristics. These beliefs and convictions depart from national culture, and
therefore, form a set of values, myths, rituals and taboos shared in their personal
environment and between employees.
Although there is some confusion about the use of organizational culture regarding
corporate and company culture, the gap in management sciences on the definition of
an organizational culture is substantial, and can be compared in two major research
works: one from Edgar Schein and the other from Linda Smircich. Smircich provides a
much more objective understanding based on the idea that a company has a culture or
is a culture (1983). The works of Schein on organizational culture (2006) remain in
cognitive and subjective dimensions.
According to Smircich, there are two main ways in which culture has been studied
in organizations: as a variable and as a root metaphor. The culture as a variable
approach focuses on causality. Culture is thought to be able to predict and cause
certain outcomes, while the metaphor approach focuses on understanding how
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members create their common culture and how it affects who is part of it. Schein
defines organizational culture as a basic structure of values shared by a group who
invented them, discovered or developed in learning to overcome problems of external
adaptation or internal integration. Values that have worked well enough to be
considered organizational are taught to new members of groups as the way to
perceive, think, and feel the problems to solve.
In his design of research, Schein distinguished three levels in culture: visible
artefacts, beliefs and values, and unconscious principles.
Visible artefacts are processed in management and organizational structures. They
are the company's products, environment and architecture; technical and available
offices; methods of visible or audible behaviour; and public records such as statutes,
plans, and items of employee career stories. They are easy to see but very difficult to
decipher. It is especially dangerous to try to deduce the deepest assumptions artefacts
because these interpretations will inevitably be projections of our own feelings and
reactions.
To understand the behaviour of our members, we must identify the second level of
culture which are beliefs and values learned in a group, that is to say, strategies,
objectives of the organization, and its general vision. They come within the meaning of
being and the difference with others and can change depending on the environment.
These values are mostly manifested through unexplained unconscious principles,
acquired by the member during his life.
Principles, in the third level, are what different anthropologists’ lines of mainstream
values tend to reflect on the choice among several basic alternatives for a member
during organizational situations. These alternatives are still visible in the culture, and
any member may, from time to time, act in accordance with the variant of the
dominant orientations. Schein (1991) distinguishes these unconscious principles such
as relationship with the environment, nature of reality and truth, human nature, and
activity.
Organizational culture is distinguished in the company under two scenarios: Either,
it is an internal and independent characteristic of the organization, thus it should be
considered alongside other organizational features of a business, such as production
management, supply chain, or logistics. Or, in the second case, the company is a
human society and metaphorically, a culture, homogeneous block–with
representations, behaviours, values, and standards within–that forms a matrix that
develops the personality of the employee.
Smircich’s work leads us to understand that culture can take shape in many
conceptual variables depending on the different dimensions of the organization: an
independent variable in the comparative management; an internal variable in the
strategic culture; or a metaphorical source in the design of a company both cognitive,
symbolic, structural, and psychodynamic. There are several sources contributing to the
development of an organizational culture. The challenges of creating one are mostly to
ensure coherence and survival of the organization as a group, to emerge and integrate
a set of specific knowledge to the company, to create strategic resources that allow
the increase of performance and its unique human capital, and to create a specific
identity for the community in order to strengthen relations between members.
Another way to understand organizational culture is by through the evolutionary
theory espoused by Nelson and Winter (1982). As individuals have routines of their
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own, they follow a process of transformation into skills and knowledge, according to
the different environments in which they live. The learning company centralizes
disparate and individual knowledge in order to create a homogeneous, concentrated,
and shared knowledge that can respond to the company's needs. Within the company
shared knowledge is thus knowledge of the organizational office. It is the interaction
with individuals’ norms, meanings, and values, dimensions that are both tacit and
explicit (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1997). By putting all members in the same boat, the
logical task after this process should mobilize the objectives and the means in
accordance with the values of the team. This issue is generally set by the leaders of
the organization, who are committed to establish corporate ethics. The stated
objective is to find the core values shared by the company members, then observe the
sources of tensions, particularly between the subcultures (professional, hierarchical,
etc.) to finally put in place the means to erase what does not work.
Implementing culture also suggests the learning process of routinization or change
in the long term. For Godelier (2009), issuing the institutional policies and thinking of
the company members poses the biggest challenge for leaders. In some organizations,
increasing investment in the training of new recruits is mostly focused on learning
specific values and representations. Through "seminars," leaders can explain what they
expect from their employees in terms of how they should operate, codes and ways of
working (communication, clothing, etc.), and appear symbolically as their hero
(Lemaitre, 1984). Every organization has a culture akin to locked objectives, roles,
processes, values, practices, attitudes, and assumptions that fit together as a mutual
and reinforced system in which elements combine to prevent any attempt of change at
the organizational, team, or individual level. Those changes connect individual beliefs
to organizational results, require a planned and disciplined implementation, and use
leaders as learning leads in order to succeed in strengthening the cultural change.
By targeting different levels of change, increasing the role of beliefs and values,
and using leadership as the chief intermediary to show how to model and reinforce the
desired changes, the influence of the organization creates a fundamental and lasting
cultural level (Heckelman, Unger, & Garofano, 2013). These efforts to develop and
adapt the organization into a new corporate culture ensure an organizational alignment
which also maintains a culture that promotes high levels of performance in the
organization (Denison, 2011). It must be understood that organizational culture is
rooted in two paradigms that should not be ignored: a purely cognitive paradigm and
an operational paradigm. These two aspects are not manageable for companies
because the dimensions of this concept are inexplicable (i.e. artefacts and unconscious
principles). The objective of leaders will therefore be to master visible aspects (beliefs)
and shape them to provide an identity to the entity.
Why Choose M&A as a Strategy
Integration describes modes of ownership and the various stages of supply,
production and distribution on a type of particular goods or services controlled by an
organization. The well-known integration strategies are mergers, acquisitions, and
diversifications of activities. In integration, leaders face recurrent challenges: one on
maintaining the willingness from employees to cooperate and the other on maintaining
the balance between the needs and capacities of a country and the demands from the
external environment (Raynal & Ferguson, 2009).
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Accepting changes in organizations (companies, public institutions, and networks),
appears as voluntary actions of the staff members (managers and employees) to
improve operations of certain services, departments, and entities. These actions most
often are in need of improvement in the case of increasing productivity, technological
acceptance, staff motivation, intensified innovation, and increasing market share.
Within a company, when strategy changes the performance of the organization, it
modifies either the content (objectives, appreciation of the environment, and the
nature and availability of resources), or the process (structure, systems, culture, and
values). These modifications depend on the scale, the culture, the type, the depth, the
scope, the speed, or the environmental conditions. They can be associated with
incremental evolution or radical transformation. Moreover, performance and survival of
a company depend on the ability of the company to go through adaptation, evolution,
revolution, or reconstruction.
Another source that determines integration strategy is when the company may
decide to make more of its production, supply, and distribution network. The goal is to
take over activities previously carried out by other organizations. It will consolidate,
often through acquisition of competitive businesses, organizations that produce similar
products (at the same level of output) to achieve economies of scale and have a
strong position (bargaining power) through relations with suppliers and customers
distributors and consumers. Adopting an integrative strategy also requires both actors
to coordinate their activities; look for newest economics of scales; lower production
costs; and control supply, distribution, and production aspects in order to protect the
image of a brand new organization.
Mergers and acquisitions are external growth operations consisting of taking over
existing capacities of another company (i.e. technological knowledge, management,
brand, etc.). They rely on a theoretical justification called triple asymmetry (Hamza,
2007) composed of the following relationships: officer-shareholder, target-buyer, and
initiator-market.
While most of the research has focused on the officer-shareholders’ asymmetry
with the theories of agency, M&As justify the target-buyer’s asymmetry with the
hypothesis of existing synergy gains of managerial efficiency (Bradley, Desai, & Kim,
1988) and the initiator-market asymmetry, assuming that there is managerial
opportunities in the financial market. The opportunity for takeover transactions to be a
source of value creation is often defended by expected industrial synergies and market
power resulting from a larger size. The measure of value creation in a M&A can be
perceived in the short term (around the announcement date) or long-term (after the
conclusion of the combination of both activities). When a market matures, shares are
relatively inert; therefore, mergers and acquisitions represent an alternative to organic
growth. Developing new offers can be accelerated by mergers in different areas.
Entering into a cross-border environment may be facilitated by the acquisition of a
local company that already has a network of customers and suppliers, access to
labour, and relations with local administrations. But, despite these resources required
to develop a new business, the process can be difficult to start inside a company
migrating into a new institutional and geopolitical area.
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The Place of Culture in the Organization: National Culture versus
Organizational Culture
Usually, any event in an organization is a part of a cultural continuity, meaning that
it does not arouse suspicion, denial, or resistance. Employees are supposed to
embrace change in a period of evolution and must anticipate the cultural gap that will
be created by this event or this proposed change, to provide actions or conditions that
facilitate the acceptance. But M&A generates strong debates on another matter,
regarding the type of culture that should be implemented in the new organizational
compound. Raynal and Fergusson (2008) even questioned on how the debate around
culture integration should be oriented. They went on a state-level understanding by
asking these questions:
How to highlight the thought-organization of a country and how to create a
common language between these different players?
National culture plays an important role in the transformation processes and defines
how foreign investors are perceived by the host country as well as the preferences of
the host government in its economic and social reforms and, consequently, in its trade
policies. Through their institutions, nations affect standards that enable acquirers to
manage the post-acquisition process. Organizational culture plays a more important
role when the company is about to evolve.
If the national culture determines the modes of thinking, feeling, perceiving,
communicating, acting, and producing concrete objects in society, organizational
culture determines the vision of the company and product standards, values, and tools
for a given group. Organization can be described as a civilization that has not yet
reached maturity to ensure growth, but in which ordinary rules prevail on crops
(Raynal & Ferguson, 2008). An organization that generates its own culture must learn
to gather different individuals with their different set of values and prepare them to
work together through rules and procedures resulting from intercultural management
processes implemented by the staff. However, the majority of these values ascend
from national values and attachments.
Thus, on this debate, updated research studies propose several ideas to address
the question: One idea is to accept that which can change in a culture, but will not be
likely be enough to affect what is deep and unconscious (Majidi, 2007). Another idea,
is from Hofstede’s comprehension of the importance of nationality in management in
political, sociological, and psychological dimensions (Hofstede, 2010). By distinguishing
between two groups of culture dimensions, he showed that one group came from the
national aspect, and was able to shape personalities and identities; while the other
deals with the organizational style of training. The last one addresses three levels of
culture change, organizational, team, and individual in order to create consistency and
reinforcement that help drive behaviours (Heckelman et al., 2013). At the
organizational level, executives must communicate clearly, and reinforce the values
and beliefs into the culture they want to create. At the team level, the focus should be
on the translation of strategic objectives into the responsibilities and impact of these
changes on the team. At the individual level, personal dynamics of change should be
addressed. For instance, specific behaviours indicate what individuals need to start and
continue to be effective. In addition, all individuals should be rewarded for
demonstrating their commitment to the new cultural beliefs.
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How Should Culture Form inside Organizations?
After setting all the theoretical aspects of the two concepts above, how should
organizational culture be formed inside newly formed organizations? We propose a
hypothesis that should be tested solely based on the evolution of the company on
three levels of the culture.
On the individual level, when each employee is undergoing a cultural change, his
principles, values, beliefs, and representations are turned into routines. And during
M&As, specific behaviours based on these routines should indicate what to do in order
to evolve and be effective: “Should I agree? Should I not? Should I make a move or
not?”
On the team level, when individuals engaged in different activities are grouped
together, these different routines have to take the form of skills and knowledge. The
combination will follow a learning process in which sharing becomes a big part. Thus,
before merging, each team from each entity should focus on translating these skills
into responsibilities and evaluate impacts that are going to change the team after the
process is complete: “What are we going to win? What are we going to lose?”
On the organizational level, as the learning process has already introduced the
stakes, it should be less difficult for executives to institutionalize communication,
modelling, and reinforcement of the values and beliefs into the culture they wish to
create.
Acculturation and Cultural Tolerance inside Mergers and Acquisitions
During M&A between organizations, the process shows interactions that culture
maintains in its performance. Cultural differences will affect shareholder’s value, so it is
expected that investing should produce better results in the future, but these
differences will also affect economic trends and create new synergies. They also
highlight critical effects of the cultural integration process, which is often problematic,
especially with regard to synergies. Two aspects have to be considered: acculturation
and cultural tolerance. Cultural differences’ management is not a factor that
determines the outcome of a M&A, but its usefulness is certainly not to be neglected,
since it plays an important role in achieving new synergies.
In that case, cultural integration creates a positive attitude in the new business
incentives and out of it emerges a shared sense of identity and trust among
employees. That integration addresses the different ways through which culture,
practices, and system models of two organizations can be combined (Nahavandi &
Malekzadeh, 1988).
Acculturating employees is a way to eliminate arising conflicts and to organize
differences by grouping them into values, psychological states and patterns of different
behavioural communities. It also inherits and rectifies the psychological contract of the
target company to minimize the amount of cultural conflict, by forming diversity and
unity through cultural differences in a multinational context. Following the direction
where both organizations decide to go, acculturation will take form in three different
ways (Jordao, Souza, & Avelar, 2014): either by assimilation, the dominant culture of
the acquirer exerts a high level of change on the absorbed; or the two cultures coexist
without controlling each other and the two organizations go through the same
moderate level of change by mixing; or by plurality, when these two cultures are so
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integrated that the operational benefits of the purchaser does not significanty change
in the target company.
As a new and improved operating entity, it is important to continue to develop and
maintain culture that drives performance and aligns employees following newly
developed strategies. We have to assume that the relationship between shareholders’
value and merging companies is one of the aspects that each company has to offer,
because it predicts the cultural adjustment and the degree of cultural tolerance
(Chatterjee, Lubatkin, Schweiger, & Weber, 1992). Thus, the independence of the
cultural tolerance towards shareholder value is unclear; it can moderate the
relationship between representations and values, or combine both. To the extent that
capital market investors have opinions about this information, the merging firms
should consider the relationship with other information points while estimating the
value of a merger.
Cultural Shocks and Incompatibilities in the Post-Merger Acquisition
Phase
In the pre-merger acquisition phase, the organizational culture plays a key role in
the success in that it is both the cause and the effect of the establishment’s strategic
and financial objectives. Thus, an effective organization in the post-merger acquisition
phase can be a source of competitive advantages. Assessing acculturation and cultural
tolerance should occur in two scenarios: one connected to the performance of the
company, but usually acquired; and the other to the identity of both parties, which is
complex to manage. Despite new synergies, economies of scale, geographic
diversification, and other promises in the beginning rhetoric often give way to the
opposite. It has been statistically shown that one-half of M&A’s objectives are likely to
fail, and two-thirds of them do not produce the promised creation of value after the
operation.
Some studies (Barel, 2006; Viegas-Pires, 2008; Vazirani & Mohapatra, 2012)
showed inadequacies in the implementation of cultural tolerance as the main cause of
unsuccessful progress since a lot of changes that were made in the strategic directions
of the targeted organization resulted in bad results. We isolated several consequences
from the post-phase process that can be sources of failure. They have been placed
into two categories:
Culture shocks usually affect the control system included in the acquired companies
and influence the model of integration and management of people. The purchaser may
get intangible resources, but it is not certain whether it acquires the same set
associated with the absorbed. Both cultures bring challenges that are both exploitable
and manageable such as the availability of resources that are already assembled. But
in a rapprochement between the two companies, the slightest misconception can lead
to impenetrable resistance to transformation: unanticipated factors, such as human
and technical resources (i.e., employee turnover, logistics, intercultural environment,
and contexts), are inadequate considering that the legitimacy of the leading
organization and its management practices depend on the use of these (Barel, 2006).
The miscommunication between both parties is also frequent in the post-phase. As the
employees are going into a new model of communication, reactions from this new
entity can translate into uncertainty, indifference to each other, language barriers, and
clashes. Good communication is essential and can be very specific depending on
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national culture influence and fear of change (Vazirani & Mohapatra, 2012; ViegasPires, 2008).
Cultural incompatibilities are also present negative consequences for M&As. In a
number of professional and academic lectures, examples used show that
consequences of a cultural incompatibility directly affect the identity of the
organization. This is because changing cultures is considered to be the most
complicated aspect to manage, especially if cultures are their foundations. The familiar
symbols to objective culture (Smircich, 1983) and the shared values of a subjective
culture (Schein, 1986) become important components of organizational identity if they
are treated in time by the members of the organization, whether in the case of the
acquirer or the absorbed. Organizational identification requires understanding the
relationship between employees and the organization and defines that perceived
uniqueness and that culture reflected by norms and behaviour patterns evolving over
time. As such, if the strong cultures go hand in hand with strong identities, the actual
case prove that the two concepts are somewhat different. It reflects cognitive and
emotional links between individuals in the group: emotions are running high and are
strongly related to their old organizations, and the idea of equality can backfire at any
time. Wrong identification can lead to confusion "who is in charge," and "who must
give something or must give up everything" after the process. It also creates a
perception of unfairness and injustice, which triggers, on the side of the absorbed
organization, emotional outbreaks such as resistance to evolution.
Conclusion: Means that facilitate organizational culture’s integration in
M&A process
The purpose of this essay was to enrich the analysis of the cultural dimension in
mergers and acquisitions, by exploring perspectives on culture. We arrived at the
conclusion that the concept is partially understood during the process, and in the same
manner taken into account in the post phase. Organization culture may not be an
efficient indicator, like performance or turnover, but its impacts can be evaluated.
From a more academic standpoint, the analysis of organizational culture should be
extended to other variables that reflect the integration of members’ personalities.
Intercultural management might be the tool that integrates the different values and
beliefs within the organization, but it seeks to consider interactions between
employees marked by national symbolism and cultural differences (Barmeyer &
Mayrhofer, 2009). As every member progressively internalized values, by integrating
the vision of the organization, identification will help individuals substitute themselves
for the purposes of the company and thus facilitate change. That is when acculturation
comes into place. The role of acculturation is complex because multiple factors,
sometimes unconscious and established in the organization, are impossible to change.
But being able to manage acculturation should bring more legitimacy to the employers
and has to be done when both organizations are going into the merging process.
Acculturated people are more open to accept change in their environment, and they
can help their hierarchy to implement the new culture they wish to create.
Cultural factors in M&As can be studied at both an organizational and national level.
These two levels of culture should be treated as separate variables to show how they
relate to other aspects, like organizational structure and performance. It is important
to take a better look at what defines culture in organizations, because it is one of the
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only symbolic paths that help employees understand leaders’ visions. Leadership is
also important for M&As to be successful. Leaders have first of all the responsibility to
understand cultural differences and their impact on performance and change. Their
management style must be compatible with existing and desired values of the new
company, and they must teach the means to create adjustments between
organizational change, work environment, and the cultural context (Gill, 2012).
We conclude first that leaders should accompany their employees into the
acculturation process. Moreover, we should update intercultural management
objectives and go beyond training by highlighting the importance of nationality and
symbolism in culture. And finally, maybe we should trust and push leadership to take
more initiatives on understanding cultural differences and determining what is more
important to manage.
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PUBLIC DIPLOMACY AS A TOOL TO CHANGE THE
IMAGE OF A COUNTRY IN CRISIS
MARIA VAXEVANIDOU∗
ABSTRACT
The aim of this study is to explore the means, the methods, and the techniques of public
diplomacy that a country in crisis, such as Greece, should use. The paper addresses the very
issues of whether a country in crisis can conduct public diplomacy and whether it should be
recognized as a legitimate and powerful actor in the field. In a broader sense, it focuses on the
processes that a country should follow and how a better understanding and framing of its
situation, principles, and policy can be provided. A crucial factor for such countries is the choice
of communication channels, which includes traditional tools like press releases, letters to editor,
editorials, interviews, or more active tools like social media, events, campaigns, and networking.
In this paper, three dimensions of public diplomacy are examined, and appropriate tools to be
developed in the short, medium and long-term are proposed. The results of the study are based
on case studies, methods, and tools employed by Greece during the last years that the country
has faced a huge economic crisis. There is a short presentation on the methods that Greece tries
to adopt in order to enhance its image worldwide.
Keywords: reactive public diplomacy, proactive public diplomacy, relationship building.

INTRODUCTION
The reputation of a country is comparable to the brand images of companies and
products; it is essential to its progress and prosperity (Kimonye, 2014). The reputation
can be based on public diplomacy (PD), which involves a multitude of actors and
networks. It is a key mechanism through which nations, states, and international
organizations foster mutual trust and productive relationships. PD for a country is very
different from the same work done for an international organization. It is the totality of
measures and means for a country to inform, communicate, and cooperate with a
broad range of target audiences worldwide, with the aim of raising the level of
awareness and understanding about its positions, policies, and activities to foster
support and develop trust and confidence.
According to researchers, the debt crisis and mainly the “credibility deficit” of
Greece have created the need to rethink the country's outdated PD. The emphasis on
∗
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tourism, as well as on cultural and historical links, does not produce the desired results
(Frangonikolopoulos, 2012). Issues like capital controls can affect directly tourism flow
and the demand for Greek products. Consequently, PD should put a focus on
understanding the causes of the crisis before aiming to create a positive reaction.
Greece should offer a more balanced interpretation of the crisis through the
formulation and implementation of a PD strategy, which will be used as a foreign
policy instrument in dealing with the complex and multifaceted issue of the debt crisis.
Greece's PD, therefore, should aim at complementing its government to external and
foreign relations with a strategy to facilitate communication and discussion processes
between governments and foreign publics, encourage public debate and initiate
international campaigns in order to communicate the country's standpoint and position
to the rest of the world.
Methodological Approach
Leonard, Stead, and Smewing (2002) identify three dimensions of PD: reactive,
proactive and relationship building. Time is the core element in this categorisation.
These dimensions work jointly with three different types of activities that can be
developed.
Reactive PD usually refers to a special event or important piece of news. Through
my experience, I would like to emphasize that it is difficult to organize an event in
order to respond to negative press coverage immediately. An event or a campaign can
be used as tools of a medium-term proactive policy (see Table 1).
Leonard et al. (2002) describe this first dimension as “news management.” When
faced with negative press coverage, a country should be ready to respond. In some
cases, such a response presupposes an agreed planned course of action, taking the
form of communication crisis response plans. This could be achieved through
interventions in the media or even campaigns already designed to be implemented
when particular issues emerge. Positive coverage is a first step which could definitely
be taken further. Also, the frequency with which some news appears provides a good
opportunity to promote the policy positions of a country to a foreign audience.
The second dimension, proactive public, can unfold in weeks or months. It takes PD
a step further not only in terms of timeframe, but in terms of objectives and means.
While reactive PD deals with news management, proactive PD deals with perception
management. In other words, it is concerned with the image and perception of a
country. Successful management of this perception is important if messages are to be
communicated effectively. The image that foreign publics hold of a country can
influence their reception.
Unlike the first dimension, where action is mostly driven by “news management,”
proactive PD allows all spheres to be smoothly developed. At this stage, many partners
from different fields, economic, tourism, or cultural, can contribute to effectively
organize big events and international campaigns both in the public and private sector.
A successful event or campaign needs at least six months at the stage of
preparation. This requires coordination and forward planning, because the planned
activities usually fall under the mandate and responsibility of different institutions or
public services. Therefore, cooperation between partners in the areas of culture,
tourism and trade, for example, is the key factor at this stage, where PD has more
lasting goals than in the first stage. While in the latter case the aim of PD is mostly to
reverse any negative coverage caused by running events, in this case the aim is to
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disseminate specific messages reflecting the perception a country wishes to promote
for itself.
Leonard et al. (2002) put the third dimension of PD in the sphere of “strategic
communication,” as relationship-building is the most lasting one. Relationship building
develops over years and aims at building contacts and creating networks of
communication among peers: media, non-governmental actors, academia, and so on.
The purpose of relationship-building is to exchange ideas and experiences and
ultimately develop a deep understanding of a country and its culture.
Table 1 Dimensions of Public Diplomacy

Dimensions

Timeframe

Reactive

Immediately

Proactive

Short
medium
term

Relationship
Building

Long-term

&
-

Type of
management
News
Management

Goals

Perception
Management

Coordination
and planning
of activities
between
partners
Exchange
ideas
Develop a
deep
understandi
ng of a
country

Strategic
Management

Respond to
negative
press
coverage
Direct
intervention

Methods/
Tools
Press Releases
News Stories
Editorials/
Letter to
Editor
Contact with
journalists
Social media
Big events
Campaigns
Social Media
Building
contacts
Creation of
networking

How to Rebuild the Country’s Brand Image
In order to rebuild the country’s brand image, it is important to focus on the
communication strategy by following a combination of reactive, proactive, and
relationship building PD on three major fronts: the organization of big events and
campaigns, the relationships with major communication players and the creation of
networks, and the active presentation in social media.
Put Major Events on the Agenda
Mega tourist and music events, business forums, and cultural exhibitions offer
classic platforms from which to engage the world. An excellent example of big events
aimed at forming a better image for the country was the decision of the Greek Ministry
of Culture, triggered by the initiative of UNESCO, to name 2013 as Cavafy Year in
order to mark the 150th anniversary of his birth. It was a project conceptualized
centrally at a national level but executed at an international level in a large number of
countries through the Press Offices of Greek Embassies and Consulates.
The General Directorate of Modern Culture, the Department for the Protection and
Development of Greek Letters, and the National Book Centre were responsible for the
main schedule of the action project, which had access to the full archive of Cavafy. In
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addition, foreign embassies in Greece, the seats of Modern Greek and Culture of
universities abroad where Cavafy’s work is being taught to students, the Library of
Alexandria, the European Culture Center of Delphi, literature organizations, and other
associations were additional bodies that provided added value to this national strategy.
Following the decision of the Ministry of Culture, a Scientific Organizing Committee
was established, which addressed an open invitation to cultural institutions, university
departments, and artists from Greece and abroad, in order to apply for events in the
framework of the Cavafy year. Having completed its work and evaluated the proposals,
the Commission approved and financed 45 events, which took place in Greece,
Alexandria, Paris, Italy, England, and the Netherlands to list a few countries.
In previous celebrations for Cavafy, the result was mainly literary. New
publications, revelations of his life, and new analyses of his poems were
recommended. In 2013, none of these took place. Nobody learned anything new about
Cavafy as a writer, his work, or the era in which he lived.
The celebration of 2013 showed that “Cavafy” of the 21st century has become
more a “field” of events and less a movement for the writer. The exciting fact is that
during the last years, Cavafy has ceased being an author and became an entire “field.”
The major change, which was made clear in the celebration of 2013, is that "Cavafy" is
now called a “cultural field,” covering different areas from theatre to painting, from
dance to school, and from concert to journalism. Cavafy is not just someone we seek
to analyze, it is “something” we want to use.
In 2013, it became clear that there is no Cavafy as a writer any more but a global
and ever-expanding “Cavafy field.” Cavafy has become a diva, stock, capital, product,
brand, and copyright. The "Cavafy" is not sold, but it sells. It is produced, consumed,
done, and accomplished. We downloaded him from the podium and we created an
available field around him for appropriation, deconstruction, and assembly. According
to the C.P. Cavafy Chair of the University of Michigan, "Cavafy" is used mainly as a
museum, Internet, and music field (Lambropoulos, 2014).
The same did not happen in 2012, when UNESCO commemorated the 50th
anniversary of the death of George N. Papanikolaou, one of the greatest medical
scientists of the 20th century. Although Papanikolaou invented the famous "pap-test,"
a test which detects uterine cancer in its early stages and which has saved the lives of
millions of women worldwide, his commemoration did not reach the general public
because the events were limited to the medical field and addressed to specific
audiences.
The conclusion of these two examples is that the success of major events requires
the creation of a central committee composed by a central government body, such as
a ministry, the synergy of many partners, and funds for organizing events around the
world.
Nevertheless, during an economic crisis, a major cultural event is not sufficient to
enhance the image of a country. It needs a major event facing the problem directly. A
major event with well-known speakers (like eminent journalists and academics),
organized in collaboration with a big institution, (like an EU body or a think tank),
directly addressing target audiences (with an agenda focusing on arguments and facts)
to promote the first positive results of the economic policy. Such an event was a
lecture organized in March 2014 in The Hague by the Press Office of the Greek
Embassy in the Netherlands. The lecture, entitled “The other face of the Euro crisis,”
was organized in the framework of the Hellenic Presidency of the European Union
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Council in the first half of 2014 in collaboration with the Representation of the
European Commission and the European Parliament Information Office in the
Netherlands (Europees Parlement, 2014). This was an excellent partner for
collaboration based in the heart of The Hague, with key-note speakers, such as a wellknown Dutch reporter and columnist and a professor of Maastricht University. The
lecture was promoted on social media with messages sent via Twitter to governmental
bodies.
It is underscored that the event was retweeted by Prime Minister Rutte.
Additionally, the main points of the event were uploaded in the intranet system of
Dutch Ministries. The main result of the lecture was the creation of two documentaries
by the Dutch public broadcasting channels VPRO and HUMAN, which are producing a
successful investigative journalist documentary series called “Argos TV.” The
documentaries were being broadcast on the television channel “Nederland 2,” placing
the issue of the Greek economic crisis in a new context: the role of the statements
made by European officials of the decision making delay producing a negative image
of Greece. For this ambitious project, the reporters interviewed prominent and leading
opinion makers throughout Europe and the US. Interviews took place with Jean-Claude
Juncker, Jean-Claude Trichet, and journalists from The Financial Times and Der
Spiegel.
The main achievement of the lecture was to increase interest at the governmental
level (decision makers) and media level (opinion leaders). The crucial element for the
success of the lecture was the presentation of new arguments based on data, facts,
and statistics that were differentiated and seen from a different point of view, making
people rethink the question of crisis. Moreover, during the lecture, it was stressed that
the negative publicity of the country created a lose-lose situation for both countries,
Greece and the Netherlands, given that the Netherlands faced a decline in its exports
to Greece and Greece had a decline in tourism flow from the Netherlands (Secretary
General of Information, 2014).
Relationships with Media Players and Creation of Networks
The first challenge that communication officers face is the multiplicity of players
and communication channels that can be used during a crisis situation. These can
involve international, national, regional, or local players. They can be officials or
volunteers, traditional communication channels or social media.
A key ingredient for a country to obtain publicity by any medium is to be accessible,
flexible, and accommodating. The ability to reach the media when it is necessary
requires establishing the representatives of a country and especially the press offices
as a reliable and valuable media resource.
The following steps can help a press office to establish and maintain positive
working relations with journalists:
a. Build rapport and help reporters do their job: The press office should take
advantage of opportunities to nurture a positive relationship with the media, sending
periodically new information or items of interest to remind them the positions of the
country on a special issue. One of the best ways to establish productive relations is to
help reporters accomplish their own objectives by providing them with information and
other sources, respecting deadlines and responding questions on time.
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b. Stay in regular touch: The press office can express its compliments to the media
when they do an accurate, thorough story or positive editorial about a priority issue of
the country. If a reporters use positively quotations on an issue, the press office
should send a note of appreciation for their job. Likewise, if stories contain inaccurate
or misleading information, the press office should contact the reporter to point this out
in a polite, objective manner and offer to provide specific information that will help
prevent similar "misunderstandings" in future coverage.
c. Be one step before news stories: The press office should develop key message
points, delivering consistent messages about the importance of certain issues. The
press offices might update these messages regularly to remain relevant to emerging
news stories. News stories should be drafted by press offices, consisting of the basic
axis for any future printed news story of media.
d. Be an expert source for reporters (become indispensable): When reporters
recognize the press office as a valuable source for stories and commentary, they
become used to paying attention to its suggestions and views. One way for a press
office to become indispensable is to work as an expert or as a knowledgeable resource
with access to a range of experts on key issues. The best way is to provide statistics
that cannot be accessed by any other source of information. Another way is to keep on
hand a list of informed speakers and commonly requested facts that can be provided
quickly (Bloomberg, 2007).
e. Offer other contacts: A press office could demonstrate its value as a media
resource by recommending other reliable contacts which will enhance credibility,
reinforce messages, and complement missions and objectives.
The second important step of obtaining good relationships with media players and
think tanks is networking. Working through networks has become essential for
achieving specific communication goals. Developing, nurturing, and mobilizing
networks has become another task for governments and governmental agencies such
as press offices. Network-building seeks to form an intellectual consensus behind ideas
and positions and facilitate dynamic platforms for international exchange, ideas,
dissemination, and political reflection.
A network can serve as a platform for research and ideas and for promoting expert
ideas and political analysis on the key economic, social, and political issues and
challenges. It can disseminate excellent research and relevant knowledge to a wider
public audience through interactive policy networks, including interdisciplinary and
scholarly collaboration. It can also engage and inform the public debate about the
future of European politics in relation to the positions of a country.
In addition, it can engage in external collaboration with partners including higher
education institutions, the private sector, think tanks, charities, community
organisations, and trade unions.
Finally, it can deliver an innovative events programme combining seminars with
large-scale public conferences designed to influence and contribute to key public
debates.
The press offices of Greek embassies work toward this direction, developing close
contacts with editors, reporters, and opinion leaders of institutions and think tanks.
There is an evaluation system every month on their activities and initiatives, separated
by different contact categories such as those with local media, foreign and Greek
correspondents, reporters of Greek origin, Greek diaspora, think tanks, decision
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makers, opinion leaders, academic staff, professors of modern or ancient Greek
culture, and other institutions.
Additionally, press offices draft an annual report to present the most important
results and the best practices that they have applied. In these reports there is a
profound and sound analysis of the published articles and pieces of foreign mass
media with direct references to Greece. Furthermore, the contribution of press offices
as a source of information, is made by interviews, press releases, articles, letters to
editors, and interventions in public discussions.
Social Media and Digital Platform Strategy
Social media facilitate governments and representatives of countries like the press
offices of embassies to share and shape opinions. When a crisis occurs, social media
provide the opportunity to react in real time, correcting any reported mistruths and
managing bad images. In 2013, OECD published a report which highlights the
changing landscape of risk and crisis communications. In particular, it points out how
social media can serve as a beneficial tool but also create challenges for crisis
managers (OECD, 2013).
In parallel, citizens have an equally important role to play, as they can become the
most powerful ambassadors of a nation. Thanks to digital media, citizens can
participate in the building and rebuilding of a country’s brand. During a crisis, they
should lend support to government’s efforts and spread positive messages through
communication platforms of government bodies in the interior of a country and of
embassies abroad for an international public.
Another important player in a crisis situation is the decision maker or the opinion
leader, who can originate from the international community. The challenge is for a
country to decide how to deal best with the broad range of players and channels which
could potentially be part of its crisis communication strategies. At this point it is crucial
for a country to decide whether organizational and national culture is potentially
served better by a multichannel approach based on a centralised or decentralized
option.
The best practice of a centralized strategy concerning Greece, is the site
http://www.gr2014.eu/el which was used as a strategic tool during the Hellenic
Presidency of the European Union Council from January 1st to June 30th 2014. It was
used as a source of information for EU and non-EU citizens, governments, embassies,
journalists, and correspondents. It was a central tool and information source for
Twitter accounts and other social media, and websites of Greek embassies in the EU
and other countries worldwide.
One month before the official launch of the Greek Presidency, the Secretariat
General of Information and Communication asked the press offices of Greek embassies
to create accounts in social media: Twitter, Facebook, Google+, Pinterest, and
Youtube and to manage them on behalf of the embassies on a daily basis. Until that
period, the presence of press offices in social media was limited and depended on the
personality and special interests of its personnel.
The centralized option is crucial during a crisis, because the number of messages
exchanged through social media can be so high that it becomes impossible to have a
clear picture of what is happening, as bloggers or Facebook users can also publish
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false information. It is vital to use the embassies official social media, providing
accurate information which should be prepared by a central communication body.
In the case of Greece, it is obvious that it is appropriate to follow the centralized
option with a specialized communication group which will serve as the central point of
guidelines and sources of information about the kind and frequency of information
provided through the mass media. The same message, which has a common goal,
must be transmitted by the mass media of all embassies at the same time in order to
be effective and efficient. Different kinds of messages, transmitted at any time without
any central coordination, cannot have any consistent impact. It is also crucial to have a
guideline and a comprehensive strategy for crisis management, giving precise rules
and recommendations on how to engage with social media.
Conclusions
PD is a central and vital tool that can be used in order to overcome the negative
brand of a country, especially in periods of economic crisis. Greece should offer a more
balanced interpretation of the crisis through the formulation and implementation of a
PD strategy. Planning a crisis communication strategy is critical, as crises cannot
always be predicted. An integrated communication strategy should contain the three
dimensions of PD, utilizing the effectiveness of all tools, traditional and digital, from
short to long periods of time.
Developing a robust crisis management procedure provides a country, both before
and during a crisis, with the ability to deal with an emergency and build long-term
relationships and networks.
Combining reactive and proactive relationship strategies is the best solution to
managing a country’s brand under crisis. This strategy must focus on a country’s
goals, actions, and understanding of PD to better frame a country’s situation,
principles, and policy.
In order to rebuild the country’s brand image, it is important to focus on a
communication strategy following a combination of reactive, proactive, and
relationship building PD on three major fronts: the organization of big events and
campaigns, the relationships with major communication players and the creation of
networks, and the active presentation in social media. The press offices of Greek
embassies are the governmental bodies that can apply PD worldwide, especially in a
crisis situation.
Successful crisis communication depends largely on developing a planned,
integrated process and a sustained communication approach. It needs a centralized
planning by a crisis communication team which must be in place and available at any
time. It requires a list of people in charge with timetables and the distribution of tasks
and responsibilities. The more prepared a country is, the easier it is to execute the
strategy worldwide through the press offices when the need arises.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS PROFESSIONALS’ PERCEPTION
OF CONFLICT MANAGEMENT AS A MANAGEMENT
FUNCTION
TUGCE ERTEM ERAY ∗
ABSTRACT
Conflicts are a part of daily life that people encounter at home, work, and in organizations. It
is evident that organizational conflicts are becoming more complex. In this respect, it is
important for senior executives not to disregard these conflicts and involve public relations
professionals in the conflict management processes. Hence, it is expected that public relations
professionals become participants in the strategic planning process and that senior management
relies on their experience and talents during the strategic planning process of organizations and
resolution of issues. Another definition of public relations has emerged over the past years, even
though the recent definitions of public relations focus on developing mutually beneficial
relationships between organizations and their publics. Glen T. Cameron from University of
Missouri defines public relations as management of conflict and competition strategically for the
benefit of one’s own organization and, if possible, mutual benefit of organizations and
individuals. It is impossible to disregard the influence of public relations professionals on
managing the conflicts between an organization and its peers, and hence it is important to
conduct further research on their approach to conflict management. With this motive, research
questions have been generated based on the data presented by Professor Kenneth Plowman as
a result of his analysis of strategic management of public relations in conflict management.
Using the semi-structured interview technique, public relations professionals in Turkey were
asked to describe their approach to conflict management.
Keywords: public relations, conflict, conflict management, public relations professionals.

INTRODUCTION
Today, conflicts both in workspace and private life are intensifying, and public
relations experts are increasingly expected to play an active role in their resolution.
The survival of corporations depends on their resolution of conflicts, and public
relations professionals must take an active role in the resolution via strategic
transformation. Due to the fact that conflicts are becoming more complex and starting
∗
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to include more issues, there may be differences in the conflict resolution strategies of
public relations experts. The literature reveals a scarcity of the studies in this field.
Furthermore, conflicts exist in all societies, and they are handled as a significant
and dynamic process. It is possible to encounter conflicts on personal, interpersonal,
in-group, intergroup, and institutional levels. Moreover, the concept is not only
analyzed within the administrative sciences but also within many other disciplines such
as anthropology, sociology, psychology, political sciences, and international relations.
With regards to public relations, the literature reveals that public relations increases its
efficiency by forming long-term relationships with the strategic stakeholders, and
reducing conflicts between the corporation and its target audience. It is emphasized
that, for the efficiency of the corporations, public relations should act as the problem
solver (Grunig, 2006).
Public relations experts are defined in corporations as individuals who observe the
inner and external publics in order to foresee possible conflicts between the
corporation and the shareholders. The long term survival of a corporation depends on
clarifying the shared interests between itself and its stakeholders. Corporations must
communicate effectively to resolve the conflicts. The two-way symmetrical model
being define insists that the public relations experts not be ignored in the resolution of
conflict. Management strategies should address how the public relations experts
position themselves and apply these strategies in the case of a conflict.
Conflict and its Management
Similar to most concepts in social sciences, conflict also has different definitions.
Just as a fight that includes physical violence is defined as a conflict, verbal arguments
are also considered as conflicts (Karip, 2013). Although it is generally assumed that
definitions of conflict vary from one researcher to another, it is also possible to view
the concept as an interaction of the interdependent parties who perceive opposing
purposes and values and consider the other party as an obstructer against the
realization of their own purposes (Copley, 2008). McGoldrick & Lynch (2005), note that
conflicts occur in cases where resources are scarce, there is no or little communication
between the parties, parties have misperceptions, there are problems pertaining to the
past, interaction between the parties is discounted, and there is an unequal
distribution of power. They emphasize that conflict is not the same thing as violence
and that it may be constructive when managed effectively.
Organizational conflict occurs when people take actions that are incompatible with
their colleagues, community members, or individuals in their networks who benefit
from the products or services of the institution (Rahim, 2002). The results of the
conflict and whether the experiences during the conflict are harmful or beneficial may
vary depending on the quality of the conflict, the parties’ approach, and social
judgments of the results. The conflicts that cannot be managed may harm the
institutions and individuals, but in cases where they contribute to the resolution of the
problems, they can be functional. Therefore, conflicts may have positive as well as
negative results (Karip, 2013). By emphasizing that conflict may have positive
outcomes, if managed effectively, conflict management becomes even more important.
In the last 25 years, institutions have changed their approaches to conflict
management and have adapted themselves to managing organizational conflicts in a
more strategic and proactive way (Pekka & Siira 2010). Conflict management can be
defined as parties in conflicts taking mutual actions to move from disagreement to
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resolution. It does not mean that a conflict must always be resolved and completed
after an agreement. Institutional effectiveness might require that a slight conflict be
managed via appropriate strategies in different situations (Karip, 2013). There are a
number of different conceptualizations of conflict management strategies in the
literature. In terms of public relations, the concept of conflict is utilized theoretically for
the resolution of problems.
Public Relations and Conflict Management
There is no unanimous agreement concerning the definition of public relations. This
is an example of the subdivisions of social sciences. Communication forms the basis of
public relations, which is defined as a management duty enhancing the communication
between an institution and the target public to form and maintain mutual
communication (Peltekoğlu, 2013). Public relations, defined as a management
function, is expected to contribute the management of the conflicts. Lately, this
expectation has increased.
It is expected that public relations practitioners participate in strategic
management. Executives rely on the experience and skills of the public relations
experts in the strategic planning of the institution and the resolution of its problems
(Plowman, 2005a). Conflicts between shareholders and institutions need public relation
experts’ skill and care in problem solving, and public relation experts are expected to
contribute to the institutional management of the responses to the conflicts (Plowman,
2005b). Grunig and Hunt (1984) present four public relations models based on the
historical process of public relations and the communication styles applied in them.
The two-way symmetric model, the latest phase of these four, includes the strategies
of negotiation and conflict resolution that can be used for the changes necessary in the
behaviors and attitudes of the institution and the target public. It is stressed that
conflicts must be resolved through negotiation or communication (Okay & Okay,
2007). However, since the application of the two-way symmetric model represents the
interests of the institution, it is said that the model has a mixed motive, the
combination of two-way symmetric and asymmetric models (Steyn, 2011). The mixed
motive model includes the use of basic short-term asymmetrical practices in a
symmetric philosophy (Van Dyke, 2005). In the late 1990s, there was a change in the
purpose of public relations from the communication-centered towards communication
improvement with the institutional shareholders (Steyn, 2001). In response to the
criticism that the symmetric model cannot be realized in practice, Grunig (2004) stated
that new ideas about the model were being developed. He designed a new model as
part of a more comprehensive theory instead of handling the public relations in four
separate models. This model is defined as the two-way symmetric model of the public
relations, based on dialogue as the tool to form and continue effective relationships as
opposed to the two-way asymmetric model.
The most recent model covers both symmetry and asymmetry as a two-way
practice. Developed in 1995, it was used by institutions for negotiation and agreement,
providing a common ground between conflicting interests. The new model of
symmetry does not exclude the asymmetric approach to reach symmetric results
(Grunig, 2004). The new model of symmetry indicates that institutions and
shareholders have conflicting interests and common ground can be achieved for a winwin situation through negotiation and cooperation. For an institution to gain the best
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position, the use of asymmetric tactics should be taken into consideration (Grunig,
2004). Grunig (2004) specified that experts must have knowledge about the strategies
they can use in different fields, and mentions that he has searched for and found
strategies that could be used by public relations experts consistent with Plowman’s
suggestions for conflict resolution. Plowman (2005) presents the principles of strategic
management below as a result of his study:
Strategic thinking
•
Boundary span the open systems environment with strategic stakeholders
•
Incorporate the mission, goals and objectives of the organization
•
Take a long-range view of the effects of organization actions
Solve problems both internally and externally
•
Acknowledge concerns of the other side
•
Encourage joint fact-finding
•
Use the mixed motive model of public relations
Use sound judgement
•
Commit to minimize impacts of consequences for the other side
•
Act responsibly, admit mistakes, and share power
•
Act in a trustworthy fashion at all times
Plowman’s principles should be taken into consideration in the management of
conflicts within the frame of public relations. Research questions from the study are
posed to public relations experts in Turkey.
Purpose and Method
This study aims to reveal perspectives of public relations experts in Turkey on the
subject of conflict management with reference to the vision that public relations
experts are effective in the management of conflicts between institutions and
shareholders. For this purpose, research questions have been formed as Grunig
suggests. This implies an analysis of strategic management of public relations in the
management of conflicts, as Plowman concludes in his findings. The present study
used a half-structured interview technique to ask questions of 10 public relations
experts in Turkey. Interviewees consisted of experts in the agencies and active private
institutions in Istanbul. All of the interviews were recorded with the consent of the
participants. The duration of the interviews varied between 30 minutes and 1 hour and
30 minutes.
Findings
As a public relations expert, do you consider that you play an active role
in the resolution of conflicts? What is your approach to the conflict
resolution procedure?
First, the experts were asked whether they play an active role in conflict resolution.
Among the participants, there were those who emphasized that they definitely have an
active role:
Of course, we play an active role. Many crisis scenarios occur on the side of the
institutions that we work with in the case of a conflict. These conflict situations usually
occur after these crisis communication scenarios. We usually try to act as objectively
as possible. If the institution we represent must take step backwards, we manage this
convincing process in a bidirectional way. We, as public relations experts, pay attention
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and strive to be fair in order to protect both our customer and our target mass (C Agency employee).
Most of the participants stated that they try to find effective resolutions:
I try to bring effective resolutions using the powers and responsibilities. I have per
my job definition (E - Private institution employee).
Yes, I play an active role because I am the only person who can make a statement
to the General Manager in the case of a conflict and interfere during a possible crisis in
the sector where I work. Moreover, since we work with almost all the departments and
their authorized people as public relations experts, I try to overcome the conflict
situations with a resolution, oriented approach (F - Private institution employee).
They specify that public relations experts must have a proactive approach toward
the formation of conflicts, and play an active role in conflict resolution:
Yes, I believe I play an active role in conflict resolution as a public relations expert.
Yet I consider that the prominent duty of a public relations expert is to present a
proactive approach foreseeing the situation that can lead to conflicts, and to avoid
approaches to drag the institution to a crisis (H- Agency employee).
Firstly, we create the shareholder map to avoid conflict. We detect the potential or
possible conflicts beforehand and take precautions against them. It is also important to
plan what to do beforehand. When a conflict occurs, the role of the communicator is
highly significant. He must have a very active role in foreseeing the potential conflicts
and protecting the interests of the institution that he serves in the direction of its
strategies (D - Agency employee).
Do you consider the duties, purposes, long-term plans of the institutions
in the resolution of conflicts?
All the participants indicated that public relations experts must act in accordance
with the purposes and strategies of the institution and manage the conflicts with these
purposes and strategies in mind.
Institutions always have a strategy. There is a purpose and there is a strategy that
shows the way to reach this purpose. It is reflected throughout the whole institution.
In general, this strategy must be taken into consideration in the conflicts resolution
procedure. We have to say what we want to say in accordance with this strategy (APrivate institution employee).
... It includes the business targets, short, middle, long-term business strategies.
These are the points, which the communicator must refer to (D- Agency employee).
Surely, if there is a conflict in the institutional perspective, to act in accordance with
the existing institutional structures and standards is our principle duty and action (FPrivate Institution employee).
Surely, institution's strategy is very important in the management of conflicts.
Management strategy prepared in accordance with the mission of the institutions must
coincide with the communication strategy. Thus, it directly affects the conflict
management strategy in the approach of public relations. During the conflict
management, a communication strategy which will recede from the institutional
promises, abuse the trust, will affect the institutional image negatively and harm the
prestige of the institution must be avoided (G - Agency employee).
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Are the interests of the other party important for you in the conflict
resolution? Do you try to find common ground?
Almost all the participants agree on finding common elements. Public relations
experts working in agencies report that they pay attention to the interests of the
opposite party. Moreover, experts working at the public relations departments of the
private institutions clearly indicate that they prioritize the interests of the institutions
they work for. In this respect, they indicate that they act in the direction of the
institution’s interest, yet they cannot ignore the importance of finding common ground
to resolve conflicts.
I believe the necessity of favoring the interests of both parties and especially
finding common elements eases/accelerate the resolution. Ignoring the opposite party
and their interests leads you to think that you have resolved it. Yet it comes back to
you at some point. Yet, if you find a resolution that both satisfy him and yourself,
which is possible, you gain a partner for yourself. Therefore, you should look at the
cases together with the opposite party (I - Agency employee).
We do not ignore the interests of the opposite party but we do not act in the
direction of its interests. Our job is to mediate. Thus, we surely observe, conduct
research, watch and find a common element. In addition, we try to be reconciliatory
working on the common elements (C - Agency employee).
One of the most significant functions of the public relations experts is to develop a
communication strategy, which will contribute to the prestige increase of the
institution. As communicators, it is very important that we know that institution
prestige must be achieved through honest, clear and sincere messages to the public.
Thus, I try to have an attitude, which will not put the company behind the eight ball,
harm the prestige and yet consider the public conscience as prominent (B - Private
institution employee).
Common elements must be found. Yet communicators generally remain faithful to
the interests of their own institutions as a first step. Therefore, they may always not
be able to act in favor of the opposite party’s interests and reach an agreement. In the
conflicts, the interests of the institution are usually taken into consideration (J - Private
institution employee).
What is the public relations model that you apply in the resolution of the
conflicts? (Two-way symmetric/two-way asymmetric/karma motived)
Most of the participant mentioned that the ideal model of communication is the
symmetric one, yet the asymmetric communication style was also used, depending on
the case:
The model we apply is exactly the two-way symmetric model. Yet sometimes we
also apply the asymmetric model, because first we get the briefing about the conflict
from the institution. We certainly base that briefing on research. We never act with the
ungrounded data. There is also a briefing process, and after this briefing process, we
observe the responses coming from the social media, press or the target mass and we
use questionnaires to analyze. We re-evaluate their attitudes after the questionnaires.
We assess the external perception depending on those attitudes. If we have to change
something on the side of the institution again, we dialogue with the institution and try
to change the approach there. So in brief, a two-way symmetric system functions as a
general frame. Yet until this two-way symmetric system is held, there occurs an
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asymmetric method based on briefing and research and the symmetric communication
model forming in the last level (C – Agency employee).
What we suggest and prefer is the two way symmetric model, because doing what
you want and dictating something unilaterally without mutual feedback or passively
listening the response of the other side without taking any action is outdated. In the
21st century, whether you like it or not, thanks to applications such as social media,
everything is symmetric and bidirectional. No institution has the luxury of saying “I act
as I like to, and ignore what is coming from outside” (D – Agency employee).
It depends on the structure of the conflict, yet I mostly use two-way symmetric
model (F – Private institution employee).
There should be mutualism and people should listen to each other. Everyone
suggests their own idea in their effort to achieve common ground. We try to find this.
Nowadays, no resolution is achieved without doing it. You cannot manage and act on
behalf of the company. The world has changed (G – Private institution employee).
What are your responsibilities in the conflict resolution procedure?
Participants report that their responsibilities include understanding the subject,
searching for the causes of the conflicts, spanning boundaries, bringing the parties
together, enabling them to negotiate, directing the institution, acting fairly, and acting
as a part of the strategic management plan:
Responsibilities are, firstly, to be able to understand the issue fully and estimate the
results and various effects from the perspective of various segments. Secondly, the
responsibility of negotiation between the interests of the institution and the other
party. In addition, all the process regarding the accurate formation of the style of the
communication and delivering in the accurate timing should be executed in the control
of the communicator (B – Private institution employee).
Our biggest responsibility is to observe the conflicts on behalf of the institution. The
institution usually cannot see much beyond the high walls. It cannot detect outside
reactions and reflections. If there is a conflict situation, our responsibility is to detect it
and warn the enterprise. Moreover, in this phase, we make some observations in the
research regarding the target mass. If the conflict situation has occurred, our
responsibility is to observe the reactions, warn the institution, direct it accurately, and
if the conflict lasts too long and there is nothing the institution can do about it,
undertake the role of negotiator and to reach the common ground fairly (D- Agency
employee).
I try to find a solution by sympathizing with all parties in their own situational
conditions. I try hard to reinforce my leadership role and protect my authority to
provide efficiency for the future working process (F – Private institution employee).
To analyze the cause and formation of the conflict, to act in the direction of the
institutional communication plan and to play a role in parties’ reaching a resolution (J –
Private institution employee).
Do you accept your mistakes and share the power?
All of the participants indicated that they accept their mistakes both on the agency
level and as persons in charge of the institution’s public relations:
The principle is not to take it personally, we are human beings and we all make
mistakes. In such situations, the important thing is to take the personal responsibility,
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apologize if necessary, fix the mistakes and finally ask for support if we cannot handle
the situation. What is important for us is to resolve potential conflicts which can harm
the institution we serve. Therefore we support and share the power (D- Agency
employee).
We accept our mistakes. It is always important for us to give clear explanations
both as a public relations agent and on behalf of the institution. We always take
transparency as a principle. If there is a conflict, we try to expand the correct
information as much as possible. Therefore, we both share the power with the
institution and undertake the responsibility (H-Agency employee).
I do not believe that there can be an effective share of responsibility without power
share. The important is not to hold the power but to effectively and accurately use it in
the direction of common target (F – Private institution employee).
There are some conditions that we cannot foresee in the resolution of conflicts.
There are some issues that I cannot handle by myself. In such a situation, I directly
consult the management team, because the huge prestige of the institution should not
be dependent on my courage. I meet the management or other related departments
(G – Private institution employee).
In general, participants emphasize that public relations experts should also interfere
with a proactive approach before the conflict occurs, and specify that public relations
have an active role in the conflict resolution situation. Moreover, they indicate that
public relation experts pay attention to the purposes, duties and long term plans of the
institution in the conflict resolution from a strategic thinking perspective and that
conflict management strategies should absolutely be in conformity with the
management strategy of the institution. Participants also mention that they pay
attention to the interests of the other party, try to find common elements and public
relations use symmetric as well as asymmetric model to resolve conflicts depending on
the situation, to “solve problems both internally and externally”. In addition, in terms
of the use of a sound judgment, public relations experts act responsibly, accept
mistakes, and share the power with top management or other departments.
Conclusion
Conflicts experienced in all aspects of life gradually become more complicated for
institutions. This is why conflict management should certainly be taken into
consideration. While the strategic evolution of public relations makes its role in the
institution more and more important, public relations experts are expected to take an
active role in determining and applying conflict management strategies. In any case,
when public relations experts form long-term relations between institutions to reduce
conflicts, they increase the effectiveness of institutions.
In this study, we conducted face-to-face interviews with 10 active public relations
experts regarding conflict management. The answers to the research questions were
grouped based on the principles of strategic thinking, solving problems, and using
sound judgment. It can be concluded that agency employees are more active in
deciding and resolving a problem as compared to those working in institutional public
relations departments. Although they can develop similar strategies to those of agency
employees, they are more dependent on the decisions of the executives in practice.
Participants emphasized that they play an active role in the process of conflict
management. They also specified that public relations experts should try to foresee
potential conflicts. They indicated that public relations experts should act as a strategic
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bridge between the stakeholders and the institutions and develop conflict management
strategies by taking into consideration the purposes, duties, and targets publics of the
institution. These experts referred to the new model of symmetry in the public
relations specifying that they use the appropriate model for every different situation of
conflict resolution. Most of the survey participants reported that in today’s environment
it is impossible for public relations experts to resolve any kind of problem by excluding
the other party. Shareholders’ expectations have led institutions to act responsibly and
exchange viewpoint in order to survive. Participants stated that transparent and
accurate communication should be used actively in the management of conflicts.
Based on all these expressions, executives should make public relations experts a part
of strategic management. It can be concluded that the strategies identified in the
conflict resolution literature are also taken into consideration by the public relations
experts interviewed in Turkey. The approaches of the public relations experts towards
conflict management are in accordance with the analysis of the strategic management.
In this sense, experts report that they use similar approaches to conflict management.
To execute these applications, they should hold positions in top management.
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THE IMPACT OF SOCIAL MEDIA ON THE TOURIST
EXPERIENCE: TELLING YOUR STORY TO YOUR
CONNECTED OTHERS
BURCU SELIN YILMAZ ∗
ABSTRACT
The development of the Internet and improvements in information and communication
technologies (ICTs) allow consumers to share their opinions and experiences of products and
services with other consumers through electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM, word-of-mouse)
communication. Tourism is one sector that has a very close relationship with the innovations in
information technologies. Today, social media provide many opportunities for travellers to share
their holiday experiences with their connected others. People share their opinions with
connected others by sending e-mails, posting comments and feedback on websites and forums,
publishing online blogs, and forming and joining communities on the Internet. Sharing their
experiences with others contributes to the value of the experience and makes it more
meaningful and memorable. In this study, following a theoretical discussion based on a review
of the relevant literature, the researcher would like to demonstrate the role and importance of
sharing the tourist experience with connected others in social media. By conducting structured
interviews (online and offline) with people who were chosen based on their holiday experience
sharing habits, the contribution and role of storytelling in a tourism consumer’s holiday
experience are explored. For new tourists, storytelling plays a serious role in addition to the
holiday experience itself, and sharing experiences with connected others is seen as a vital tool
for a fulfilling holiday experience. The results will demonstrate the contribution of storytelling to
the tourist experience and provide a basis for further research on scale development for
assessing the impact of storytelling on the tourist experience.
Keywords: social media, communication, storytelling, new tourist, electronic WOM.

INTRODUCTION
Due to the increasing popularity of the Internet and the proliferation of networked
computers and digital social networks that create a basis for interaction, any person
can make his thoughts and views accessible to all users of the Internet. Millions of
Internet users interact through online social networks, exchanging information and
∗
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sharing their opinions with others (Dellarocas, 2003; Thorson & Rodgers, 2006).
Relationships in today’s society are recognised to exist in networks of family, friends,
professional colleagues, and other community members are created mostly online
(Müller, 1999; Pigg & Crank, 2004; Rheingold, 2000). The power of connecting people
writing about products and services on blogs, sharing their opinions on a specific
subject, or talking about brands and experiences on Twitter and Facebook has been
rising (Li & Bernoff, 2008).
The development of ICTs, primarily the Internet, has enriched the consumer’s
communication environment (Vilpponen, Winter, & Sundqvist, 2006) and brought
about new forms of electronic peer-to-peer communication (De Bruyn & Lilien, 2004).
Ahuja and Carley (1999) describe this new enriched environment as “an amorphous
web of connections.” In particular, the development of social network platforms on the
Internet has facilitated social interconnections (Tussyadiah, Rozakausar, & Soesilo,
2015) and individuals have been provided with a medium to share information and
opinions with other people more easily than ever before (Hennig-Thurau, Gwinner,
Walsh, & Gremler, 2004).
The Internet has brought drastic changes to the field of communications
(Dellarocas, 2003; Kozinets, 2002), and computer-mediated communication has
become very important in information searches and the experience-sharing process.
Empowered with computer-mediated communication, individuals and online
communities have the power to shape culture, community opinion, and consumer
preferences.
The new tourism consumers supported by the ICTs are more informed, more
independent, more individualistic, and more involved; they also tell stories about their
experiences to other people. In fact, people like hearing and telling stories.
The main aim of this research is to determine why tourists share travel experiences
with their connected others and to demonstrate the role and importance of sharing
that experience with connected others in social media.
Literature Review
Social Networks
The advent of the Internet has revolutionised communication by offering a very
similar medium to word-of-mouth communication, and increasing numbers of people
have begun writing about and sharing their experiences online. Broadband
connections, combined with user-generated media blogs, podcasts, videos, and other
free and readily available tools, offer people the opportunity to have a voice with the
help of Web 2.0 social media to shape public perceptions of products and services
(McConnell & Huba, 2007).
The arrival of Web 2.0 technology allowed the development of a unique platform,
social media, for communication and information exchange (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010;
Saperstein & Hastings, 2010; Wigmo & Wikström, 2010). While Web 1.0, as the first
stage of development of the World Wide Web was known, did not provide a medium
for interactive and user-generated content. Web 2.0, or social media, allows users to
share their ideas and opinions easily and interactively. Social media have many
different forms such as wikis, blogs, microblogs (Twitter), social networking sites
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(Facebook), media-sharing sites (YouTube, Flickr), consumer review sites
(TripAdvisor), and voting sites (Fischer & Reuber, 2011).
Social capital is defined as “an instantiated informal norm that promotes
cooperation between two or more individuals” (Fukuyama 2001, p. 7). Social capital
functions to decrease the transaction costs associated with formal coordination
mechanisms like contracts, hierarchies, bureaucratic rules, etc. (Fukuyama 2001, p.
10). Social capital is often seen as a function of network qualities, norms of reciprocity,
and trust (Pigg & Crank 2004). Social networks comprise social capital that facilitates
collective action (Wall, Ferazzi, & Schryer, 1998; Woolcock 2001). Annen (2003)
suggests that networks that facilitate information exchange among people based on
relationships direct people towards cooperative behaviour. Certain qualities of social
networks such as diversity and extensiveness are related to social capital (Flora, 1998).
The network focus existing in studies on social capital, in which all uses refer to more
or less dense interconnecting networks of relationships between individuals and
groups, attracts the attention of ICT researchers to the subject due to the parallel
nature of social networks (Pigg & Crank, 2004; Portes, 1998; Putnam, 1993; Woolcock,
1998). The relationships in modern society, existing in networks of family, friends,
professional colleagues, and other community members, are created mostly online
(Müller, 1999; Pigg & Crank 2004; Rheingold, 2000).
The impact of the World Wide Web powered by Web 2.0, together with e-mail,
facilitates information dissemination and searching (Stromer-Galley, 2003; Williams &
Trammell, 2005). Interactivity as an essence of web-based communication provides
Internet users with the opportunity to control their access through the use of
hyperlinks, to contribute to a site, and to go beyond passive exposure (Williams &
Trammell, 2005). As suggested by the social information processing theory, social
networks provide information to individuals and cues for behaviour and action (Tinson
& Ensor, 2001). Sharing information and experiences through online social networks is
regarded as an increasingly important factor affecting the acceptance and use of
products and services.
Electronic Word-of-Mouth
The dissemination of the Internet allows consumers to share their opinions of and
experiences with products and services with other consumers through electronic wordof-mouth (eWOM). This type of communication is regarded as similar to word-ofmouth (WOM) and is called word-of-mouse or online word-of-mouth communication
that empowers consumers. People share their opinions with connected others by
sending e-mails, posting comments and feedback to websites and forums, publishing
online blogs, and forming and joining communities on the Internet.
Broadband connections combined with user-generated media blogs, podcasts,
videos, and other free and readily available tools, offer consumers the opportunity to
have a voice with the help of Web 2.0 social media to shape public perceptions of
products and services (McConnell & Huba, 2007). Individuals and online communities
who share their opinions and experiences online have the power to shape culture and
consumer preferences.
Word-of-mouth (WOM) communication refers to interpersonal communication
among consumers concerning their personal experiences with a firm or product
(Richins, 1983). While prior research on word-of-mouth communication has mainly
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concentrated on interpersonal (or face-to-face) interaction (Anderson, 1998; Bearden
& Etzel 1982; Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955; Rogers, 1983), the advent of the Internet has
brought drastic changes in the field of communication, and computer-mediated
communication has become very important in information search and decision-making
processes (Dellarocas, 2003; Kozinets, 2002).
People can not only be persuaded by advertisers, the people (family members,
acquaintances, and even strangers) they come into contact with and talk to every day
are considered as noteworthy and influential sources of opinion and information about
products, services, brands, and voter choice (Thorson & Rodgers, 2006).
Electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM) gives customers both social and economic value
and therefore individuals may have different motivations in using or generating eWOM
(Balasubramanian & Mahajan, 2001; Hennig-Thurau et al., 2004). Eight different
motivations for online information and opinion seeking before purchasing a product or
a service have been identified: reducing risk, imitating behaviours of others, obtaining
lower prices, accessing easy information, accidental/unplanned, because it is cool,
stimulation by offline inputs such as TV, and getting prepurchase information (Cheong
& Morrison, 2008; Goldsmith & Horowitz, 2006).
Social media enable individuals to interact with other people all around the world
based on their interests. Recent developments in ICTs allow consumers of tourism,
which is a highly information-intensive industry (Benckendorff, Sheldon, & Fesenmaier,
2014), to produce and share information. Maser and Weiermair (1998, p. 107) suggest
that “information can be treated as one of the most or even the most important factor
influencing and determining consumer behaviour.” Social media, a group of Internetbased communication-based applications supplied by the Web 2.0 platform, provide
Internet users with a valuable tool to interact and communicate with others (Kaplan &
Haenlein, 2010). The development of Web 2.0 technologies has allowed tourists to
share their travel-related experiences, their knowledge and observations through social
media (Munar & Jacobsen, 2014).
Storytelling
In every culture, in the past and today, stories created with shared information
have played critical roles in constituting meaning, constructing identity, and prescribing
behaviour (Godsil & Goodale, 2013). The human brain serves a social purpose to
connect individuals in the society through interwoven stories, or narratives, through
which individuals try to explain the world to others (Godsil & Goodale, 2013).
According to Bruner (1986), there exist two modes of thought that individuals use in
interpreting and understanding the world and their experiences: the paradigmatic
mode and the narrative mode. While the paradigmatic mode, or the logico-scientific
version, attempts to provide a formal, mathematical system of description and
explanation and is concerned with logically categorising the world, the narrative mode
is concerned with the meaning attributed to experiences through stories (Adler, 2008).
The desire and need to share information and experiences with others in a virtual
environment stimulate the continuity of a virtual society (Reychav & Weisberg, 2009;
Zhang & Sundaresan, 2010). The participation of tourists in social media is attributed
to functional, social, psychological, and hedonic benefits (Wang & Fesenmaier, 2004),
and monetary benefits (Gwinner et al., 1998; Lee, Ahn, & Kim, 2008).
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Electronic word-of-mouth from social media has an impact on the travel planning
process of tourism consumers (Pan, MacLaurin, & Crotts, 2007). The social media used
in the three phases of the traveller’s travel planning process including pre-trip, duringtrip and post-trip have been topics of research related to tourism consumer behaviour.
This study attempts to investigate the role of social media in the pre-trip processes of
travel panning as a tool for knowledge sharing. Therefore, it is important to
understand the reasons behind the information and experience sharing desire of
tourists to achieve a better understanding of social media as communication platforms.
Since user-generated content (UGC), such as peer reviews, is considered similar to
suggestions provided by family members, friends or people sharing similar thoughts
and interests (Wang, Yu, & Fesenmaier 2002; Yoo, Lee, Gretzel, & Fesenmaier, 2009),
it is an important information source in planning travel (Chung & Buhalis, 2008).
People find information provided by their connected others more reliable when
compared to information provided by tourism suppliers (Fotis, Buhalis, & Rossides,
2012; Yoo et al., 2009; Zeng & Gerritsen, 2014).
The perceived credibility of UGC determines its influence on tourists' decisions, and
this credibility is influenced by the reputation of the UGC writer based on previous
experiences, the person’s experience in travelling, and experience in the ICTs or social
media platforms usage (Zeng & Gerritsen, 2014).
Research
In order to demonstrate the role and importance of sharing the tourist experience
with connected others in social media, qualitative research in the form of interviews
was conducted with 38 people who were accustomed to widely sharing their travel
experiences. By conducting structured interviews (online and offline) with people who
were chosen based on their holiday experience sharing habits, the contribution and
place of storytelling in a tourism consumer’s holiday experience were explored.
Interviews were conducted face-to-face and via e-mail.
This study was designed (1) to determine reasons behind tourists sharing travel
experiences with their connected others, and (2) to demonstrate the role and
importance of sharing the tourist experience with connected others in social media.
Among the 38 respondents, 18 were male and 20 were female. All of the
respondents stated that they were actively using social media and sharing their travel
experiences with their connected others. The respondents were adults between 24 and
55 years old and all of them had bachelor’s or graduate degrees. They were
accustomed to travelling frequently (both for leisure and business) and were users of
social media platforms.
The questions asked of the interviewees and their answers can be summarised as
follows:
Question 1. Why do you share your travel experiences and information on
your travel with your connected others?
Based on the answers of interviewees, the reasons behind sharing travel
experiences and information are given in Table 1.
Almost all of the respondents suggested that the experiences became more real
when shared with others. Many of them claimed that they referred to memories
(experiences, check-in, photographs and videos, and other things shared with
connected others) to revive the experiences, and to feel the good moments again. Of
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the interviewees, 25 commented that in modern times sharing the moments had
become more important than living the moments. Nearly half of the respondents said
that if they had not shared their experiences with their connected others, the people in
their social networks might have thought that they were asocial and they had never
gone anywhere. Of the respondents 16 claimed that their travel experience seemed to
lack meaning and fulfillment when not shared with others.
Table 1 Reasons for Sharing Travel Experiences and Information
Reasons
adaptation to social group
gaining respect and recognition
recording the moments lived
encouraging loved ones to visit the places travelled
suggestions and providing information
claiming that “I was there.”
snobbism
nostalgia
collecting memories
feeling important
determining trends
reviving experiences/memories
proof of experiences lived
desire for superiority
drawing attention
considering travel experience as a success and desire of showing
success

Number of
Respondents
30
28
27
26
26
22
20
19
18
18
18
16
15
14
12
12

Question 2. According to you, what can be the reasons behind your
connected others sharing their travel experiences and travel-related
information?
According to respondents, the reasons behind their connected others sharing their
travel-related experiences are shown in Table 2.
An interesting observation was made during the interviews: While individuals
suggested more acceptable and noble reasons to explain their own travel-related
information and experience sharing with their connected others, they perceived that
some of their connected others had less reasonable reasons to share their travelrelated experiences, such as snobbism, earning money, desire of drawing attention, or
being abroad for the first time.
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Table 2 Reasons for the Connected Others Sharing Travel Experiences and
Information
Reasons
claiming that “I was there”
drawing attention
gaining status
adaptation to social group
need to be liked
affecting other people
snobbism
striving to affect important people such as bosses, managers
helping others
being abroad for the first time
safety (by informing others about the current location and situation)
earning money

Number of
Respondents
29
28
25
24
23
21
19
17
12
12
9
8

Question 3. Do you think that travellers sharing travel-related
information and experiences provide benefits to their connected others?
All of the respondents answered this question positively. According to them,
information shared by peers was more reliable and helpful in planning their travels. In
the respondents’ opinions, sharing good or bad experiences provided many benefits
before and during the travels of others. They all supposed that content shared by an
experienced traveller would be more helpful when compared to the sharing of first
time or inexperienced travellers.
Question 4. Have you ever referred to user-generated content while you
have planned your trip?
All of the respondents admitted that they benefited from user-generated content
while they were planning their travels. They added that they looked for information
and experiences shared by more reliable sources –users known as reliable based on
travel experiences and previous sharing.
Conclusions
The relationship between tourism and information and communication technologies
and primarily social media has long been a topic of interest in research. While in the
beginning, research on the social media and tourism relationship focused on the
impacts of social media on the tourism business from different aspects such as tourism
demand, supply, and marketing, studies on tourism consumer behaviour have mainly
analysed the role and use of social media in travel information searching and travel
planning. Consumer studies have focused on the travel planning phase and
information search behaviour of tourists. The motivations and reasons behind sharing
tourism experiences through social media have gained the attention of researchers
recently. Social networking sites allow tourism consumers to produce and share their
tourism experiences.
Understanding the motivations and reasons for using social media as a medium for
storytelling, and examining the narratives of tourists, could provide a better
understanding of tourist behaviour that might give valuable information to tourism
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researchers and suppliers. The motivations for sharing experiences through social
media may vary based on cultural differences, nationalities, familiarity with social
media platforms, the use and adoption of technology, and individual personalities and
perceptions.
This qualitative research was conducted as a starting point for a further
quantitative study to determine Turkish travellers’ motivations for sharing travel
information and experiences and their social media usage habits before and during
travel. Respondents’ answers provided some hints on motivations and reasons for
information and experience sharing through social media and usage of user-generated
content. In addition to determining self-centred and community-related motivations for
sharing experiences, future studies should cover “perception of others” experience
sharing” to get some clues on how individuals perceive and use user-generated
content in tourism.
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POLITICAL COMMUNICATION AND INTERNATIONAL
PUBLIC OPINION: A STUDY OF JOKOWI’S INDONESIA
SUKAWARSINI DJELANTIK∗
ABSTRACT
Joko Widodo (nicknamed Jokowi) is Indonesia’s 7th President, elected amid strong popular
hope for a new, clean, and effective government. With the support from Indonesia’s Democratic
Party for Struggle (PDIP), Jokowi won popular support (53%) against Prabowo (47%) in the
2014 election. This paper analyzes the effectiveness of Jokowi’s political communication from the
general election up to his presidency (2014-2015). Furthermore, the paper discusses Jokowi’s
international image through verbal and non-verbal communication. Prabowo, his rival during the
election, depicted Jokowi as an Enemy of Islam, a supporter of Christianity, an anti-Muslim, a
Zionist, and a mere puppet of the West, in addition to drawing attention to his Chinese descent.
Jokowi’s main supporters were volunteers, or “the people’s coalition” as the media called them.
Jokowi’s victory was due to the strong support of volunteers who had made effective use of
social media (Facebook, Twitter, SMS, and online games). Jokowi’s most significant volunteers
were performers and musicians who successfully organized spectacular music concerts for free.
These concerts enabled the increase of popular support significantly. After Jokowi became
President, people’s expectations were very high. Their expectations were tempered by previous
experiences when Indonesia was challenged by corruption perpetrated at various levels of
government as well as business interests. This research aims to analyze Jokowi’s political
communication performance and international image using the Strength, Weakness, Threat and
Opportunity (SWOT) analysis. It concludes that Jokowi’s failures were due to poor political
communication management. However, his changes in political strategies and management of
coalition parties have successfully gained both media and popular support.
Keywords: political communication, Jokowi, political party, Indonesia.

Jokowi’s Road to the Presidency
Joko Widodo (Jokowi) was inaugurated as the 7th Indonesian President on October
th
20 2014. Unlike previous established figures who dominated the political arena, the
53-year-old Jokowi came from a humble provincial background: he grew up in a
riverside slum in Solo, Central Java, and didn’t have ties to any influential family. 1 His
Associate Professor, Department of International Relations, Parahyangan Catholic University, Bandun,
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victory demonstrated the maturity and democratic stability of Indonesia. Jokowi is the
first leader in Indonesia without any affiliation to the old ruling class. He is a self-made
man who built a political career with his honesty, smart policies, and good results. 2
His political career started as Mayor of the City of Solo, supported by the
Indonesian Democratic Party for Struggle and the Nation’s Awakening Party (PKB).
PDIP is a party under the leadership of Megawati Soekarnoputri, a former Indonesian
President and the daughter of Indonesia’s founding father, Soekarno. Jokowi served as
the Mayor of Solo from 2005-2012. 3 His achievements were mainly in the fields of
poverty eradication and economic empowerment, especially at the grass-roots level. 4
Another policy was to shortcut the bureaucratic chain and reduce red tape. His most
popular activity was known as blusukan, that is to say taking regular jaunts onto the
streets to chat with voters and talk about their needs. His popularity increased
significantly after national television broadcasted the way he succeeded in relocating
street vendors. His popularity led him to be re-elected in the second round as Mayor. 5
He was also awarded third place in the World Mayor Prize in 2012 by The City Mayors
Foundation, an NGO based in London, UK. 6 Another popular policy is his constant
support of local and traditional products, such as the production of the Esemka
automobile. 7
His success and popularity as Mayor of Solo led him to a greater challenge,
namely running for Governor of Jakarta in 2012. Jokowi was supported by PDIP and
the Great Indonesia Movement (Gerindra) Party, which introduced Basuki Tjahaya
Purnama as Vice Governor. 8 The result of the election was that in March 2012 Jokowi
was inaugurated as Governor of Jakarta for the period 2012-2017. 9 In Jakarta, Jokowi
continued his achievement and approaches to win peoples’ hearts and minds. Among
other popular programmes, he proposed poverty eradication, fighting endemic
corruption, and increasing a minimum wage for Jakartan labourers in October 2012.
Additionally, he succeeded in solving several urgent problems such as flooding and
traffic jams through increasing the use of mass transportation.
His good reputation, hard work, and down-to-earth personality brought him the
Presidential candidacy in 2014. 10 His rival Prabowo Subianto, a former military General,
Michael Schuman, “The Big Challenge for Indonesia’s New President: Proving Democracy Works,” Time,
July 24th, 2014, accessed on October 15th, 2015,
http://time.com/3026972/the-big-challenge-for-indonesias-new-president-proving-democracy-works/
3
Metro TV News, Perjalanan Panjang Jokowi Ke Pintu Gerbang Istana:
http://pemilu.metrotvnews.com/read/2014/07/22/269305/perjalanan-panjang-jokowi-ke-pintu-gerbangistana, accessed on 20th December 2015.
4
Bimo Nugroho dan Ajianto Dwi Nugroho, 2012, Jokowi: Politik Tanpa Pencitraan, Jakarta: Kompas
Gramedia, p. 10.
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was the son-in-law of Soeharto. Prabowo was also the leader of the Gerindra Party.
Unlike his rival, Jokowi had no history of political party leadership, which is a new
phenomenon in Indonesian political history. Regarding this matter, Time magazine
reported: “His candidacy would have been improbable just a few years ago.” Time
further reported: “this has not historically been a country in which parents told their
children that they could grow up to become President.” 11 Jokowi was supported by
Vice President Jusuf Kalla, a wealthy businessman who had previously been leader of
Golongan Karya, or the Golkar party. Jokowi’s candidature was also supported by five
political parties: the National Democrats, the Nation’s Awakening Party (PKB), the
People’s Conscience Party (Hanura), and the Indonesian Justice and Unity Party
(PKPI). 12 On the other hand, Prabowo was supported by the coalition of the Unitary
Development Party (PPP), the Prosperous Justice Party (PKS), and Golongan Karya
(Golkar).
Both parties conducted creative media campaigns using social media as well as
mainstream media. The campaigns used infographics, songs, creative pictures,
memes, and video movies. Above all, Jokowi’s support was rose after he delivered his
vision and mission during the Presidential debate. As the debate was broadcasted on
national television, the people were able to witness the image, personality,
communication skills, and political maturity of both candidates. Jokowi’s
communicative strength was due to the establishment of community support and the
social media campaign. Jokowi’s focus during the campaign was more on community
development, nationalism, and political independence from foreign influence. He often
used the personal pronoun “we” during his campaign, which indicated inclusivity and
less distance between him and the general public. He promised to be more cooperative
with the people and implement more bottom-up program approaches and community
development. As previously mentioned, he would directly meet and greet people. His
strong orientation towards the people attracted volunteers from all walks of life, who
established “Jokowi-JK community radio,” newspapers, fliers (“Koran Bakti”), and other
media. Volunteers also created a social media campaign using Twitter, Facebook,
YouTube, and online games. They defended him from his rival’s smear tactics. Money
from crowdfunding was also collected by volunteers through different social media
activities. His success was further supported by his famous jingle “Salam Dua Jari” or
“Victorious Greeting,” composed by volunteers. The concert “Salam Dua Jari” also
played a significant role in increasing people’s support, especially from the floating
masses.
Various kinds of support from different community groups, such as “The friends of
Jokowi,” were the key to success during his political campaign. People’s support
proved to be more effective than the political party system. Compared to his rival,
Prabowo, who had created a common enemy to play the security card, Jokowi offered
his internal strength as a source of power. Prabowo’s strong personality had created a
patron-client relationship, while Jokowi promoted the idea of decentralized power. In
11
Yenni Kwok, “With the Election of Joko Widodo, Indonesia Writes a New Chapter,” Time, July 23rd, 2014,
accessed on October 14th, 2015, http://time.com/3020999/indonesia-joko-widodo-jokowi-declared-president/
12
Metro TV News, Perjalanan Panjang Jokowi ke Pintu Gerbang Istana:
http://pemilu.metrotvnews.com/read/2014/07/22/269305/perjalanan-panjang-jokowi-ke-pintu-gerbangistana, accessed on December 20th, 2015.
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Jokowi’s vision and mission, “nation” and “public” dominated, which indicated his focus
on people. The word “public” was considered new in Indonesian political campaigns,
especially when compared to the more popular phrase of “the masses,” which
indicated a passive crowd. Another significant topic was his commitment to finalizing
the legal process in cases related to previous human rights violations (i.e., student
demonstrations on May 1998). Others issues included the Trisakti and Semanggi cases,
which had led to the downfall of the New Order government, and the disappearance of
human rights activists, Talangsari-Lampung, Tanjung Priok, the 1965 Coup d’Etat, and
others. He also committed himself to erasing all forms of impunity in the national legal
system considered as sources of human rights abuses under previous governments. 13
Jokowi was challenged by strong competition and the black campaign created by
haters. In comparison, Prabowo’s negative image was mainly due to previous human
rights abuses and activists having been kidnapped during his military career. 14
Jokowi was negatively depicted as the Enemy of Islam, a supporter of Christianity,
as someone of Chinese descent, as a Zionist supporter, and as a mere puppet of the
West. Prabowo’s supporters on the other hand, depicted their leader as one with the
ability to save the nations from the Western world’s economic control and as a
defender of Islam. 15 The image of the Jokowi-JK tandem depicted leaders with a
problem-solving orientation who were responsive and hard working. These images
were advantageous to reconstructing a more comprehensive image at the national
level and enabled him to be forgiven after leaving his previous unfinished position as
Jakarta’s governor. The hegemonic model of Jokowi’s communication model is
“emergent,” and appeared as an alternative to past leadership, or as a counterhegemonic type. Both Prabowo and Jokowi’s leadership models are dominant in
Indonesian culture, namely ones involving active competition between the hierarchical
traditional leadership model versus the new people-oriented model. Prabowo, for
example, depicted himself as a mighty strong military man and a devout Muslim. This
Muslim identity is important in the New Order politics since it endows him with perfect
coalition characteristics. This perfect Prabowo character was advantageous for the
propaganda need of increasing popular sympathy. It was the reason why the election
results amounted to a thin victory for Jokowi, only 53.15% as compared to 46.85%. 16
Jokowi’s remarkably thin victory led Prabowo to challenge the election result at the
Constitutional Council. 17 Prabowo demanded that re-elections should be held at some
voting stations. 18 On the other hand, Jokowi believed that his victory had been a

http://indoprogress.com/2014/06/antara-rakyat-dan-publik-politik-komunikasi-pemilu-2014/, accessed on
January 11th, 2016.
14
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accessed on December 20th, 2015.
15
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reflection of the real condition. 19 Prabowo’s claim was backed by 400 lawyers, while
Jokowi’s claim was supported by 200 lawyers. 20 Finally, the Constitutional Council
declared Jokowi as the winner. 21 Jokowi made history as the first common man to lead
the country.
Political Communication, Mass Media, and Public Opinion
This case study of Jokowi’s political communication evaluates the effectiveness of
messages. The crucial factor that makes communication “political” is not the source of
the message, but its content and purpose. 22 The study further aims to analyze the
strategic use of communication to influence public knowledge, beliefs, and action
taken in political matters. The analysis emphasizes the strategic nature of political
communication, highlighting the role of persuasion in political discourse. 23 Political
communication is "purposeful communication about politics. Therefore, the study also
covers verbal and written statements, as well as visual representations. In other
words, it includes all those aspects that develop a ‘political identity’ or ‘image.’" 24
Strategic political communication (SPC) is manipulative in intent and applies social
scientific techniques and heuristic devices to understand human motivation, human
behavior, and the media environment. SPC also informs what should be communicated
effectively. It also details what content should be withheld, with the aim of taking into
account and influencing public opinion in order to create strategic alliances and enable
a supportive environment for government policies. The analysis of public opinion can
be applied both at home and abroad. 25
Mass media are instruments of political communication which are necessary to
inform political messages and influence public opinion. This is in accordance with the
main focus of political communication, which is to formulate public opinion. 26 To form
public opinion, the mass media conduct three activities: use the language of politics,
conduct and formulate strategies, and set the political agenda. 27
Political communication involves the use of mass media to form public opinion to
increase the government’s success synergistically. The process itself depends on the
attitudes and behaviours of political communicators. If politicians become more
sensitive towards public opinion, they could influence the process of establishing policy
and the decision-making process in government. The leader being the most important
Republika, Ini Tanggapan Jokowi atas Pidato Prabowo: http://www.republika.co.id/berita/pemilu/hotpolitic/14/08/06/n9vpiw-ini-tanggapan-jokowi-atas-pidato-prabowo-di-mk accessed on 23rd December 2015.
20
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21
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22
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23
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public figure is significant in the process of political communication. 28 The image of
leaders is quite significant in the process of communicating political messages to party
members and the general public and leads to the establishment of an open and
transparent government.
Jokowi’s Political Communication
A political leader needs to build communication with the people, the political
parties, and the government. This communication aims to inform the public on
government policies. Jokowi realized that his government was being challenged by a
lack of communication, as indicated by positive programs and policies that were not
published in the media. 29 Jokowi’s political communication was considered to be “low
context,” that is to say, avoiding highbrow terminology. Jokowi’s speech, gestures, and
body language are humble, to-the-point, and easy to understand. His political
communication tends to increase empathy and create “omni-feeling” (representing
society at large), so he is able to clarify his aims directly. 30 As a ruling party and
supporter of Jokowi’s victory, Partai Demokrasi Indonesia Perjuangan (PDIP) has
played a significant role. The party is expected to support the establishment of better
political cooperation within the parliament and other supportive parties. PDIP
somehow takes great interest in seeing him succeed as president, because his success
would increase its electability in the next general elections. 31
Jokowi’s physical performance has been reinforced by his modest attire in the
shape of a white shirt and black trousers. As a way to reject over-personification,
Jokowi also avoided media campaign advertisements using him as a model. His
pictures appeared only minimally, and there was a strong emphasis on programmes.
A week after the presidential inauguration, on October 27 2014, Jokowi established
a ministerial cabinet, the so-called “Working Cabinet.” 32 The cabinet consisted of 34
ministers, 15 from political and 19 from professional backgrounds. 33 The cabinet
brought strong hope to the people, especially related to poverty eradication,
decreasing the amount of corruption, and increasing the development process.
Global circumstances made economic conditions worsen after Jokowi’s election.
There was a downturn in the value of the Indonesian currency (IDR) against the US
dollar (USD) and a rising rate of unemployment. As predicted during the election
campaign, his economic cabinet seems unsuccessful when it came to managing the
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economic situation and bringing a better life to the people. Jokowi responded to these
challenges by reshuffling his cabinet.
Jokowi’s Weakness: Lack of Parliamentary Support
Even though Jokowi had won the general election, his parliamentary support came
from a minority. Following his defeat in the general election, Prabowo’s supporters
were able to dominate the parliament. With the support of only four coalition parties,
Jokowi’s presidency suffered from a lack of support from the members of parliament.
After the parliament’s establishment, the People’s Representative Council (DPR) was
divided into two blocks: the Red-White Coalition (KMP) and the Great Indonesia
Coalition (KIH). The KMP consisted of Gerindra, PPP, Golkar, and the Democrat Party,
and KIH consists of PDIP, PAN, PKS, Nasdem, Hanura, and PKB. The Number of KMP
supporters is larger in comparison with KIH, which significantly influences the
dynamics of voting. The competition during the election continued between KIH and
KMP, as indicated during the election of the head of MPR, DPR, and the Commission
Heads. 34 The fact that the winner of the general election did not hold major positions
in MPR and DPR, was a new phenomenon in the modern history of Indonesia. The
position of Parliament’s Speaker fell to KMP while other important positions such as
Vice Speakers and Commission’s Heads were also given to Prabowo’s supporters. The
Speaker’s position of the People’s Consultative assembly (MPR) also fell into the hands
of the KMP group. 35 The division further affected the establishment of the People’s
Representative Council (DPR) and the General Assembly (MPR). The two blocks
obviously wanted to gain significant and strategic positions that could influence the
government’s image and performance. As the winner of the general election, the KIH
conducted a motion after its failure to gain parliamentary power. 36 The reasons for KIH
motions were that the speakers were biased toward the interest of coalition parties
and that the commission leaders’ elections was undemocratic; the positions of all 16
Commission heads under the parliament was secured by the KMP cadres. 37 The latter
also led the council’s affiliate bodies. 38 The parliamentary leaderships led to
miscommunication and conflicts of interest, indicated by frequent walkouts of KIH
supporters during sessions. 39 KIH further demanded Jokowi to announce government’s
decrees related to MPR, DPR, DPD and DPRD (UU MD3). The previous decree stated
that the position of parliament’s speaker was held by the winner of the legislative
Detik News, Jejak Perseteruan Koalisi Indonesia Hebat dan Koalisi Merah Putih di DPR:
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election. 40 To end this strong rivalry, Jokowi approached both KMP and KIH leaders
informally, with satisfactory results. 41 Jokowi had minimized political tensions
temporarily after the KMP promised to stop acting as a political challenger and act as
policy balancer to control the executive powers. 42
During the election of cabinet ministers, the political party competition continued as
the President could not independently choose his own ministers. Lack of power and
party involvement resulted in the ineffectiveness of the cabinet ministry. For example,
there was a conflict of interest between parties concerning the appointment of the
Minister of Law and Human Rights and the Attorney General. A neutral position was
ideally held by non-party ministers to avoid conflicts of interest. 43 Other examples of
government ineffectiveness included the fact that the parliament was dominated by
KMP and prevented Jokowi from carrying out development programs as stated in the
declaration of his vision and mission during the election campaign. Another issue was
related to the Coalition party’s interests that had prevented him from establishing a
strong executive power, for example, the appointment of Budi Gunawan as the Head
of National Police and the appointment of the Attorney General. 44 Jokowi experienced
problems in terms of inter-institutional communication, as indicated by his colleagues’
complaints about difficulties in gaining access to the President. He was also challenged
by the conflict between the Corruption Eradication Commission (KPK) and the National
Police. The conflict was initiated by the appointment of Budi Gunawan as the head of
National Police with strong backing from Megawati Soekarnoputri, the head of the
PDIP Party. 45 Jokowi was further challenged by communication problems between the
party leaders, especially the government supporters, and the return of the National
Mandate Party (PAN) as government supporters should have been able to regain the
power of KIH. However, after intensive formal and informal political communication
with party leaders (both from KIH and KMP), Jokowi was able to bridge the
communication gap.
Jokowi as Media Darling
Related to media-government relations, Jokowi was considered to be “the darling of
the media” during the campaign. Jokowi was even portrayed as Indonesia’s very own
Barack Obama. The supporters believed that they had decreased the number of Golput
(the “White Group” or non-voters during the general elections). Time magazine’s
report on April 9th, 2014, stated that his candidature had increased people’s
enthusiasm to join the election, calling it “the Jokowi effect.” 46 However, Jokowi’s
inability to manage the media and various issues was a significant factor that almost
Op.cit., Liputan 6.
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killed his political career. However, he was able to maintain the strong hope of
bringing better times to Indonesia. Most importantly, people were tired of the strong
culture of corruption, collusion, and nepotism (KKN) during the previous presidency
and wanted to see the changes realized under Jokowi. On the other hand, he had to
fight against the Energy Mafia, another sector that was sapping the Indonesian
economy. People’s support for Jokowi was demonstrated by the market response.
Positive economic indicators was demonstrated by the strengthening of the Rupiah and
the increase in the value of the Stock Exchange in Jakarta. 47
Internationally, the reality that Jokowi did not come from any political or military
elites had increased the interest of national and international media. His humble
background, not being part of the military, political, or business elites, had also been
advantageous to gain popular support. Jokowi was a different person, a representation
of the common people. 48 Indonesia was able to have a political leader through a
proper democratic process. This condition inspired many countries. As emphasized by
Time, Jokowi appeared as an alternative candidate who enjoyed close relations with
common people, as demonstrated by his pro-people, such as health insurance for all
Jakarta’s citizens, development of slum areas, and other popular policies. 49 This was
highlighted by Time in its July 2014 edition, under the title: “With the Election of Joko
Widodo, Indonesia Writes a New Chapter.” His background from a humble family of
wong cilik (Javanese for “little people”), made him an interesting figure in the eyes of
both national and international media. 50
Conclusion
Jokowi’s popularity was due to his humble, down-to-earth and honest personality,
sincerity, and hard work. However, facing several political issues, he neglected the
importance of media support to keep winning peoples’ hearts and minds. As a “media
darling” since his early political career, Jokowi needs to maintain his positive reputation
and image in order to attain his vision and mission to improve Indonesia’s condition.
The strength of Jokowi’s political communication, supported by his personal branding,
has enabled him to win popular support among people from various walks of life.
Despite several political weaknesses, (i.e., the lack of party support and defection in
his coalition cabinet), the grass-roots support remains strong. Communication
challenges that emerged after his Presidency were due to his concentration on
development programs. Fortunately, his communication team promptly developed
more effective political communication strategies in order to maintain parliamentary
support. Therefore, Jokowi should manage and maintain political communication
channels to keep winning popular support. Working hard is necessary to solve
complicated development problems, but this should be followed by employing strategic
media management and shaping positive national and international public opinion and
images. International support would also strengthen Jokowi’s position on global issues.
47
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Failure to maintain the support of media and people would decrease his presidential
success.
Specific international media articles on Jokowi, especially the ones published during
his election, have created a positive image of Indonesia. Indonesia is currently
considered a mature democracy with the ability to promote multiculturalism and
manage political interests. The general election, conducted peacefully amidst
differences, has shown the international public that Indonesia is truly a democratic
country.
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A CASE STUDY ON THE POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF
CONSOLIDATION WITHIN TRANSPORT, LOGISTICS,
AND FREIGHT FORWARDING CLUSTERS IN THE
POMERANIAN REGION
JAGIENKA RZEŚNY-CIEPLIŃSKA∗
ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on the advantages of the companies that act in cooperation/clusters, as
an approach to prevent the possible gain of interest for competitive products. Companies
operating in the forwarding, transportation, and logistics sector are seeking original methods to
become competitive. Price has lost its importance when selecting transportation and logistics
services providers. Nowadays, it is the quality of service rates that is considered most important,
followed by reliability, flexibility, and the product range. We will examine the rest of the factors
influencing customers’ choice of freight forwarding, transportation, or logistics operators, in this
paper.
Keywords: transportation, freight forwarding, clusters.

INTRODUCTION
Freight forwarding, transportation, and contract logistics continues to be a
developing industry. Although growth is expected to slow, it will still likely outpace the
rate of the global GDP—it is a good situation to be in, considering current economic
circumstances.
Even so, freight and logistics companies will need to address numerous issues in
the years ahead. For example, as trade routes become more competitive and freight
rates fall, the industry’s traditional bargaining power with its shippers will be
challenged. One important strategy to counter this challenge is to use balance sheet
strength to acquire niche players in important trade routes and geographies, especially
in emerging markets.
It is much more difficult to be competitive in the global, international, or domestic
market. Factors influencing customers’ satisfaction are changing. Price is becoming a
less important factor when selecting transportation and logistics services providers, as
the quality of service now rates as most important, followed by reliability, flexibility,
and the product range.
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According to Lisińska-Kuśnierz and Gajewska (2010), the following factors are
influencing customers’ choice of freight forwarding, transportation, or logistics
operators (starting with the most important ones):
-timeliness of delivery;
-completeness of deliveries (productive capacity to realization of ordering products)
-accuracy of deliveries;
-promptness of deliveries;
-meeting the conditions of agreement
-accurate invoicing
-flexibility of deliveries;
-transportation conditions;
-conditions provided by terminals (theft protection, work organization, furnishings,
etc);
-complexity of services.
All companies operating in the forwarding, transportation, and logistics sector have
to seek different ways to address the competition. They must have the abilities to
analyze customers’ needs and then to respond quickly with differentiated and
advanced solutions. It requires a lot of effort to improve the efficiency of their internal
processes and to generate analyses that result in deeper understanding of customers’
industries and business processes. The focus of this paper is to show the advantages
of the companies that act in cooperation, in clusters, as a way to fight the competition.
Freight Forwarding, Transportation and Logistics Market - Main
Characteristics
Different types of companies work in transport, logistics, and freight forwarding
sectors. They offer various services, from organizing transportation processes through
offering transportation services, to managing the whole supply chain. Relations
between such enterprises are also complicated. They compete with each other but
very often create more or less formal partnerships.
Freight forwarding in its basic form is an asset-light business model in which
forwarders buy capacity from carriers (airlines, trucking companies, and ocean
carriers) and offer that capacity to their customers as a part of organizing their
transportation requirements (Glass, 2013).
Due to the mainly transactional relationship between a freight forwarder and a
customer, freight forwarding volumes typically develop in line with trade flows,
resulting in a certain volatility of volumes and revenues. Global presence,
comprehensive access to handling capabilities at airports/seaports, long standing
carrier relationships, and sophisticated IT systems are the key criteria for
differentiating international forwarding players. Services such as tracking and tracing,
warehousing, customs brokerage and document handling usually complement the offer
of freight forwarders.
Transportation usually refers to asset-based business models providing
transportation of unit load or bulk goods by road or rail. Services are offered by truck
or train, as a part of the load or the full load. Road and rail transportation are
represented by typically asset-intensive businesses with the highly commoditized road
transportation, being particularly fragmented and competitive. In this sector, air and
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sea transportation companies are usually large and have corporate structures (Button,
2010). Logistic operators focus on medium and long-term contractual relationships
with their customers, typically spanning 2 to 5 years (Waters, 2010).
Contract logistics typically include a variety of supply chain services such as
warehousing, packaging, labeling, transportation, quality controls, and many more. By
increasing their engagement with clients, contract logistics providers are able to
increase barriers to entry and exit as well as deliver integrated logistics solutions to
their clients. Switching costs for a customer in a contract logistics relationship are
significantly higher than for the more transparent and standardized forwarding
services. Contract logistics providers offer customized full-service packages for their
customers, leveraging their IT platforms and their human capital. Offering such
complex services also entails longer lead-in time for developing and implementing
solutions, as well as higher capital commitments for individual solutions, sites, and
systems.
Many companies in this sector have developed from road freight or air/sea freight
operations into contract logistics. This is a very typical process in the logistic market.
Enterprises begin as small operators and then strengthen their position in the market,
as they expand the range of their services.
Figure 1. Development and changing roles in the transportation, freight forwarding,
and logistics sector

Trends in Transport, Logistics and Freight Forwarding Sectors
The transportation, freight forwarding, and logistics industry has undergone
significant changes. Due to its cross-functional role, it is a critical link between other
industries, and thus it also reflects changes taking place in those industries.
Globalization has led to geographical and service expansion on the part of many
logistics providers, with supply chains becoming more complex and comprehensive.
Trade lanes have shifted away from Europe and the US toward Asia, BRIC, and other
emerging markets following the shifting of production facilities. Also, logistics providers
predominantly follow their customers when setting up new hubs/facilities globally. For
contract logistics this is more relevant than ever, since thin margins make it necessary
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to secure revenue growth and attractive margin profiles in new markets and
geographical locations.
In response to new challenges, freight-forwarding, logistics and transportation
companies must consider a number of strategic fits and adopt different strategies to
defend against competitive forces and to gain their market share. Porter’s model of
basic strategies, namely cost, differentiation, and focus (Porter, 1998) is the most
popular strategic choice for enterprises.
Strategies based on low cost essentially focus on offering a product or service at a
price or a cost lower than those proposed by competitors. Strategies based on
differentiation attempt to provide a product or service which is unique, so that
consumers are willing to pay more for it. Focus-based strategies attempt to make a
product or service which fits a niche or a small market segment where either cost or
differentiation is then employed.
Some freight-forwarding, logistics and transportation companies can adopt one of
the following strategies:
-differentiation strategies, as a way to achieve differentiation advantage;
-the leadership strategy.
The management of enterprises may also focus on one of the following:
-developing core competencies;
-adopting multiple generic strategies.
Besides the individual strategical behaviour of freight forwarding, transportation,
and logistics companies, the key trends faced by this industry are likely to impact the
business models and indicate the proper strategy directions. The trends that can
impact strategic positioning are as follows (Doll, Friebel, Ruckriegel, & Schwarzmuller,
2014).
• yield decline - shippers and transportation companies seek to exploit volatile
freight rates to protect their own profit margins;
• modal split - demand shifts from air freight to predominately ocean and,
increasingly, rail to reduce costs of supply chain;
• volatility of freight rates - increasing demands of greater sophistication in
steering hedged capacities;
• vertical integration - when the transportation, logistics or freight forwarding
companies increase profit pools by joining the other parts of the value chain;
• specialization and value added services - become key factors of complex supply
chains which should consist of specialized logistics service providers;
• industry specific solutions - increasingly key solutions, both in terms of IT and
know-how, offered to meet complex customer demands;
• contract logistics challenges - the tendency towards shorter contract lifecycles
will increase hurdles to achieve an appropriate ROI;
• globalization vs. regionalization - demand will either grow for "global total
solutions" or revert back to regionalization.
Network Partnership as a Consolidation Strategy
More and more independent companies find out that it is difficult to function alone
in today’s industry where they must compete with the multinational corporations and
their numerous offices around the world. The way to become more powerful on the
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competitive market is to join a special network. Networks consist of different
companies of the freight forwarding, transportation or logistics sector, which join their
forces to fight in the global space. A good network provides the basis to build strong
working relationships where they are required. Belonging to such a network provides:
-increasing exposure resulting in an increase in sales volume;
-a trustworthy source;
-enhanced customer confidence in the abilities of the member companies to handle
their requirements;
-a communication network keeping members up to date: from regulation and
important industry news to exchanging various information.
True benefits from belonging to logistic, freight forwarding or transportation
networks focus on: increased sales through the network, increased security in dealing
with other member agents. Different networks also offer (Security Cargo Networks, n.
d.).
-security member-to-member payment guarantee program;
-annual international meetings with plenty of time for one-on-one conferences
among members;
-ongoing marketing and public relations campaign to promote awareness of the
group among shippers and vendors for the enhanced credibility of members;
-access to members' discount contract rates with carriers;
-regular communication among members regarding rates;
-company’s profile, personnel and links listed on the network websites;
-prompt resolution of any problems among member companies and enforcement of
agreed-upon terms of cooperation;
-recommendations od well-qualified staff available in markets not presently
represented due to administrator's extensive contacts with other companies and
groups;
-full-time, neutral non-forwarder network administration to take care of member
inquiries, needs and interests without delay;
-discounted rates on cargo insurance;
-other discount programs.
Clusters - Definition and Characteristics
It may be observed that industries tend to be geographically “clustered.” Well
known examples of clusters include the concentration of information technology firms,
wineries, finance and investment banking, fashion products, or computer products. It
is also very often for corporate functions to be clustered. This phenomenon was
originally observed and explained by the British economist, Alfred Marshall (1920), in
his classic work Principles of Economics.
Marshall (1920) hypothesizes that the development of industrial complexes implies
the existence of positive externalities of co-location. He attributed such externalities to
three main forces: knowledge sharing and spillover among the co-located firms,
development of specialized and efficient supplier base, and development of local labor
pools with specialized skills.
Porter (1998) provides a detailed framework for cluster analysis, as well as many
more examples of clusters in various industries. Focusing on competitive advantages
and the increased innovation offered by clusters, he suggests that clusters affect
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competition by increasing the productivity of the co-located companies, increasing the
pace of innovation, and stimulating the formation of new businesses.
Joining a cluster means getting a lot of advantages. A company can choose the way
to be more competitive by getting bigger and bigger. However, a cluster may be an
optimal balance between the complexity and bureaucracy that hamper innovation in
large enterprises, and the lack of scale that holds back smaller firms. In a dynamic
environment, when innovation and fast market response are the keys to competitive
advantage, the tacit communication and trust-building between smaller firms (and
between their employees, who share culture and extensive personal contact) allow
them to participate in joint learning and adoption of best practices. Yet, the separate
and independent decision making in the firms in a cluster may avoid “groupthink,”
allowing the cluster to adopt new technologies and process innovation, thus, to renew
itself and to remain competitive. Consequently, a cluster may be an optimal
organizational structure, balancing flexibility and fast decision making on the one hand
with the range resource availability on the other hand.
In Porter’s (1998) words, “A cluster allows each member to benefit as if it had a
greater scale or as if it joined with others formally – without requiring it to sacrifice its
flexibility” (p. 32).
The paper is focused on the advantages of the freight forwarding, transportation,
and logistics companies cooperating in clusters. In its basic form, such a cluster can
include logistics operators, freight-forwarding companies, transportation enterprises,
and carriers.
In such clusters the following entities can also work (Sheffi, 2015): warehousemen;
customs brokers; specialized consulting and
IT providers; companies with logistics-intensive operations, where value added
operations may be small relatives to the logistics-related activities provided by
distributors; light manufacturing and kitting companies; and the logistics operations of
industrial firms, such as the distribution operations of retailers and after-market parts
suppliers.
This is quite easy to define the advantages of participation in industrial clusters.
According to van Dijk and Rabelott (2005) the most important of them are as follows:
-trust: it is thus easier to develop trust among organizations and people, leading to
lower transactions costs between firms whether they are trading with partners or with
horizontal collaborators/competitors.
-exchange of tacit knowledge. Such exchange of tacit knowledge supports
discussions over specifications with a supplier; exchanging benchmarking information
with a competitor; or supporting a customer – all made easier, faster, less expensive
and more effective when conducted within a cluster – using face-to-face and chance
meetings.
-collaboration. The concentration of firms in the same industry, with their similar
needs and concerns, gives natural rise to joint activities. These include lobbying for the
provision of infrastructure, regulatory relief, incentives, and other government largess;
-research and education
-supply base.
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From the customer’s point of view, a strong supplier base with multiple suppliers
bodes well for competitive pricing and supplier innovation, which are crucial for
competitiveness.
Logistics, transportation and freight forwarding clusters have several unique
characteristics which reinforce their advantages. These can be classified into two
categories: operational advantages related to transportation and advantages related to
the sharing of assets among companies. According to Sheffi (2015) transportation
advantages include economics of scope, scale, density, and frequency of
transportation services. Operational advantages of resource sharing focus on shared
assets, serving customers when providers change, expansion capabilities, and shared
workforce.
In well-industrialized countries, as well as in developing ones, the efficient
operation of clusters can be seen. Companies forming clusters can help business
entities, small and medium-sized enterprises in particular, improve their competitive
edge. Regardless of an industrial sector or branch in which they operate, companies
grouped in clusters have better opportunities of development, identification of
production niches, access to export markets and recruitment policy than they have
while operating alone.
Clusters in Pomeranian Region
In the Pomeranian Region, in the freight-forwarding, logistics and transportation
sector there are two clusters: Klaster Morski (the Polish Maritime Cluster) and Klaster
Logistyczno-Transportowy Północ-Południe (the North-South Logistics and
Transportation Cluster). Each cluster consists of several dozen members, among whom
the representatives of scientific and research institutions, state administration offices,
transportation, logistics and freight forwarding enterprises and consulting companies
can be found. The main difference between the clusters is the fact that in the Polish
Maritime Cluster there are more members who represent institutions and state
administration offices (there are 25 such members out of 50) than in the North-South
Clusters (there are 10 out of 49 such members).
According to Karlsson (2008), the analysis of the potential of a cluster includes the
assessment of the following criteria:
-regional conditions, with the consideration of capabilities, natural resources,
economic traditions of the local environment, accessibility and mobility of highly
qualified labourers, investment attractiveness of the region (attractive investment
offers, municipal infrastructure), and an open attitude presented by the local/regional
community towards cooperation;
-policy pursued by the authorities which is manifested by the promotion of the
cluster and public authorities, financial support provided by public authorities for the
development of the cluster, training, education and organizational support for the
cluster, and adaptation of changes in the education system to meet the requirements
of the cluster;
-institutional environment in which adaptation of the training, consulting, and IT
services to the requirements of the cluster is analyzed (e.g. loan and guarantee funds,
venture capital, seed capital, etc.) and an open attitude towards the cooperation and
quality of the science and R&D sector in the region;
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-management of the cluster, including leadership of the cluster coordinator, the
coordinator’s activities aiming at the development of cooperation inside the cluster and
operations outside the cluster.
Considering potential benefits which result from the cluster membership for the
enterprises operating in the freight-forwarding, logistics and transportation sector, the
most important element is the management of the cluster. It mainly consists in the
assessment of the activity level presented by the cluster coordinator and the results of
such activity manifested by the increase in the competitive edge of the cluster
members, achieved in various ways. Among the members of the Pomeranian clusters
(entrepreneurs operating in the freight-forwarding, logistics, and transportation sector)
survey research has been carried out to identify their expectations connected with the
cluster membership and their expectations referring to the assessment of the cluster
operation resulting from the activities of its coordinator.
The analysis of the expectations (see Figure 2) reported by the cluster members
should undoubtedly come as an information compendium for its coordinator in the
reference to the future directions and areas of the managerial processes. The
expectations presented by the cluster members are mostly focused on joint initiatives
run within the cluster, which refer, first of all, to the promotion of the cluster and its
members, the cooperation between the cluster and state administration, and active
acquirement of public funds.
Figure 2. The expectations of entrepreneurs operating within the Pomeranian
clusters, referring to their membership in the cluster.
Cooperation of the cluster members
Promotion of the cluster and its…
Cooperaion with scientific and…
Cooperation between the cluster and…
Trainings organised in the cluster
Support of investment operations…
R&D activities for the benefit of the…
Development of the operations aiming…
Development of the operations aiming…
Active acquirement of public funds
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As the members of the cluster, the surveyed enterprises expect at least some
support in the development of operations enabling them to enter foreign and domestic
markets. Considering the fact that the cluster members attach the greatest significance
to the common initiatives run by the coordinators, this aspect of cluster activities has
been analyzed (see Figure 3).
The cluster members have stated that common operations run within the
framework of the cluster are the following:
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-common promotion of the cluster and its members;
-construction and improvement of the cluster structures; it mainly refers to the
active participation of entrepreneurs in the meetings with the cluster coordinator and
efforts to obtain the status of the key cluster (the North-South Transportation Logistics
Cluster);
-organization of common trainings;
-participation in domestic and foreign projects, and
-participation in national and international economic events organized by the cluster
members.
Figure 3. Joint enterprises organized within the framework of the cluster.

Participation in domestic economic events
Participation in international economic
events
Training organisation
Common promotion
Participation in domestic projects
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The level of satisfaction declared by the cluster members in the reference to the
participation in joint initiatives organized within the framework of the cluster
determines the future prospects for the cluster operations. The initiatives are supposed
to positively affect the competitive position of the cluster members in the market. The
cluster members have assessed the benefits resulting from their membership in the
cluster (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. The assessment of the benefits resulting from their cluster membership
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Note that 47.7% of the surveyed entities have declared that the benefits resulting
from their membership in the cluster are significant and great, 29% of the enterprises
have assessed the benefits as moderate, and 23.4% have assessed the benefits as
modest and very small. The assessment of the benefits obtained by the cluster
members can be therefore defined as positive. Almost half of the surveyed entities
have declared a significant level of satisfaction. Thus, it is possible to conclude that
even if membership in the cluster does not translate into improving the competitive
edge of particular entities, it can be attributed to the low satisfaction declared only in
some areas, for example those connected with the focus on pro-innovative projects or
market expansion.
Conclusions
This article presents the research on the potential resulting from the cluster
membership of business entities operating in the freight-forwarding, logistics, and
transportation sector of the Pomeranian region. By incorporating various organizations
such as business entities, consulting agencies, representatives of state administration,
they try to undertake initiatives which integrate the cluster members into participating
in common projects. The study of the cluster members took the form of an in-depth
interview; it determined their level of expectation and the degree of satisfaction
derived from their membership in the cluster.
The results indicate that the enterprises which join the cluster usually expect to
participate in various common projects with the entities operating in the same sector
or initiated by the cluster coordinator. Almost half of the surveyed cluster members
have declared a high or very high level of satisfaction from their cluster membership.
We conclude that clusters and entities which operated within such structures, realize
their assumed aims, and there are significant prospects of further development for
them.
Theoretical analysis and numerous case studies indicate that the existence of
clusters is ensured by a number of phenomena which positively affect the productivity
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and competitiveness of economic entities incorporated in such clusters. It is also worth
noting that positive effects connected with cluster operation are not limited exclusively
to its participants; they also affect the environment of clusters. The spillover effects
also have positive influence on the increase in competitiveness and innovativeness of
local, regional, and national economy.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an application of some forecasting methods concerning sport tourism
arrivals in Southwest Bulgaria: linear trend forecasting, double exponential forecasting (Holt’s
method), triple exponential forecasting (the Holt-Winters Method), and the ARIMA method. A
specially designed model for estimating the weight coefficient needed for determining the size of
the sport tourism’s sector in the time series of the available data and in the forecast values is
presented. In order to test the forecasting methods and produce forecasts up to the year 2030, a
time series and past period predictions have been constructed based on statistical records since
1964. Several major problems in the application of the exponential smoothing methods for the
purpose of the long-run forecasting and the needs of the sport tourism subsector of Bulgaria
tourism industry are addressed. These problems include (a) finding a suitable general indicator,
(b) calculating short-term and long-term forecasts, (c) comparing the results of the forecast
techniques on the basis of the errors in the forecasts, (d) estimating the size of the sport tourism
in Southwest Bulgaria in certain terms so that the forecast(s) of the above-mentioned general
indicator could be particularized especially for examined sub-sector and region. The results from
the different forecasting methods and techniques are presented and conclusions are drawn
regarding the reliability of the forecasts.
Keywords: sport tourism, forecasting, economic cycles.

Objectives
Over the past 15 years, the Bulgarian tourism industry experienced positive growth
followed by the negative impacts of the world financial and economic crisis and the
Russian-Ukrainian conflict of 2014. Bulgaria, however, succeeded in achieving positive
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results in certain subsectors of its tourism industry, such as the sports industry, and has
recently lined up in the top three suppliers of sport services in Europe alongside France
and Romania.
Fluctuations in the international tourism markets still provoke hesitations in the
investment decisions of a significant number of the investors in the Bulgarian tourism
industry (i. e., banks, investment funds, and holding companies). Furthermore, a
significant decrease in the number of the Russian and Ukrainian tourists in 2014 led to
a 30 to 50% decrease in the occupancy rate of the Bulgarian Black Sea summer hotels.
The fear that this decrease may spread to the winter and sport subsectors of the
Bulgarian tourism industry has brought additional uncertainty to the investors’ decisions.
This uncertainty and fear of negative outcomes could be diminished to some extent if
there were convincing and comparatively accurate long-term forecasts for what will
happen in the coming 10 to 15 or 16 years especially regarding the best performing subsectors of the Bulgarian tourism, such as sport tourism.
The task of creating a forecast model for the long-term development of the tourism
industry in Bulgaria has to address five major problems: (a) finding a suitable general
indicator; (b) selecting a suitable forecasting method; (c) calculating short-run and longrun forecasts; (d) comparing the results of the forecast techniques on the basis of the
errors in the forecasts; and (e) estimating the size of sport tourism in Southwest Bulgaria
in certain terms so that the forecast(s) of the above-mentioned general indicators could
be particularized, especially for the regarded sub-sector and region.
Methodology and Main Results
With regard to the first problem of regarding the difficulties in finding a general
suitable indicator to make the forecast, the existing data lack reliability and sustainability
concerning the separate types of indicators for tourism demand, especially time. Most
of the existing indicators are inconsistent in time and lack enough data, which would
allow the building of sufficiently long time series (Dimitrov, 2010; Stankova, 2010). The
sole indicator that would allow a comparatively long and sustainable time series is the
“number of foreign visitors with recreation and holiday aims,” which continues to be
recorded by both the former State Tourism Agency (now Bulgaria’s Ministry of Tourism)
and the Bulgarian National Statistical Institute as a part of the “number of the foreign
citizens visiting Bulgaria with tourism aims.” Taking into account the annual data
available for the indicator “number of foreign visitors with recreation and holiday aims,”
one can build a time series of 50 time periods (Graphic 1) from 1964 to the last year of
recorded value, 2014.
A more detailed visual review of the regarded time series, on the basis of the
fluctuations maxima and minima, shows that there are several types of cycles inherent
in the time series: (a) the Kitchin cycles of 3 to 5 years (Kitchin, 1923), (b) the Juglar
cycles of 7 to 11 years (Juglar, 1862), (c) the Labrus Cycles of 10 to 12 years (Kuzyk &
Yakovets, 2006), and (d) the Kuznets cycles of 15 to 25 years (Kuznets, 1930). This
finding can be further used in the process of selecting the proper forecasting technique.
The third problem of calculating short-run and long-run forecasts by each of the
above mentioned forecasting methods, taking into account the inherent in the times
series cycles, is achieved with the use of the mathematical notations (which does not
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concern the present paper). The results of these calculations are presented in Tables 1
and 2 and in Graphics 3 and 4. Some additional clarifications follows.
Graphic 1: Number of foreign visitors in Bulgaria with recreation and holiday aims for
the time period 1964 – 2015 (in thousands)

Source: Dimitrov & Stoyanova (2014), based on data provided by the Bulgarian
National Statistical Institute (2014a) (2014b) and the Ministry of Tourism (2014)
First, the Holt method was tested in two variations: (a) a variation of the smoothing
constants, α = β = 0.30, following one of the recommendations of the World Tourism
Organization (UNTWO) for this method; (b) a variation of the best-fit model, achieved
through the use of the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS® 18.0) software
package.
Second, both SPSS® and STATISTCA® software packages have many limitations
regarding the number of the time periods in cycles for which the forecast calculation can
be made. Regarding the time series, best-fit calculation models could be achieved
through the STATISTICA® only to forecast the presence of 3, 4, 6 and 8-year cycles in
the use of the Holt-Winters method of the multiplicative and additive seasonality.
Additionally, SPSS® allows the Holt-Winters method to be applied only for cycles of 12
time periods. This imposed the construction of additional MS Excel calculation tables,
where forecast models were tested for the same type of cycles, as well as for the cycles
with the length of 12, 20, and 24 years. Here, the set of smoothing constants used for
making the necessary calculations was α = 0.2, β = 0.4, and γ = 0.6.
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2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030

4341
4416
4490
4564
4638
4712
4786
4860
4934
5008
5082
5156
5230
5304
5378

4607
4681
4755
4829
4903
4977
5051
5125
5199
5273
5347
5421
5495
5569
5643

5452

5717

4534
4538
4803
4799
4799
5073
5065
5059
5344
5330
5320
5614
5595
5581
5885
6651 5861

4570
4579
4911
4876
4910
4914
5263
5219
5251
5248
5615
5563
5591
5583
5968
5907

4632
4521
4882
4876
5117
5040
5142
5010
5400
5385
5641
5548
5652
5498
5918
5894

4317
4636
5067
5173
5331
5422
5347
5183
4926
5279
5757
5866
6033
6125
6029
5834

4694
4382
5718
5719
5459
5183
5173
4988
5260
5183
5418
5480
5473
5099
6641
6631

4565
4629
4798
4830
4895
5063
5096
5160
5329
5361
5426
5594
5627
5691
5860
5892

4581
4645
4863
4875
4924
4988
5205
5217
5267
5331
5548
5560
5609
5674
5891
5903

5415
5525
5551
5500
5486
5795
5925
4977
5286
5415
5525
5551
5500
5486
5795
5925

4379
4540
4832
4982
5192
5257
5340
5204
5052
5212
5504
5654
5864
5929
6012
5876

A, A p=12

A, A p=8

A, A p=6

A, A p=4

A, A p=3

A, M p=12

A, M p=8

A, M p=6

A, M p=3

4768
4769
5043
5160
5277
5396
5516
5638
5760
5884
6009
6135
6262
6391
6520

A, M p=4

Holt-Winters(different number of period in the cycles, p),Best-fit models
Multyplicative seasonality (cyclicity)
Aditive seasonality (cyclicity)

ARIMA

Holt (Best-fit
model)

Year

Linear Trend

Table 1. Results for the forecasting calculations of the number of foreign visitors with
recreation and holiday aims by the use of the various forecasting methods achieved
through SPSS® and STATISTICA® (best-fit models)

4456
4491
4945
5047
5035
5071
4988
4937
5120
5216
5443
5422
5346
5381
5835
5937

Source: Dimitrov & Stoyanova (2014) based on data provided by the Bulgarian
National Statistical Institute (2014a) (2014b) and the Ministry of Tourism (2014)

4492
4724
4666
4599
4628
4860
4802
4735
4764
4996
4937
4870
4899
5131
5073
5006

4480
4467
4776
4905
5016
5042
4990
4977
5286
5415
5525
5551
5500
5486
5795
5925

4050
4294
4094
4407
4690
4816
4984
4744
4373
4617
4417
4730
5013
5139
5307
5067

4729
4562
4683
4885
4790
4801
4713
4612
5129
5376
5574
5407
5527
5729
5634
5645

4214
4324
4704
4860
4781
4911
4501
4592
4770
4965
5242
5054
4886
4997
5376
5532

4174
3947
4079
3955
4083
4276
4517
4661
4944
5347
5475
5499
5472
5798
5349
5434

A, A p=24

A, A p=20

A, A p=12

A, A p=10

4565
4629
4798
4830
4895
5063
5096
5160
5329
5361
5426
5594
5627
5691
5860
5892

A, A p=8

2731
2364
4608
5372
5888
5232
5965
6009
6635
7399
8577
9112
10580
12135
13288
13694

A, A p=6

5173
4390
4804
4625
4934
5329
5973
6133
6875
4660
4672
4438
4471
4894
4496
4342

A, A p=4

A, A p=3

4020
3753
4679
4907
4804
4819
4421
4373
4633
4797
5170
4928
4468
4167
5191
5438

A, M p=24

4789
4380
4695
5215
5164
4819
4891
4677
5083
5392
5681
5181
5538
6135
6058
5640

A, M p=20

3860
3886
3967
4335
4683
4875
5059
4685
4074
4100
4184
4570
4904
5136
5329
4933

A, M p=12

A, M p=6

4632
4521
4882
4876
5117
5040
5142
5010
5400
5385
5641
5548
5652
5498
5918
5894

A, M p=10

4503
4713
4664
4605
4639
4855
4803
4742
4775
4997
4942
4878
4912
5138
5081
5014

A, M p=8

4534
4538
4803
4799
4799
5073
5065
5059
5344
5330
5320
5614
5595
5580
5885
2030 5861

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029

A, M p=4

Holt-Winters(different number of period in the cycles, p), α=0,2 β=0,4 γ=0,6
Multyplicative seasonality (cyclicity)
Aditive seasonality (cyclicity)

A, M p=3

Year

Table 2. Results for the forecasting calculations of the number of foreign visitors with
recreation and holiday aims by the use the Holt-Winters method in multiplicative and
additive seasonality versions with α = 0.2, β = 0.4 and γ = 0.6

3580
3505
4331
4499
4577
4357
4497
4381
4517
4718
4969
5121
5413
5652
5685
5820
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Source: Dimitrov & Stoyanova (2014), based on data provided by the Bulgarian
National Statistical Institute (2014a) (2014b) and the Ministry of Tourism (2014)
Graphic 2 Forecast values of the number of foreign visitors with recreation and
holidays aim in Bulgaria for the year 2030 achieved by the use of the various forecasting
methods achieved through SPSS® and STATISTICA® (best-fit models)

Source: Dimitrov, P. & M. Stoyanova (2014), based on data provided by the Bulgarian
National Statistical Institute (2014a) (2014b) and the Ministry of Tourism (2014)
Based on the results in Table 2 and 3, as well as on Graphics 2, 3, and 4, one can
outline three major types of forecasts for the number of foreign visitors with recreation
and holiday aims for 2030 as follows:
•
•
•

The forecast with the lowest value (the most pessimistic forecast) calculated by
the Holt-Winters exponential smoothing method for multiplicative seasonality
and the presence of 20-year cycles was 4,321,000 foreign visitors;
The forecast with the lowest mean (calculated with SPSS®) absolute percentage
of error (MAPE=12.067) calculated by the Holt method was 5,717,000 foreign
visitors;
The most optimistic forecast (the forecast with the highest value) calculated by
the Holt-Winters method in the presence of multiple seasonality and cycles of
24 time periods was 13,694,000 foreign visitors.
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Graphic 3 Forecast values of the number of foreign visitors with recreation and
holidays aim in Bulgaria for the year 2030 achieved by the Holt-Winters method in
multiplicative and additive seasonality versions with α = 0.2, β = 0.4 and γ = 0.6

Source: Dimitrov & Stoyanova (2014), based on data provided by the Bulgarian
National Statistical Institute (2014a) (2014b) and the Ministry of Tourism (2014)
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Graphic 4 Values of the MAPE for the various applied forecasting methods

Source: Dimitrov & Stoyanova (2014), based on data provided by the Bulgarian
National Statistical Institute (2014a) (2014b) and the Ministry of Tourism (2014)
After calculating the forecast values by the use of the different applied methods, a
comparison of the forecast techniques results was made on the basis of their errors. The
criterion that was applied was the indicator “Mean Absolute Percentage of Error” (MAPE)
which compared the forecasts for the past values with the actually recorded values in
the time series. The values of the MAPE for all of the regarded forecasting methods are
provided in Graphic 4.
All these forecasts, as well as the forecasts presented in Tables 1 and 2 and in
Graphics 3 and 4, have one major disadvantage: they are produced for the general
indicator “number of foreign visitors in Bulgaria with recreation and holiday aims.” This
means that they refer to the Bulgarian tourism industry as a whole and not to the subsector of sport tourism and, more specifically, the part that belongs to the region of
Southwest Bulgaria, or the so-called “Yugozapaden” (BG41) region, according to the
Eurostat Agency NUTS 2 regions’ classification. In order to overcome this disadvantage
and solve the problem of (v) “Estimating the size of the sport tourism in Southwest
Bulgaria in certain terms, so that the forecast(s) of the above-mentioned general
indicator could be particularized especially in regards to these particular sub-sector and
region of the country,” a certain modification was needed.
The use of a weight coefficient, or a set of wait coefficients, can indicate the share
of the foreign visitors with the intention of engaging in sport tourism in the Southwest
Bulgaria (the Yugozapaden region). For the needs of the present study, a set of two
coefficients was employed: one to indicate the share of the sport tourism in Bulgaria’s
overall tourism, and the second to indicate the share of the tourism in Southwest
Bulgaria. This can be expressed through the following simple equation:
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(1)

Ft +stm = K yur K st (Ft +m ) ,

Where:

FstT+m is the forecast for time period “T+1” for the number of foreign visitors with

sport tourism aims;
Kst is the coefficient of the share of foreign visitors with sport tourism aims;
Kyur is the coefficient for share of the tourism in the region of Southwest Bulgaria,
or the “Yougozapaden” region;
and FT+m is the forecast for the general indication of m periods ahead in the future.
Neither the Bulgarian National Statistical Institute (NSI), nor the Bulgarian Ministry
of Tourism, nor any other Bulgarian government institution keeps a regular statistical
record of the number of foreign visitors with sport tourism aims. However, there are
several surveys on foreign visitors conducted by the market research companies
“NOEMA,” MBMD, and the “Sinesta” Consortium in Bulgaria, as well as by the tourism
association BUBSPA (2012), the company “Holiday Planet” (2013), as well as by some
university researchers such as Kazandzhieva (2014) and Stoyanova (2015). These
surveys, though based on samples of approximately 3000 foreign citizens visiting
Bulgaria, provide enough data for calculating an average value of the Kst (the coefficient
of the foreign visitors with sport tourism aims) (see Table 3).
Table 3 Kst average calculation model
Golf tourism
Horse riding
Yachting
Hunting
Active sports
Fishing
Skiing and snowboarding
Extreme winter sports
Visiting a sport event
Adventure tourism
Total annual values

Summer 2007
1,900%
1,400%
1,100%
4,000%

Summer 2008 Winter 2008 Summer 2009 Winter 2009 Spring 2010
2,600%
3,000%

2,900%

1,400%
8,100%
5,500%
73,200%
20,200%

8,400%

2,900%

93,400%

8,400%

4,000%

Kts - % average

5,000%
71,900%
16,900%
0,700%

17,600%

97,900%

11,000%
23,000%

40,533%

Source: Dimitrov, Daleva, & Stoyanova (2016), based on data provided by the Bulgarian
National Statistical Institute (2014a) (2014b) and the Ministry of Tourism (2014)
As for the calculation of the coefficient indicating the share of the tourism in the
South-West Bulgaria, a simpler approach can be taken. The Bulgarian National Statistical
Institute keeps data on the receipts received from foreign visitors for their night stays in
the separate regions of the country. For 2015, the volume of receipts from foreign
visitors for night stays in the South-West Bulgaria (the Yugozapaden region) was
125,749,764 BGN (64,294,833.39 Euro), and the volume of the total receipts from the
foreign visitors’ night stays for the whole country was 728 046 828 BGN (or
372,345,332.17 Euro). Thus, just by simple division of this two figures produces a
coefficient of 0.1727 or 17.27%, which can be considered as “Kyur” coefficient for the
tourism share in the region of South-West Bulgaria, or the Yougozapaden region.
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Having calculated the values of Kst and Kyur using equation (1), as well as the data
in Chart 1 and 2 and Table 1, the forecasts of the foreign visitors’ number with sport
tourism aims to Bulgaria for 2030 can easily be made. An even simpler way to do some
of the necessary calculations is to multiply the already presented pessimistic, most
optimistic, and lowest MAPE level forecasts for the general indicator “number of foreign
visitors with recreation and holiday aims” by the decimal value of Kst and Kyur (i.e.
0.40533 and 0.1727) as follows:
• The pessimistic forecast for 2030 (the forecast with the lowest value) – calculated
by the linear trend equation method:

FstT+m = 0.40533 x 0.1727 x 4 321 000 = 302,472.12 foreign visitors with sport

aims;
• The forecast (calculated by the use of SPSS) with the lowest mean absolute
percentage of error (MAPE) calculated by use of the Holt best-fit model:

FstT+m = 0.40533 x 0.1727x 5 717 000 = 400,192.81 foreign visitors with sport

aims;
• The most optimistic forecast (the forecast with highest value) calculated by the
method of the one-parameter double exponential smoothing with α=β=0.30:

FstT+m = 0.40533 x 0.1727 x 13,694,000 = 958,586.72 foreign visitors.

Conclusions
The pessimistic, most optimistic, and lowest MAPE level forecasts for the number of
foreign visitors in Bulgaria with the objective of engaging in sport tourism, suggest that
2030 will vary roughly between 302,000 and 958,000. Thus, the steady growth of the
Bulgarian sport tourism industry will continue with the presence of certain fluctuations
which however will not endanger the positive long-term investment decisions in this
subsector.
Although they have many shortcoming, the forecasting methods presented in this
paper could be applied to other countries, which have unsteady and insufficient
statistical records on sport tourism. The main precondition for using this forecasting
technology is to have a sustainable time series of a general tourism indicator such as
“number of foreign visitors” and at least some clue about the size and impact of cultural
tourism on this very same indicator. This clue could be produced out of a market
research or as a by-product of another type of economic study.
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ABSTRACT
Learning has changed in the 21st Century. The learning process is no longer confined to the
classroom alone, but extends to a global classroom. Students now use instructional technologies
to synthesize newly acquired knowledge, collaborate with peers, solve problems, and formulate
correct decisions. Therefore, communication becomes a vital process to ensure that learning takes
place. Although it has been shown that effective two-way communication between the instructor
and the learner is important to attain sustainability in the learning environment, it is a difficult task
to meet. Different learning rates and styles were identified as the core factors that led to this
difficulty. Hence, the need arises to meet the demand of the 21st Century Learning via the
implementation of an effective learning tool. In response to these changes, this research aims to
assess the student’s performance and the association between the learner’s performance and
positive communication skills. A total of 18 undergraduate students from an Institutions of Higher
Education (IHE) participated in this case study. The results of the study indicated that Morfo can
efficiently assess communication skills in an introductory computing course. It is also reported that
the respondents were able to engage in higher-order thinking tasks such as analysis, synthesis,
and evaluation via Morfo reflecting their individuality and enhancing their communication skills.
Besides that, the findings also suggest that there is a significant association between the
communication skills and the learner’s individual performance.
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INTRODUCTION
Today, we live in a technology and media-suffused environment whereby the learners
have access to an abundance of information via the information and communication
technologies (ICTs). Hence, there has been a notable transformation of teaching and
learning pedagogy in IHEs. As a result, changes in classroom technology promote
mediated classroom collaboration among learners in the 21st century. The learning
process is not confined to the classroom alone, but on a global scale. Barnett Berry
(2010), the founder and CEO of the Center for Teaching Quality once said, “Twentyfirst-century learning enable students to master the content while producing,
synthesizing, and evaluating information from a wide variety of subjects and resources
by demonstrating digital literacy as well as civic responsibility” (para. 3).
Correspondingly, ICTs, identified as the backbone of the 21st century digital era,
provide an extraordinary opportunity for young learners to extend learning to the
globalized world. The success of such a learning style lies in being able to communicate,
share, comprehend, and apply the acquired information to solve the complex problems.
Additionally, students are also required to adapt to the changes in the information age
and use the power of technology to create new knowledge (Anderson, 2008). This is in
line with the fact that the emerging technologies provide unlimited opportunities for
many new discoveries to better equip the students to face the challenges of the 21st
century.
According to Abdul-Kader (2008), the e-learning tool is one of the emerging needs
of information age whereby it replaces the traditional teaching method for distance
learners and simultaneously encourages collaborative learning. On a similar note,
Rosenberg (2001) affirms that e-learning application is an open system which integrates
access to the information and purposeful communication into a dynamic and intellectual
learning community. Furthermore, the research findings by Liaw and Huang (2013)
demonstrate that e-learning environments provide flexible interaction that enhances
social communication skills. As a result, many IHEs around the world have implemented
various e-learning tools to enhance classroom communication and collaboration.
Over the past decade, knowledge has grown exponentially, and it has impacted the
diversity of career specializations. Students need to keep abreast of this 21st century
change. Moreover, the advocacy of student-driven learning and the emergence of the
digital classroom has led to the demand for a pedagogy that addresses the goals of 21st
century learning. Hence, it is important to identify appropriate learning styles and
assessment methods of 21st century learners. There have been many failures in elearning initiatives. Consequently, the use of affordable technologies and the redesign
of learning pedagogy can serve to meet learning goals and simultaneously enhance
learners’ communication skills. It has been shown that communication problems
between the students and educators have become a cause for considerable concern in
many IHEs over the years, and learning style has been identified as one of the
communication barriers. A core component of 21st century learning, communication
must be given higher priority by educators. Since 21st century learning promotes
globalization, it is important for young learners to communicate competently and
confidently via a learning tool as effective communication deepens their understanding.
In response to these issues, this research aims to assess the association between
learners’ performance and communication skills via Morfo, an application used to create
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avatars. In accordance to the objectives of the research study, two hypotheses were
identified.
•
Learning Tool and Communication hypothesis
H1: Communication and Morfo scores are significantly and positively related among
the 21st century learners.
•
Communication and Morfo Avatar Gender hypothesis
H2: Communication scores will differ significantly by gender of the Avatar designed
using the Morfo application among the 21st century learners.
Communication and 21st Century Learning Skills
Effective communication is vital for good teaching. It requires the adaptation of
various teaching pedagogies to promote communication between peers and educators.
Although this effort seems simple, it requires more than one-way communication to
deliver an effective lesson to learners of the 21st century. It can be assumed that a
degree of communication is required in every profession, and communication skills are
essential to the marketability of a graduate. Therefore, communication plays an
important role in equipping the learners to meet the demands of the 21st century
employment needs (Van Roekel, 2008).
According to Kong et al. (2014), learning outside the classroom plays a more vital
role in knowledge construction in the 21st century. Therefore, the IHEs should take
advantage of the learning tools to maximize the opportunities of learners for the
development of 21st century skills. In a study conducted in an IHE in Malaysia, the
implementation of an online learning tool demonstrated an improvement in multilevel
interactions among peers and lecturers (Ramachandiran, 2011). On the same note, it
has been found that digital storytelling, a classroom activity implemented online with
the 21st century learning skills, motivates learners and simultaneously enhances their
communication skills (Thang, Sim, Mahmoud, Lin, & Zabidi, 2014). Furthermore, these
learners have access to many digital channels and use digital media to constantly stay
connected with their peers and instructors in a learning environment. Hence, they
master the conceptual and technological skills required in the future job market.
To achieve the aims of 21st century learning, a framework was developed with input
from teachers, education experts, and business leaders to define and illustrate the skills
and knowledge required in the current complex, diverse, and global community.
Common core state standards of the 21st century skills framework include the 4Cs
(critical thinking, communication, collaboration, and creativity) which need to be
integrated into the classrooms to produce students who are adequately prepared to face
the new challenges of the digital era (Van Roekel, 2008). Wilborn (2013) reported that
the 21st century 4Cs outcomes were clearly supported by assessments, curriculum, and
professional development. The mentioned outcomes were designed to promote positive
engagement and are in line with the Partnership for the 21st century learning and
innovation skills (Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2006; 2009).
Of the four core components highlighted in this framework, communication has been
found to be a key component. It is defined as the clarity of information, sharing of
information, and the balance among the participants or communicators (Mohr, Fisher, &
Nevin 1996). Pellegrino and Hilton (2013), asserted that communication is vital to
promote teamwork and lies at the core of empathy, trust, conflict resolution, and
negotiation. Therefore, effective communication is important to map various ideas
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together and to facilitate good networking skills with peers and the instructor. Due to
this, there has been an increased focus on this skill in higher education institutions.
Collaboration has additional importance in schools as it is known to improve
competencies related to conflict resolution, decision making, problem solving, and
negotiation (Lai, 2011). Currently, the Internet allows virtual teams to collaborate and
spread their ideas around the world. To keep abreast with the globalization and the
advancement of technology, employees are expected to have various communication
and collaboration skills as it will enable them to work effectively from any location. The
third C in the designed framework is the critical thinking. Critical thinking includes
inductive and deductive reasoning techniques, as well as making the correct analyses,
inferences, and evaluations (Facione, Sánchez, Facione, & Gainen, 1995). Past research
also suggests that for an organization to compete in the global economy, it needs
workers who will think out of the box to continuously improve its products, processes,
or services (Wagner, 2010). Consequently, there is a demand to produce young learners
who are proactive and able to think creatively and critically.
Similarly, creativity also plays an important role in the 21st century, gaining
increasing emphasis in educational institutions globally. For example, Malaysia has
devoted resources to fostering more creativity in teaching and learning styles. Greater
weight is placed on creative projects in many IHEs. There are four competencies of
creative expression: capturing new ideas, challenging ourselves to solve a problem,
broadening our student’s interest, and associating with diverse people (Setiadi & So,
2013). The researchers also argued that the most important of these competencies is
capturing the ideas and therefore suggest that educators provide students the
opportunity to capture their ideas on a daily basis in an idea folder or known as the “idea
box.” Figure 1 below depicts the 4Cs of the 21st Century Skills framework.

Figure1: 4Cs competencies for 21st Century Learning Skills
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Among the four core components, communication is seen as the primary component
in an e-learning environment. This is supported by the findings from a recent case study
conducted by the researchers whereby the majority of the 21st century learners had
high ratings for communication and creativity in an assessment that used the Morfo
learning tool (Ramachandiran & Mahmud, 2015).
Research Methods
To address the objectives of the 21st Century Learning Skills, Morfo was implemented
to assess the 4Cs competencies. According to the official Morfo website, Morfo was
ranked number 2 under the free Photo App for the iPad category. Furthermore, Morfo
was also identified as the top-selling photo application tool on the new Windows Phone
7 platform, with an average review score of 4.5 out of 5 stars. Another added advantage
of Morfo is that it also has the capacity to capture any character and convert it to a
lifelike 3D character.
The respondents for this research consisted of 18 undergraduate students from a
private IHE. They were selected based on their level of computer literacy. The selection
criteria for the respondents were that they understood the nature of web and multimedia
technologies. Therefore, this assessment was integrated into a computer proficiency
module for business and social science majors. Respondents were 67% male, 33%
female, 18-22 years of age, and at the intermediate level of computer proficiency.
The assessment rubric was adapted from the Washington State Office of
Superintendent of Public Instruction (OSPI) website. OSPI is the state education agency
for the State of Washington. It is a holistic assessment of the 4Cs, and the rubric is titled
21st Century Skills Standard Rubrics. This rubric is being widely used in the US, and has
acceptable reliability and validity. Table 1 below summarizes the assessment rubric in
specific to communication skills that have been adapted for the current research study.
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Table 1 Communication Skills Assessment Rubric
Learning & Innovation: MORFO
2
Approaching
Standard

1
Not
at Standard

Uses
communication
to inform,
instruct,
motivate and
persuade

Communicat
es only to
inform or
instruct

Communicates
only to inform and
does not
demonstrate
communicating for
other purposes

Crafted a
product using
multiple media
and
technologies
and reflected on
the
effectiveness
and impact of
the product

Crafted a
product
using
multiple
media and
technologies
but did not
effectively
reflect on
the
effectiveness
and impact
of the
product
Communicat
es with
others in a
diverse
environment
, but fails to
communicat
e effectively
with others

Attempted but did
not complete
crafting a product
using multiple
media and
technologies and
did not effectively
reflect on the
effectiveness and
impact of the
product

4
Exceeds Standard

3
Meet Standard

Effectively uses
communication to
inform, instruct,
motivate and
persuade on multiple
occasions using both
verbal and nonverbal
communication
Worked creatively to
craft a
comprehensive
product using
multiple media and
technologies and
thoughtfully
reflected on the
effectiveness and
impact of the
product

Communicates
effectively with
others in diverse
environments using
both verbal and
nonverbal
communication

Communicates
effectively with
others in diverse
environments

COMMUNICATION
Uses communication
for a range of
purposes (e.g. to
inform, instruct,
motivate and
persuade)
Utilize multiple media
and technologies, and
know how to judge
their effectiveness as
well as assess their
impact

Communicate
effectively in diverse
environments

Fails to
communicate with
others in a diverse
environment

The assessment rubric in Table 1 clearly defines the four levels or standards of the
respondents. A respondent is rated 4 if they exceed the standard, 3 if they meet the
standard, 2 for approaching standard and 1 if they fail to meet the standard. The
communication skills assessment is clearly defined to ease the assessment process. The
rubric was given to the undergraduate students from the private IHE from variety of
specializations. Past experiences using technology and communication tools at the
institution enabled them to provide more rapid responses than the first semester
students. The research was conducted in the X-Space Collaborative Learning classroom;
a comprehensive briefing was given highlighting the objectives of the assignment. This
research was conducted in a form of a project assessment for the introductory to
computing module. The 18 respondents brought their own devices and used the
assessment rubric as a guideline to achieve the required standards. The respondents
were then divided into three groups to promote positive interactions and to increase the
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visibility of their communication skills. The duration to complete the task was eight
classroom contact hours. Each respondent was asked to interact with their peers and to
capture their images and reproduce a 3D character using the downloaded Morfo
application. They were instructed to create two avatars and to submit the best fit design
for final evaluation. The communication assessment was conducted by the peers as well
the instructor using the adapted rubric. Figure 2 depicts the various project outcome
created using the Morfo application by the respondents.

Figure 2: Morfo Avatar
Upon completion of the first phase of the research, the collected scores were
analyzed using a statistical data analysis tool. To test the first hypothesis, an analysis
of variance (ANOVA) was used. A Pearson correlation test was used to test for a
relationship in the second hypothesis.
Analyses and Results
The respondent’s active participation in completing the Morfo task indicated a positive
trend of interaction among the 18 respondents. A total of 16 students (88%) of the
respondents scored high ratings in the implemented Morfo assessment. The majority of
the respondents enjoyed the eight hours of continuous assessment as they support the
idea that the 21st century learning method promotes a positive learning experience. On
the other hand, two students showed poor participation as they missed classes and did
not display a positive attitude towards learning. Table 2 below illustrates the
communication skills component and the Morfo assessment total score.
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Table 2 Communication Skills Assessment Score
Student ID

Morfo ID

Communication

Morfo Score

1

VA1

11

36

2

VA2

11

34

3

VA3

12

33

4

VA4

10

38

5

VA5

9

30

6

VA6

11

38

7

VA7

9

36

8

VA8

9

33

9

VA9

9

35

10

VA10

12

35

11

VA11

12

33

12

VA12

12

33

13

VA13

9

33

14

VA14

6

21

15

VA15

9

30

16

VA16

6

23

17

VA17

9

32

18

VA18

12

33

As depicted in Table 2, the respondents who had high ratings for communication
skills performed well in the Morfo overall assessment. There was positive communication
among the peers and as a result, the students attained high scores for the assessment.
Morfo, an assessment medium used in this study, plays a vital role in enhancing the
communication skills among the students. The association between the two components
COMM (communication skills) and MORFO (Morfo assessment total score) is depicted in
the Table 3 as shown below.
Table 3. Communication Skills - Students Performance
COMM
Pearson Correlation
COMM

MORFO

1

Sig. (1-tailed)

MORFO
.708**
.001

N

18

18

Pearson Correlation

.708

1

Sig. (1-tailed)

.001

N
18
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed).

18

The statistical analysis supports the relationship between the communication skills
and the students’ MORFO scores as shown in Table 3. We can conclude that for this
research study, there is clear evidence that Morfo enhances the communication skills
among the 21st century learners as it promotes multilevel communication. In particular,
it seems that the students with better communication skills performed better in the
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overall assessment via Morfo. (r = 0.708, p = 0.001). Therefore, hypothesis H1 is
supported.
The next analysis tested differences in gender of the Avatar designed using the Morfo
application and the student’s communication skills. Table 4 below summarizes the
results.
Table 4. Communication and Morfo Avatar Gender
ANOVA

COMM (Communication Skills)
Sum of Squares
Between Groups
94.522
Within Groups
4195.602
Total
4290.123

df
1
16
17

Mean Square
94.522
262.225

F
.360

Sig.
.557

The results in the Table 4 indicated that there is no differences between the
communication skills and the gender of the avatar designed using Morfo. Therefore,
hypothesis H2 is not supported.
Discussion and Conclusion
The aims of this study were to assess the learner’s performance, the associations
between the learner’s performance and communication skills, and to test the efficacy of
4Cs assessment method with the use of Morfo.
It was predicted that the students with good communication skills would obtain better
grades in the Morfo assessment. In another words, Morfo provides a platform for positive
communication among peers and enhances their communication skills. Figure 3 below
shows a scatterplot of the scores.

Figure 3: Association between Morfo and the Communication Skills
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As shown in the Figure 3 above, there is a linear relationship between the student’s
communication skills and the Morfo total scores. Given that the scores cluster uniformly
around the regression line, the assumption of homoscedasticity has not been violated.
Therefore, the findings support hypothesis H1 in the Learning Tool and Communication
hypothesis whereby Morfo promotes positive communication among the 21st century
learners and enhances the student’s performance.
Many researchers have highlighted gender preferences from the perspectives of
students and designers. According to the past reviews, it is found that the designs are
more inclined towards female avatars (Khan & Angeli, 2009; Liew, Tan, & Jayothisa,
2013). However, there has not been any study on the difference between the gender of
the avatar designed and the communication skills of the students. The results indicated
that there is significant relationship between the communication skills and the gender of
the avatar designed.
The research supports the affirmation by Setiadi and So (2013) that the 4C
competencies of the 21st Century Learning Skills are capable of capturing new ideas,
challenging ourselves to solve a problem, broadening our learning interest, and
associating with diversified people. Hence, there is an increase in the student’s
performance due to their interest in learning. One respondent reported that he enjoyed
the collaborative lessons as it was a new learning experience for him. Furthermore, this
learning platform improved his communication skills and he made many new friends.
Among the 4Cs, communication topped the list for being the most evident skill. These
findings support the results of similar research (Cahill, 2014; Kereluik, Mishra, Fahnoe,
& Terry, 2013). The researchers argued that communication skills are important for
success in the 21st century and should be given higher priority in any IHEs. Rosenberg
(2001) affirms that e-learning application integrates access to information and
purposeful communication into a dynamic and intellectual learning community and that
it is important for educators to ensure the efficiency of a teaching learning tool for
communication skills enhancement. In this study, Morfo successfully played the role as
a communication enhancement tool as supported in hypothesis H1.
Although there are many different studies being conducted in the area of teaching
and learning space, there is demand for an assessment that caters to 21st century
students who are very technology driven. Other dimensions in communication skills
enhancement tools should be highlighted to improve the effectiveness of the tools used
and taught in the 21st Century Learning classroom. The findings may also vary from one
tool to another as different learning tools have different learning outcomes and levels of
difficulty. Therefore, is important to identify the most efficient teaching pedagogies to
enhance the communication skills in the global classroom. This can only be attained via
experiential learning.
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ABSTRACT
Over the course of the last 15 years or so, social media have shown many facets—from
connecting people on a global-scale, to penetrating aspects of lives which otherwise might have
remained private or limited to a small audience. In the realm of education, social media have also
begun to infiltrate the academic world by influencing and shaping students’ perceptions and
influencing learning engagement. With millions of students and teachers simultaneously active on
social networks, it is significant to observe how the media could influence student-teacher
classroom interactions as well as their online communications. Some studies have documented
that teachers who disclosed information about themselves on social media were perceived as more
credible by students because they were regarded as more relatable. Moreover, students’
stereotyping beliefs and attitudes towards teachers also come into play when formulating
perceptions about teachers on social media. For instance, their communications with teachers are
often formal and impersonal on social media, as teachers are viewed as authoritative figures.
Consequently, students’ perceptions towards teachers would have a significant repercussion on
their interpersonal relationships, which in turn impacts students’ motivation and learning
engagement. Thus, this research was conducted to establish preliminary findings whether social
media shape students’ perceptions and whether these ramifications would result in positive or
negative learning engagement. Consequently, the results indicate that students are more
susceptible towards teachers who are active on social media because they are perceived as being
more akin to a “real person” who can easily be reached for immediate classroom information and
instructions. Such accessibilities via social media enable learning processes to be less contrived by
just the physical classroom settings.
Keywords: social media, Facebook, perception, engagement, teacher, student, classroom
context, communication, disclosure.
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INTRODUCTION
The most notable aspect of the 21st century cutting-edge technology innovation and
revolution has been the uprising of the Internet; and subsequently, the introduction of
various Internet by-products. Perhaps the most popular and influential by-products is
the social media such as Facebook, Twitter and many other social networking sites.
Facebook, for instance, is one of the most prevalent social networking sites where
studies have shown that between 85% and 99% of college students use Facebook
(Jones & Fox, 2009; Matney, & Borland, 2009). In the same vein, researchers from the
Pew Inter Life Project found that between 67% and 75% of college-aged young adults
use social networking sites (Hew, 2011). Recent data, collected by the EDUCAUSE Centre
for Applied Research (ECAR) from a sample of 36,950 students from 126 U.S. universities
and one Canadian university, showed that 90% of the students use Facebook on a daily
basis (Staines & Lauchs, 2013). While there is little research on the consequences of
Facebook use by college students, some studies have examined the relationship between
Facebook use and psychosocial outcomes. For example, there is a positive relationship
between using Facebook and maintaining social capital (Junco, 2012).
Despite being known primarily for social networking activities, Facebook is quickly
being recognized as a promising e-learning platform (Bosch, 2009). In this light, students
are found to be more engaged in learning using Facebook as compared to using a
traditional university LMS such as the Blackboard. In addition, some studies suggest that
students are receptive to the possibilities of integrating Facebook into university courses,
with the potential for learning benefits associated with increased communication among
students, greater access to course materials, and improved logistical management of
courses and interaction with lecturers (Means, Toyama, Murphy, Bakia, & Jones, 2009).
Accessing the Internet has been relatively easy in our society that many users opt to
use Facebook or other social network tools as their preferred mode of communication.
As such, communicating face-to-face is often done out of convenience. Teachers also
are seeking ways to integrate social media into the classroom in order to encourage their
students’ learning engagement and participation (Dawkins, 2010). However, it is
important that one considers the ramifications that come with this convenience.
Computer-mediated communication has an impact on human communication and
human relationships; therefore, it is important that researchers have a better
understanding of this relatively new medium as well as the effects that this medium has
on interpersonal relationships (Kaufer, 2011).
The teacher-student relationship is important to be observed because this
relationship can have a direct impact on students’ perceptions and attitudes toward
teachers. Nonetheless, there seem to be multiple possibilities for inappropriate,
sometimes unintended, self-disclosure between teachers and students which could lead
to a detrimental effect on the teachers’ credibility. Hence, it is vital to understand
students’ perceptions and reactions to potentially inappropriate personal information
posted by teachers on Facebook in order to safe-guard the teacher-student relationship.
In the same light, Rogers (2015) claimed that teachers and students need to maintain
a certain distance in order to assert a sense of respect. Befriending students would allow
them access to a more private and personal information than they would normally have.
Such circumstance could in turn alter the teacher-student dynamic in the classroom
context. Thus, this research was conducted to establish preliminary findings whether
social media - specifically Facebook, is an additional mediator in shaping students’
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perceptions which could lead to the students’ engagement in a corporeal classroom
setting.
Literature Review
Students’ Perceptions and Attitudes
Educators are increasingly advocating the use of social networking sites as a
communicative and pedagogical tool to supplement teaching and learning. It has been
postulated that mediated communication can prompt the formulation of perceptions.
O’Sullivan, Hunt, and Lipper (2004) examined the repercussions of mediated immediacy
- a form of communicative cues in mediated channels that can shape perceptions of
psychological closeness between students and teachers. In this context, factors such as
the use of a specific font, language, and punctuation in social media would affect
students’ perceptions of their teacher’s immediacy. A study conducted by DeGroot
(2008) corroborated the study that factors such as font-use, language, shared and liked
pictures and videos, on Facebook influence students’ perceptions towards their teachers.
Moreover, according to Palfrey and Gasser (2008), millennial learners or generations
born into the digital age perceive the world differently. Their perceptions are embedded
with a looser concept of privacy, friendship, information ownership, communications,
creativity, risk and threat as well as productivity than the previous generations. Thus, it
can be postulated that students may perceive a teacher's use of Facebook as an attempt
to foster positive relationships with his or her students, and to encourage positive
classroom engagement. In the same vein, it may desecrate students’ engagement in the
event if the expected behaviours were failed to be demonstrated which could lead to
the risk of the teacher’s credibility to be doubted.
Despite this potential consequence, teachers can enhance their credibility by
signifying an understanding of the contemporary culture embraced by students. With
appropriate control of content postings and proper interactions between students and
teachers, online relationship can have a positive outcome on the instructor’s credibility
(Johnson, 2011). Apart from the affirmative notion on the teachers’ credibility, Facebook
is also used to form impressions and perceptions of others which are communicated via
the disclosed and posted pictures and status updates to maintain a certain selfpresentation (Van Der Heide, D’Angelo, & Schumaker, 2012). In the context of teaching
and learning, the perception on the act of self-disclosure can lead to students having
the motivation and positive perception on their teacher’s credibility; however, the act of
self-disclosing has to be deemed as appropriate (Hill, Ah Yun, & Lindsey, 2008). At the
same token, any content on the teacher’s profile which does not align with the societal
expectations and standards can lead to students questioning the credibility of the
teacher (Mazer, Murphy, & Simonds, 2009).
Interacting with students on Facebook would allow the students to obtain a glimpse
of the teachers’ personal lives to which they would not otherwise have access to. Hence,
the teachers are coerced to make a decision as to how to handle oneself when
interacting with students on Facebook. In this context, understanding the students’
perspective would shed light on how teachers should conduct themselves on Facebook
(Ledbetter & Keating, 2015). Ledbetter & Keating (2015) stated that appropriate
contents include status updates about family and personal relationships, as well as a few
professional postings, as these topics are viewed as acceptable.
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There is an unambiguous relationship between perception and impression formations
and uncertainty reduction in computer-mediated communication. Herein,
communicators often engage in uncertainty reduction techniques; and in the process,
they form perceptions, and impressions. Thus, this notion further explains that the initial
impressions and perceptions formulated would be used as the basis for all future
interactions. In view of this concept, when students go online and search for their
teachers’ Facebook account, inevitably they would use bits and pieces of any available
information to form impressions and perceptions of their teachers.
Perceptions and Students’ Engagement
The term students’ engagement in classroom is derived from a much broader
expression in the current literature. In a numerous number of studies done, student
engagement is viewed to be one of the vital indicators in the educational system. In a
study done by Pike, Smart and Ethington (2012), the definition of students’ engagement
was operationalized as what students did at their college or institute and the experiences
that the institutions and academicians made available for them. In contrast to the
aforementioned definition of the term, Cavanagh (2012) had utilized the term students’
engagement in a classroom setting which consisted of two attributes: the tasks expected
of them and their ability to carry out the tasks assigned to them.
In this study, the term students’ engagement is adapted from the Axelson and Flick’s
(2010) concept of students’ engagement where students demonstrated their interest
and involvement in learning and their degree of connectedness to their classes,
institutions, and each other. Thus, for this study, the definition for students’ engagement
is operationalized to demonstrate how “engaged” students are specifically in the
classroom. The attributes of their engagement would be gauged on their responses how interested, involved, and inquisitive they are in the classroom. At this juncture, it is
worth mentioning that there have been studies reported that students respond better
towards teachers whom they perceive to be more relatable to them in which is
determined via the teachers’ self-disclosure and personal anecdotes (Mazer, Murphy, &
Simonds, 2009). However, this finding vary significantly among different cultures
depending on whether or not it is a high power distance culture or a low power distance
culture. For example, in a study done in Turkey by Baran (2010), where it rates highly
for Hofstede’s Dimensions of Power Distance; the extent to which the less powerful
members of organizations, institutions, families and other social groups accept and
expect power to be distributed unequally, there were students who expressed negative
opinions about teachers’ high level of self-disclosure. This circumstance is due to the
fact that teachers are perceived as authoritative figures; and therefore, all matters are
to remain formal and impersonal. However, it is important to note that only a small
number of students who responded negatively as compared to a larger number of
students who perceived teachers’ self-disclosure as favourable (Baran, 2010).
Furthermore, in a research done by Wentzel (2016), the author discussed that
students’ perception of teachers they view as caring were not significantly influenced by
their ethnicity. In this light, the approaches employed by the teachers would be a
significant factor to how the students’ formed their perception, prioritizing certain
behavioural aspects over others. Similarly, a research was carried out in Indonesia to
observe the importance of both students’ and teachers’ perception of student-teacher
interpersonal relationships on students’ motivation. The findings reported that although
a healthy interpersonal relationship between students and teachers are strongly
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associated with learning motivation and achievement, students in Indonesia still
considered their teachers to be distant and strict, yet strongly cooperative (Maulana,
Opdenakkar, Brok, & Bosker, 2011). These findings are imperative as studies have been
done to determine if there is a direct correlation to how interested, engaged, and
motivated students are, with how they perceive their teachers’ support towards them
(Jennings & Greenberg, 2009).
It is also vital to take into consideration that though students’ perception towards
their teachers and the interpersonal relationships formed between students and teachers
affect their classroom engagement, there is a delicate line as to how much a teacher
can disclose, without appearing to crossover the set boundary of teacher-student
relationship (Hershkovitz, Forkosh-Baruch, & Ang, 2014). Such notion is deliberated
through the portrayal of a few case studies, where teachers who disclosed personal
information that traversed this boundary had their careers detrimentally impacted along
with negative perceptions directed towards them. Therefore, it is imperative for teachers
to observe and exercise the expected norms and values cherished by the organization
and society at large, to ensure that the teacher-student relationship is positively
enhanced and will ultimately lead to students’ learning engagement. To wrap up, the
current literature indicates that students’ perceptions of teachers are in fact the key
element in students’ learning engagement. Nevertheless, a healthy balance between
student-teacher interpersonal relationships while maintaining a professional behavioural
conduct on both sides appears to be the most favourable in forming and sustaining a
positive perception.
Methodology
Instrument and Participants
A questionnaire was used as the research instrument. The questionnaire entailed
perceptive and attitude statements directed to how students perceive their lecturers as
well as the impression that the students have about their lecturers who are active on
Facebook which in turn affect students’ classroom engagement. All survey items were
formulated using a Likert-scale type response. For this study, the questionnaire
comprised of two sections: 1) students’ demographic information and 2) twenty
statements probing students’ perceptions towards lecturers who are active on social
media which could consequently influence classroom engagement. The survey was
administered using an online survey instrument provided via surveymonkey.com. Data
collected was scrutinized and analysed. One hundred and twenty students of ADTP in
Sunway University, Malaysia participated in this research study. The participants were
purposively sampled since these participants have their lecturers in their friend’s list on
Facebook. Facebook was chosen as the social media platform since Facebook is widely
used as a means of communication amongst the lecturers and students at ADTP, Sunway
University, Malaysia.
Results
Table 1: Demographics
Age
Male
Female
Not Stated

17
1
1
0

18
5
5
0

19
17
12
0

20
16
10
0

21
15
10
1

22
10
2
0

23
1
3
0

24
6
4
0

Not Stated
0
1
0

Total
71
48
1

%
59.2
40
0.8
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Table 1 represents the demographics of the 120 ADTP students who participated in
the survey. There were 71 male students, age ranging from 17 to 24; while there were
48 females in the similar age range and, one individual did not state his/ her age and
gender.
Table 2.1: Survey Results
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Statements
I feel it is appropriate for lecturers to post their personal information
on Facebook.
I do not feel comfortable to be “friend” with my lecturer on
Facebook.
I like my lecturer better when I see that he/she has similar interests
(music bands, movie genre, book and etc.) as me on Facebook.
I think my lecturer is more open to friendly communication when
she/he adds students on Facebook.
I feel closer to my lecturer when she/ he shares more about her/his
personal life.
I think my lecturer would be perceived as more credible when
she/he maintains online relationship with students.
I feel closer to my lecturer by looking at his/her latest post and make
judgments based on what I’ve perceived
I think my lecturer is a friendly person if she or he is a Facebook
user.
I think lecturers would be more popular when they have a Facebook
account.
I tend to judge my lecturer’s credibility based on his/her Facebook
posts and pictures.
I respond better in class to lecturers who I think try to actively
engage all students in the class.
I respond more in class to lecturers who I think like to share
personal experiences and anecdotes.
I find myself doing better in a course when I have a good
relationship with my lecturer.
I find myself responding better in class with a lecturer who I feel
actively rewards my attempts to participate rather than criticize me
when I fail to participate.
I would say that my first impression of a lecturer affects how well I
do for their subject for the rest of the semester.
I respond better in class towards lecturers who do not delay their
students' requests and enquiries.
I find myself doing better in class the more I get to know my
lecturer.
I expect my lecturer to be formal but I find myself doing better in
classes with more interactive lecturers.
I do not think seeing a lecturer’s social media profile beforehand
would affect how I respond to him/her in class.
I find myself responding better in class towards lecturers who
incorporate sense of humor in the classroom.

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

15.8%

31.7%

52.5%

43.3%

35.0%

21.7%

6.7%

30.0%

63.3%

5.8%

25.0%

69.2%

6.7%

28.3%

65.0%

12.5%

28.3%

59.2%

17.5%

25.0%

57.5%

19.2%

33.3%

47.5%

16.6%

21.7%

61.7%

25.8%

23.4%

50.8%

2.5%

15.0%

82.5%

4.0%

25.0%

71.0%

2.5%

15.8%

81.7%

3.4%

15.8%

80.8%

10.0%

22.5%

67.5%

4.1%

21.7%

74.2%

6.6%

22.5%

70.9%

4.2%

28.3%

67.5%

5.9%

20.8%

73.3%

0.0%

18.3%

81.7%

Discussions
This research paper was done to discover if social media, specifically Facebook is an
additional mediator in shaping students’ perceptions which could lead to students’
classroom learning engagement. As the results suggest, a teacher-student relationship
plays a vital role in how students perform in class. More than 80% of the respondents
agreed with the statement “I find myself doing better in a course when I have a good
relationship with my lecturer”. This finding is corroborated with a study done by Madill,
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Gest, and Rodkin, (2014) in which they postulated that teachers who develop good
relationships with students promote motivation and achievement in class. Moreover, a
staggering number of respondents (99 out of 120 students) agreed that they responded
more in class to teachers whom they perceived as actively trying to engage them in
classroom activities. An interesting note was documented by O’Connor, (2013)
highlighting similar notion of class-participation that indicated teachers who are involved
yield better responses from the students.
A majority of students (67.5% of the survey participants) also agreed that even
though they expected teachers to be formal, they found themselves doing better in
classes where teachers interacted more with them. This implies that students respond
better when teachers are more approachable and relatable, with whom they can have
interactive relationship with (Sander, Stevenson, King, & Coates, 2000). To further
support the aforementioned statement, 98 out of 120 respondents agreed that teachers
who used humour in classroom helped them to respond better in classes. Moreover, 85
participants concurred with confidence that they could do well in classes when they were
given the opportunity to know their teachers better. In addition, 89 participants agreed
that they responded better to learning when teachers provided immediate feedback to
their enquiries. Thus, findings reported above illustrate that positive interactions
between students and teachers are significant to ensure that students actively engage
in classroom learning activities.
While this may be true, a significant number of respondents (81 out of 120 students)
also agreed that their impressions and perceptions of their teachers determined how
well they perform in the subject itself. These findings are supplementary to the notion
that pre-conceived perceptions of people come into play when reacting to them later on
(Wood, 2013). This is where social media mediates the students’ engagement in
classroom. One of the findings reported in this study shows that 98 respondents agreed
to the statement “I do not think seeing a lecturer’s social media profile beforehand would
affect how I respond to him/her in class”. This illustrates that teachers who display the
same mannerisms, characteristics and level of accepted self-disclosure on social media
as well as in the classroom are perceived to have a positive effect on the students’
perception of the teachers’ credibility (Mazer, Murphy, & Simonds, 2009). A majority of
the respondents (85 out of 120 students) also agreed that personal anecdotes and
experiences shared by teachers facilitated their classroom responses.
Hence, from the findings reported in this study, it could further be hypothesized that
attitudes and the level of self-disclosure displayed by teachers on social media and in
classrooms, for as long as they are maintained within the acceptable norms and values
defined by the organization and society, would have a positive effect on the students’
perceptions of the teachers’ credibility. In turn, these perceptions would yield positive
classroom learning engagement in students.
Conclusion
The millennial generations who have been exposed to the Internet revolution and
the generations that are being born into the digital age are both open to communications
which are not limited merely within the physical classroom context. Teachers who are
active on social media are perceived as being more akin to a “real person”, instead of a
mere source of knowledge and information. Undoubtedly, it can be postulated that social
networks can play an imperative role in creating a better learning environment. More
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researches are needed to further examine the different types of communicative online
behaviours displayed by students or even the quality of online contents disclosed by
teachers on social media that would inherently promote positive perceptions, and
ultimately a better classroom engagement – one that could enrich students’ learning
experiences.
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The World Federation of Medical Education encourages the teaching of generic skills including
communication skills, together with technical skill training in medical schools. Medical Universities
in Myanmar started teaching communication skills as a formal content in the curriculum five years
ago. But it was included in the assessment as an Objectively Structured Clinical Examination
(OSCE) station, starting only from 2012. The underlying philosophy is that improving the
communication between doctor and patient will improve the ability to gather the information
needed to solve the problems of a particular patient and in presenting the formulated problem list
and management plan. The aim of this study is to determine the pass rate of the Communication
Skills (CS) station and association between communication skills score and Objectively Structured
Long-case Assessment Record (OSLAR) score. It was a retrospective cross-sectional descriptive
study analyzing the scores of the last three completion tests of 363 final-year medical students,
in University of Medicine 2, in Yangon, Myanmar. In the communication skills station, 290 out of
363 (79.9%) passed. For OSLAR, the pass rate was 288 out of 363 (79.3%), and for OSCE it was
279 out of 363 (76.9%). There was a significant association between passing communication skills
and OSLAR (χ 2 = 10.2, p = .001). Especially, there was correlation between the history taking
part of OSLAR scores and CS scores (r = .257, p = 0.000). To test whether it was because of the
phenomenon that good students will pass whatever station it is and poor students will fail,
association between communication skills score and OSCE (the station where the students do not
need to speak and are tested for manual skills only) was analyzed. There was no association
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INTRODUCTION
The World Federation of Medical Education (WFME) encourages teaching of generic
skills like medical ethics, patient safety, lifelong learning and communication skills,
together with technical skill training in medical schools (WFME, 2015). Medical
Universities in Myanmar started teaching communication skills as a formal content in the
curriculum five years ago. But it was included in the summative assessment as an
Objectively Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) station starting only from 2012. The
underlying philosophy is that improving the communication between doctors and
patients will improve the ability to gather the information needed to solve the problems
of a particular patient and in presenting the formulated problem list and management
plan to the senior colleagues and other team members. Yedidia (2003) reported that
integrating communication skills curriculum in third year medical students not only
improved the overall communication competence but also relationship building, time
management, and patient assessment.
Objectives
1. To find out the pass rate of Communication Skills (OSCE-CS) station.
2. To analyze the association between communication skills score and Objectively
Structured Long-case Assessment Record (OSLAR) score.
3. To analyze the association between communication skills score and non-talking
physical examination station (OSCE-PE).
Material and Method
This is a retrospective cross-sectional descriptive study analyzing the scores in the
last three completion tests of 363 final-year medical students in University of Medicine
2, Yangon, Myanmar. The completion tests were conducted in the Medical Ward of North
Okkalapa General Hospital, which was affiliated with the University of Medicine 2,
Yangon, Myanmar, during the period of June 2015 to January 2016. Final-year medical
students, after completing the medicine rotation of three months in one of the four units
of department of Medicine, had to sit for the summative assessment, consisting of one
OLSAR, one communication skills station (OSCE-CS), one physical examination station
(OSCE-PE), and one unmanned problem solving station (X' rays, Photos, and Data). The
communication skills station was introduced in 2012, and students had to perform a
communication task such as taking informed consent, explaining to the patient the use
of medical instruments like inhalers or glucometers, breaking bad news, and explaining
the prognosis of chronic disorders. Real or surrogate patients were used and SEGUE
format was applied for marking by the assessors.
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Table 1. SEGUE score sheet used for marking of communication skills for Final year
MBBS students, 2015.
Set the Stage
Time, Place, Person,
Competency
Elicit Information
Warning shot, ICE: Invite
information,
Concern & expectation,
Empathy
Give Information
NEW BRA:
Natural course,
Exact steps,
Benefit-risk, Alternatives
Understand & Share
EARN:
Empathy, Acknowledge,
Recap,
Negotiate
End the Encounter
Last word, contract, safety
net, summary
Examiner Encounter
What type of
communication is it?
What are the main ethical
dilemma you noticed? Can
you pick up ICE of the
client? How had you
managed the client's ICE?
Can you think of a better
way or how to improve the
process?
Overall performance
Total Score for
Communication (20)

Badly
fail
0

Fail

Borderline

Pass

Excellent

0

0

0 .5

1

0

0.5

1

1.5

3

0

1-2

2-3

3.5

6

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

0

0

0

0 .5

1

1

2

3

4

5

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

The scores of all students who had appeared in the last three completion tests (363),
were included in the study. Scoring 50% or more was defined as a pass in that station.
Association between passing in communication skills station and long-case station was
analyzed by χ2 test. Pearson correlations were also calculated for individual scores
between these two stations. Associations between communication skills station scores
and non-talking physical examination station (OSCE-PE) scores was also tested by χ2.
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Results
Table 2. Pass rate of final-year MBBS students in three clinical skill stations.
Name of the
station
OSCE-CS
OSCE-PE
OSLAR

Number of
candidates
appeared
363
363
363

Number of
candidates
passed
290
279
288

Pass rate
79.9%
76.9%
79.3%

In the communication skills station (OSCE-CS), 290 out of 363 (79.9%) passed. For
long-case (OSLAR), the pass rate was 288 out of 363 (79.3%) and for the physical
examination station (OSCE-PE) it was 279 out of 363 (76.9%).
Table 3. Association between performance of communication skills and OSLAR in
final-year MBBS students.

Number of
candidates who
passed OSLAR
Number of
candidates who
failed OSLAR
Total

Number of
candidates who
passed OSCE-CS
240

Number of
candidates who
failed OSCE-CS
48

Total
288

50

25

75

290

73

363

(χ2 10.2, p = 0.001)
Figure 1. Correlation between scores of the history taking part of OLSAR (HO,
vertical) and that of Communication Skills (CS, horizontal)
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There was a significant association between passing communication skills and
OSLAR, (χ2 = 10.2, p = .001). Especially, there was a significant correlation between
the history taking part of OSLAR scores and CS scores, (r = .257, p = .000). To test
whether it was because of the phenomenon that good students will pass whatever
station it is and poor students will fail, association between the communication skills
score and OSCE (the station where the students do not need to speak and are tested
for manual skills only) was analyzed. No association was found between those two
skill stations.
Table 3. Association between performance of Communication Skills (OSCE-CS)
and Physical Examination skill (OSCE-PE) in final year MBBS students.

Number of
candidates who
passed OSCE-PE
Number of
candidates who
failed OSCE-PE
Total

(χ 2 3,59, p 0.064)

Number of
candidates who
passed OSCE-CS
229

Number of
candidates who
failed OSCE-CS
50

Total
279

61

23

84

290

73

363

Discussion and Conclusion
Although it is agreed that communication skills are important in patient management
and are identified as a main cause of patient-doctor conflict, it is difficult to teach
students proper communication skills. It is also difficult to assess the level of
communication skills of individual students to know how much they have learned and to
what extent they can apply it. It is more difficult to prove that teaching communication
skills can improve patient management in real practice. This study shows the association
of communication skills and long-case management scores indicating that good
communication may improve history taking and the discussion of management plans
both with a senior team member and the patient. Brown (1995) has also noted that
doctors could improve interpersonal communication practices with patients in small but
important ways, to the greater satisfaction of both sides. Most of the doctors were willing
to apply communication skills once they were convinced that use of the techniques would
not necessarily lengthen consultation and that concrete skills could be mastered through
training programs that emphasized practical approaches. The awareness and acceptance
of communication skills training among students was also high as evidenced in an Indian
study showing that 93% of students perceived communication skills training as very
relevant for clinical practice, and 78% experienced improvement in communication skills
after training, indicating that it was a trainable skill (Jagzape et al., 2015).
Teaching communication skills can improve the patient management as evidenced
by the higher score in the long-case station.
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I FEEL CONNECTED: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF
STUDENT ENGAGEMENT AND LECTURERS’
CREDIBILITY
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VIKANESWARI SHANMUGAM**
ABSTRACT
Communication is essential. Having the ability to communicate thoughts, ideas, and feelings
is crucial in all environments. The education industry regards communication as a core business
to transfer knowledge. This paper focuses on how two different groups of students at Sunway
University, Malaysia, perceived Lecturers’ Credibility (LC) in a class that enhances the Students’
Engagement (SE). A group of 50 to 60 students from the Faculty of Arts (FoA) and School of
Business (SoB) completed measures of LC and SE using McCroskey and Teven’s (1999) Source
Credibility Questionnaire (SCQ) and Students Engagement Survey from Indicators of Positive
Development Conference, Child Trends. The variables for LC comprise competence, character and
caring (CCC), and the variables for SE consist of cognitive, behaviour and emotion (CBE). The
study aims to determine if there are any differences in SE between students from FoA and SoB
with their perceived LC. Hopefully, the study sheds some light on the research question: “Are
there any differences among Faculty of Arts students and School of Business students in the
relationship between lecturers’ credibility and students’ engagement?”
Keywords: Cultural Studies, Communication Studies, Information Technology, Sociology,
Political Science.

INTRODUCTION
Most lecturers aim to finish each semester feeling content with their subject delivery
and believing that students have learned what they have been taught. Teaching is a
noble profession and imparts knowledge to all other professions. However, as in any
other profession, it may have its faults. In their haste to complete the task at hand
lecturers may lack the passion that is often required in teaching. They become so taskoriented that they overlook the capacity and capability of students in engaging,
understanding, and completing their tasks. As Barnes & Kohler-Evans (2013), “…as
faculty members, we have to always remember and affirm our purpose, acknowledge
Lecturer in Faculty of Arts, Department of Communication and Liberal Arts, Faculty of Arts, Sunway University,
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the contributions we make in students’ lives and professional pursuits, and respect the
call or passion that brought each of us to the teaching profession” (para 1).
Barnes & Kohler-Evans (2013) further illustrated the importance of faculty members
engaging in discussions that require students to reflect, analyse, and synthesize
information in a larger context. This enables students to evaluate and organize this new
information to challenge, expand, or replace old methods of thinking in the process of
learning. To succeed in accomplishing one’s teaching mission, it is crucial that lecturers
bring some passion to it. With the right type of passion, lecturers may be able to create
a positive relationship between themselves and their students. According to Barnes &
Kohler-Evans (2013), through the creation of relationships with the students, various
avenues open and honest conversations emerge about the students’ needs, struggles,
successes, and triumphs. It also allows faculty and students to work out strategies
together to decide how best to bolster success and address challenges. This would thus
lead to student engagement.
Students would also look up to lecturers they think are credible which, in turn, would
enhance their engagement in class. Much research has been conducted in measuring
lecturers’ credibility and influencing students’ academic success, but not enough has
focused on their credibility being the sole factor for students’ eventual success. Hence,
lecturers’ contributions tend to be either ignored, and if recognised, appears to be in
isolated cases. There are other factors, of course, which influence a student’s success
but let us not neglect or diminish the role played by lecturers in their immense
contribution to students’ academic success.
A credible lecturer often reflects on his or her learning and teaching journey and
when there are shortcomings, finds room for improvement. It is often the norm for
students to energise, pay more attention, and feel connected to studies when the source
of information is from someone who is credible—in this case their lecturer.
The need to address students’ engagement is, therefore, crucial in any university
environment, and this brings us to consider the research question: Are there any
differences among Faculty of Arts students and School of Business students in the
relationship between lecturers’ credibility and students’ engagement?
Literature Review
Lecturers’ Credibility (LC)
From a layman’s point of view, credibility is “the quality of being believed or accepted
as true, real, or honest” (Merriam Webster). Mazer, Murphy, & Simonds (2009) drew
from McCroskey and Teven’s (1999) work on how teachers’ credibility is perceived by
students in the areas of competence, character, and caring. Mazer et al. further added
that competence refers to the extent to which a teacher is perceived to know what he
or she is talking about, character is the degree to which the teacher is perceived as
honest, and caring refers to the extent to which the teacher is perceived to have the
students’ best interests in mind.
Past research connects credibility to the attributes mentioned above. This has been
tested further, using Teven and McCroskey’s (1997) measure of credibility. The
instrument is an 18-item semantic differential scale, with six questions each for the
dimensions
of
competence
(intelligent/unintelligent,
inexpert/expert,
competent/incompetent, uninformed/informed, bright/stupid [modified to less clever as
not to sound too harsh], and untrained/trained); character (untrustworthy/trustworthy,
phony/genuine,
dishonest/honest,
moral/immoral,
honourable/dishonourable,
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unethical/ethical); and caring (insensitive/sensitive, cares about me/does not care about
me, self-centred/not self-centred, concerned with me/not concerned with me, not
understanding/understanding, has my interests at heart/does not have my interests at
heart) dimensions (Mazer et al., 2009).
Student Engagement (SE)
Student engagement is crucial in any educational institution. To excel in studies and
perform better, students need to feel connected and engaged in the tasks they perform
daily to accomplish their academic goals. According to Chapman (2003), student
engagement is consists of student willingness to participate in routine school activities
such as attending classes, submitting required work, and following teachers’ instructions
in class.
Scholars have developed student engagement as an academic concept during the
1970s and 1980s, emphasizing student participation. After many models had emerged,
Miller and associates (1996) stated that these models focused on the psychological or
cognitive dimensions of engagement. Behaviour and emotional attachment towards
studies also play an important role in students’ engagement. According to Finn, Folger,
and Cox (1991), student engagement occurs not just in class but outside as well. Student
engagement is categorized into cognitive, behavioural, and affective indicators (Skinner
& Belmont, 1993). Fredricks, Blumenfeld, and Paris (2004) indicated the categories as
below:
• Cognitive engagement
Cognitively engaged students would be interested in their learning, seek to go beyond
the requirements, and relish challenge. According to Fredricks et al. (2004), the
examples of cognitive engagement are seen as having flexibility in problem solving,
preference for hard work, investment in learning beyond mental effort, and desire to
master a task.
• Behavioural engagement
Students who are behaviourally engaged would typically comply with behavioural
norms, such as attendance and involvement, and would demonstrate the absence of
disruptive or negative behaviour. On another note, Fredericks et al. (2004), also
mentioned that positive conduct consists of behaviours that illustrate effort, persistence,
concentration, attention, asking questions, contributing to class discussion, following
rules, studying, completing homework, participating in school-related activities and the
absence of disruptive conduct in not skipping school and not getting into trouble.
• Emotional engagement
Students who engage emotionally would experience affective reactions such as
interest, enjoyment, or a sense of belonging. Skinner and Belmont (1993), indicate that
students who are effectively engaged at school hold positive attitudes towards academic
activities such as affective reactions in the classroom, attitudes towards school and
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teachers, identification with school, and feelings of belonging and appreciation of
success in school.
Engagement occurs when individuals undertake tasks related to their interests and
competence, learn about them continuously, participate freely with (equal) associates,
immerse themselves deeply, and continue the tasks with persistence and commitment
because of the value they attribute to the work.
Therefore, this study aims to see the relationship between LC and SE for two different
groups of students namely from FoA and SoB, and whether there is a significant
difference in the mean score of LC and SE between the two groups.
Relationship between Lecturers’ Credibility and Student Engagement
Matzler and Woessmann (2010) found that teacher subject knowledge was
significantly related to student achievement. Without having subject knowledge, the
lecturer is unable to teach the students with relevant knowledge and skills required to
make the students comprehend the particular subject. Subject knowledge is essential
for lecturers to enable students to meet the desired learning outcome and satisfaction
with their learning.
In a study on the relationship between lecturer competencies and student satisfaction
Choi, Ibrahim and Tan (2014) report that interaction with students was a significantly
related to student satisfaction and performance. A diverse environment results when
lecturers and students exchange notes for effective learning. Students see lecturers’
credibility in their teaching style which comprises the competence, character, and caring
nature of the lecturers. Students who perceived a high level of lecturers’ credibility
eventually increase their level of engagement. Brophy (2001), indicates that a lecturer’s
teaching style should include providing a structure of the course contents, giving
feedback of accomplishments, stimulating students’ motivation to process and reflect on
the content, and assisting them to engage in learning activities.
Methodology
Participants
The study obtained a sample drawn from Faculty of Arts and School of Business
students from Sunway University, Malaysia. A sample of undergraduate students was
obtained (n = 116). There were 53 students from SoB (46%) and 63 (54%) students
from FoA with 32% male and 62% female students. They represented 4% Malay, 79%
Chinese, 5% Indian, and 12% others in ethnicity. Of these, 58% had completed at least
seven semesters (year 3) in their respective programmes. Malaysians comprised 87%
while the rest (13%) were international students. They came mainly from the age group
of 20 – 24 years (84%).
Procedure
Participation was requested through direct contact with faculty. Two faculty members
agreed to participate. Lecturers of the two members were then contacted to determine
their interest in and avail¬ability for the research using their students. Three lecturers
with large class numbers agreed to participate. The researchers obtained consent from
the students, and the survey was completed during one class period in March 2016. The
researchers, members of the Faculty of Arts, School of Communication, and Centre for
American Education from Sunway University, Malaysia presented the survey forms to
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students, provided clear instructions, fielded questions, and collected the completed
surveys.
Measures
Lecturer credibility was measured using McCroskey and Teven’s (1999) Source
Credibility Questionnaire (SCQ). The instrument is composed of 18, seven-step
semantic-differential scales, six each for the competence (intelligent/unintelligent,
inexpert/expert, competent/incompetent, uninformed/informed, bright/stupid (modified
to less clever as not to sound too harsh), and untrained/trained); Character
(untrustworthy/trustworthy,
phony/genuine,
dishonest/honest,
moral/immoral,
honourable/dishonourable, unethical/ethical); and caring (insensitive/sensitive, cares
about me/does not care about me, self-centred/not self-centred, concerned with me/not
concerned with me, not understanding/understanding, has my interests at heart/does
not have my interests at heart) dimensions (Mazer et al.).
Student engagement was measured using the engagement survey from Indicators of
Positive Development Conference, Child Trends. This measure was developed by
Fredricks, et al. (2004) drawn from a number of studies (Finn et al., 1995; Pintrich,
Smith, Garcia, & McKeachie, 1993; Wellborn & Connell, 1987). It focuses on cognitive
indicators with eight components, behavioural with five, and emotional with six. The
measure has previously been tested for validity and reliability.
Results & Discussion
The findings provide a valuable insight into the nature of the phenomenon under
investigation: is there a significant difference in the LC and SE ratings between FoA and
SoB students? The results indicate no significant difference between FoA and SoB
students in how they respond to LC and SE components. However, both groups of
students’ ratings revealed a positive relationship between LC and SE.
Descriptive analyses were conducted on each of the components for LC and SE. For
all three positive attributes of LC, a mean score of more than five was deemed to be
strong positive attributes. However, a mean response below three for reversely coded
attributes was deemed to be strong. The mean scores indicated similar patterns for both
groups.
Generally, both groups of students found their lecturers to be competent with the
following attributes: intelligent, bright, informed, expert, competent, and trained.
Furthermore, students also indicated their lecturers to be of good character. However,
it is interesting to note that for the component “caring” the mean score was below five
and above three (for reverse coding) for both groups of students which indicate positive
attributes (see Table 1).
The study also established that mean scores for SE components were almost similar
for both groups of students, with a slight difference in the order of importance of SE
components. As shown in Table 2 and Table 3, both FoA and SoB students rated high
for “If I don’t know what a word means when I'm reading, I do something to figure it
out, like look it up in the dictionary or ask someone.” However, the lowest score differed
in the Cognitive Engagement. Similarly, the difference was apparent in the highest and
lowest ratings for other SE components Behavioural and Emotional engagement.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics comparison of Lecturers’ Credibility scores.

Intelligent_Unintelligent*

Communication
(n=63)
Mean
SD
Skew
ness
2.65
1.322
0.939

Mea
n
2.36

1.242

Skew
ness
0.776

Bright_Less clever*

2.79

1.310

1.064

2.79

1.419

0.634

Informed_uninformed*

2.92

1.383

0.864

2.70

1.395

0.700

Inexpert_Expert
Incompetent_competent

5.10
5.14

1.088
1.014

-0.0504
-0.392

5.34
5.38

1.270
1.333

-0.620
-0.889

Untrained_Trained

5.17

1.212

-1.245

5.19

1.481

-0.670

Competence

Business
(n=53)
SD

Character
Honest_dishonest*

2.75

1.425

.742

2.36

1.257

.665

Honorable_Dishonorable*

2.78

1.373

1.034

2.60

1.459

1.042

Moral_Immoral*

2.87

1.476

1.066

2.62

1.431

1.196

Phony_Genuine

5.22

1.054

-.293

5.17

1.424

-.685

Untrustworthy
Trustworthy
Unethical_Ethical

5.22

1.250

-.642

5.28

1.622

-1.014

5.43

1.011

-.765

5.45

1.234

-1.32

2.92

1.222

.320

2.92

1.591

.812

3.49

1.256

.549

3.23

1.601

.608

3.59

1.499

.093

3.32

1.397

.319

3.70

1.541

.145

3.36

1.766

.472

4.38

1.580

-.280

4.45

1.462

-.076

4.57

1.088

.005

4.51

1.660

-.371

Caring
Understanding_Not
understanding*
Concerned_unconcerned
with me*
Has_doesn't have my
interest*
Cares_doesn’t care about
me*
Self-centred_ Not Selfcentred
Insensitive_sensitive

*Reverse coding
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics: Student Engagement Scores of Faculty of Arts (FoA)
FoA
(n=63)

Cognitive Engagement

Mean

SD

Skewness

I study at home even when I don’t have a test.

2.25

1.062

.552

I read extra books to learn more about things we
do in school.
I try to watch TV shows about things we are
doing in school.
When I read a book, I ask myself questions to
make sure I understand what it is about.
I talk with people outside of school about what I
am learning in class.
If I don't understand what I read, I go back and
read it over again.
I check my schoolwork for mistakes

2.48

1.148

.556

2.76

1.088

.185

3.25

1.135

-.796

3.57

1.088

-.616

3.71

1.128

-.801

3.73

1.194

-.863

If I don’t know what a word means when I'm
reading, I do something to figure it out, like look it
up in the dictionary or ask someone.
Behavioural Engagement

4.35

.883

-1.630

I get in trouble in school*

2.19

1.120

.821

When I’m in class, I just act as if I am working*

2.59

1.026

.266

I pay attention in class.

3.54

.820

-.585

I follow the rules at school.

3.54

.981

-.644

I complete my work on time.

4.08

.829

-1.029

I feel excited by the work in school

3.03

.861

.095

I feel bored in school*

3.06

.931

-.005

I like being at school

3.13

.942

-.141

I am interested in the work at school

3.21

.883

-.713

My classroom is fun place to be

3.37

1.036

-.524

I feel happy in school

3.46

.895

-.644

Emotional Engagement

*Reverse coding
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Table 3: Descriptive Statistics: Student Engagement Scores of School of Business
(SoB)
Cognitive Engagement
I try to watch TV shows about things we are doing
in school.
I read extra books to learn more about things we
do in school.
I study at home even when I don’t have a test.
I talk with people outside of school about what I
am learning in class.
If I don't understand what I read, I go back and
read it over again
When I read a book, I ask myself questions to
make sure I understand what it is about.
I check my schoolwork for mistakes.
If I don’t know what a word means when I'm
reading, I do something to figure it out, like look it
up in the dictionary or ask someone.
Behavioural Engagement
I get in trouble in school*
When I’m in class, I just act as if I am working*
I complete my work on time.
I pay attention in class.
I follow the rules at school.
Emotional Engagement
I feel excited by the work in school
I am interested in the work at school
I feel bored in school*
My classroom is fun place to be
I like being at school
I feel happy in school

*Reverse coding

Mean

SoB
(n=53)
SD

Skewness

2.64

1.194

0.390

2.92

1.035

-0.385

3.15
3.34

1.133
1.037

-0.143
-0.305

3.64

0.922

-0.894

3.74

0.812

-0.143

3.87
4.25

0.962
0.677

-0.401
-0.342

2.09
2.53
3.70
3.81
4.02

1.244
0.953
0.932
1.001
0.693

0.811
-0.015
-0.978
-0.919
-0.745

2.91
3.09
3.11
3.13
3.15
3.25

1.148
1.061
1.086
1.127
1.081
1.125

-0.523
-0.395
-0.326
-0.526
-0.406
-0.592
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Table 4: Independent Samples Test
LC

SE

n

Mean

Sd

Sig

Mean

Sd

Sig

FoA

63

40.24

6.093

0.696

47.27

6.687

0.582

FoB

53

40.77

8.245

48.04

8.043

Table 4 suggests that overall mean scores for LC and SE are similar for both groups
of students. The t-test indicates that there is no significant difference between the two
groups in their LC and SE ratings.
To evaluate the research question, a two-sample t-test was conducted. The means
and standard deviations for both combined (positive and reverse coding) LC and SE
components for both groups are displayed in Table 4. The mean score for the combined
LC and SE was about the same, at 40 and 47, for both groups respectively. However,
the standard deviation for combined LC and SE was slightly higher for SoB students. As
expected, based on previous results (Table 1, 2 and 3), there was no significant
difference in the mean score (see Table 4) on the LC ratings between the two groups of
students (p = 0.696). Table 4 results also indicate that SE ratings were not significantly
different (p = 0.582) for the two groups.
The study also established LC being an attribute for SE. Therefore, to identify the
relationship between LC and SE, the reversely coded components were eliminated and
other variables were combined to see the possible relationship by using regression and
correlation analysis, one of the most commonly used bivariate relationship techniques.
Scatter plots (see Figure 1 and 2) indicated a linear relation between LC and SE for
the two groups.

Figure 1: Scatter plot for FoA
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Figure 2: Scatter plot for SoB
Table 5: Relationship between LC and SE (Model Summary)
R
FoA
BS

0.353
0.408

R
square
0.124
0.167

Adjusted
R Square
0.110
0.150

Standard
Error of the
Estimate
6.308
7.414

F

Sig.

8.667
10.193

0.005
0.002

Predictors: (Constant), LC. Dependent Variable: SE
From Table 5, it can be deduced that lecturers’ credibility is positively correlated (r =
.353 and r = 0.408, both p = <0.01) with students’ engagement. Hence, it is one of the
significant factors in influencing students’ engagement. Since the F-value exceeds 4
(shows a value of 8.667 and 10.193) and the significance value is lower than .05, this is
sufficient evidence there is a linear relationship between LC and SE.
It has been previously supported that for students to have better understanding,
satisfaction, and achieve the learning outcomes, it is important for lecturers to teach in
a clear and effective manner (Good, (1994).
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Table 6: Lecturers’ Credibility on Student Engagement (coefficients)

FoA
BS

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
31.692
5.351
0.387
0.131
31.805
5.125
.398
0.125

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
0.353
0.408

t

5.923
2.944
6.134
3.193

Sig.

0.000
0.005
0.000
0.002

Table 6 shows the impact of LC on SE. The t-test for the Beta coefficient is a test of
relationship between the dependent variable and a specific independent variable, and in
this case, between LC and SE. From Table 6, it is known that both Beta values have
positive signs. This indicates that the relationship between independent variable (LC)
and dependent variable (SE) is direct and it moves in the same direction. In determining
the significance level of the independent variable, as shown in Table 6, the significance
value has to be lower than 0.05 to be termed as significant. Based on the table, LC has
a significant impact on SE.
Conclusion
Lecturers’ credibility is an important element in student engagement, which is a
complex construct that continues to promote positive outcomes for students.
Researchers do still feel challenged conceptualising and measuring this construct to see
if all the components are to be measured at once or individually. Having said that, the
discussions revealed in this paper indicate that there are no differences between two
different groups of students (FoA and SoB) on the relationship between lecturers’
credibility and students’ engagement. Nevertheless, this paper shows a strong
relationship exists between lecturers’ credibility and students’ engagement. Future
research will hope to test the credibility variables that contribute more towards students’
engagement.
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GENDER BIAS IN THE PUBLIC RELATIONS INDUSTRY
IN MALAYSIA: COMPARING PUBLIC RELATIONS
PRACTITIONERS’ JOB FUNCTIONS, INCOMES, AND
CAREER PROSPECTS
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ABSTRACT
Today, there is an increase in women working outside their home to sustain themselves
economically and socially, but the working experiences can be problematic for women when
gender discrimination exists in the workplace. In the early 1960s, women were entering the public
relations industry at a rate faster than their male counterparts, but gender bias was a sore issue
in the industry. Numerous studies have been conducted on gender bias, and the findings indicate
that female public relations practitioners receive unequal treatment in their organisation. For that
reason, this study investigated whether gender bias exists in the public relations industry in Klang
Valley, Malaysia, and if so, what the impact was on the practitioners’ work performance. The study
used an in-depth interview with five public relations practitioners from public relations agencies
and corporate companies. Feminist Standpoint Theory served as a framework for this study.
Results revealed that in Malaysia, gender bias is not prevalent because of cultural diversity and
company policies. The priorities of these public relations agencies and organisations favor
employee’s performance and competence over gender. The results also indicated that public
relations practitioners are treated fairly in areas of career prospects, job functions, and
remuneration.
Keywords: gender bias, public relations industry, female, employee performance.
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women tend to experience greater working disadvantages based on gender, such as
higher rates of unemployment, greater likelihood of being assigned work in support
positions, and lesser chances of being promoted in the company in which they are
working (Hall et al., 2011). Gender bias refers to attitudes and behaviors that contribute
to stereotyping women (Ogiwara et al., 2008), resulting in prejudice, mistrust and
discrimination, as well as workplace bullying of working women (Gyllensten & Palmer,
2005). Gender bias exits in both public and private sectors (Kim, 2014), and women
often experience bias and discrimination in workplace.
According to the Tenth Malaysian Plan (2011), Malaysian women represent 46% of
the working population, and although they are academically qualified, they are still
underrepresented in top management with respect to job functions, income earned, and
career prospects. In 2008 only 6.1% of women were corporate directors and 7.1% were
CEOs, while from 2005 to 2009 female board representation in government-linked
companies was between 11 and 14%.
Due to greater access to education and training, women working in the Malaysian
public relations industry strive to improve themselves by obtaining essential
qualifications in the hope of securing a better job. This inclusion of women in the public
relations industry has increased over the decades, and a shift is seen today in the
number of women in the profession. Nevertheless, men still dominate the managerial
positions. Given the same education level and working experience, women face more
challenges in advancing their careers in public relations.
Literature Review
Gender Bias in the Workplace and Public Relations (PR) Industry
In the span of a decade, many studies have been carried out to investigate gender
bias in workplaces, and simultaneously these studies suggest that the problem of gender
bias remains an issue for women. According to Crawley (2014), occupational devaluation
by gender continued to decline over the last 20 years. Even though gender concentration
in specific jobs has risen, employment in specific occupations has become less dominated
by gender. In Pakistan, women have limited opportunities to obtain an education let
alone a professional degree. Due to their educational levels, women have limited career
opportunities in management and leadership positions as compared to men. Women
also face the problem of pay gap regardless of their education, age, race, and occupation
in the United States (Kelsey, 2013).
The term “gender bias” in the workplace is credited to several authors to signify the
underrepresentation of women in top management. According to Fain (2011), only
16.4% of the corporate officers in Fortune 500 companies were female. Smith et al.
(2012) also pointed out that there is a strong indication of women gender inequality in
leadership positions in countries Australia, China, France, South Africa, United Kingdom,
and the USA. Despite the growing number of women in the work force and the dramatic
increase of women in lower and mid-level management positions, the percentage of
women attaining top management positions has continued to be relatively small
(Dimovski, Skerlavaj, & Mok, 2010).
Studies suggest that a woman’s gender may impede her chances of climbing the
corporate ladder, and it is important to unveil the factors behind it. Several studies
suggest that because men and women have different career needs and goals, these
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aspirations can serve as a basis for discrimination. Gyllensten and Palmer (2005) report
that women who are employed in an organisation that practices gender bias culture
have lower salaries, less opportunity to promoted, and lower positions as compared to
men who have the same educational background and work experience. According to
Shaffer et al. (2000), women with a college education take home paychecks similar to
men with high school education in the United States.
Dimobski, Skerlavaj and Mok (2010) note that gender differences exist in the
promotion to senior management levels while Velenziano (2014) claims that gender
directly affects promotion decisions by organisations’ top management. This supports
the argument that gender differences are a contributing factor to gender bias as they
occur in upper levels of management. Although gender differences may vary across
countries and cultures, it is undeniable that this unjust treatment has created problems
for women in the workplace.
Bonachristus and Ojiakor (2012) noted that gender bias exists in the public relations
(PR) industry regardless of income level, job position, or career prospect. This also
affects leadership in the PR industry which in turns influences personal decisions, worklife balances, and performance (Jacqueline, 2008). This study also indicated that in
organisations, PR male practitioners frequently occupy top management positions due
to their ability to interact and make non-emotional decisions. Antoinette (2014) noted
that male and female PR managers perform similar duties in PR-related work but
command different salaries because of gender.
Apart from gender differences, there are some other barriers to women progressing
in the PR industry. Among the identified barriers are lack of respect from their male
colleagues and insufficient support of women’s multiple roles in the PR organisation
(Kiaye & Singh, 2013). Besides that, an overwhelmingly traditional male-dominated
culture also creates barriers for female PR practitioners in their career advancement.
Valenziano (2014) claimed that power and political issues within the workplace can
prevent the promotion of female PR practitioners to leadership positions. Power is used
to gain authority over equality and access to resources. As such, female PR practitioners
are often powerless, especially when they lack support and information as a result of
coercive power in organisations.
Public Relations in Malaysia
Public relations in Malaysia began in the early 1920s and the development of public
relations can be divided into three stages: (a) PR before independence, (b) PR after
independence, and (c) PR in the new era (Tong, 2012). The Malaysian government used
PR as a tool to disseminate information about government policies to the public. During
the before and after independence stages, communication was only one-way, from the
government to the public. In 1926, the Information Agency of the Malaya States was
formed to carry out PR functions for the government. After the Japanese occupation of
Malaysia, the government established the Department of Publicity and Printing in
September 1945, to operate radio broadcasting and printing materials. Subsequently,
both departments merged in 1950 and became known as Departments of Information
(Baharum, 2011). After independence, these departments began to carry out more
functions, such as obtaining the people’s support and participation in order to implement
government programs.
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The introduction of Vision 2020 by the former Prime Minister of Malaysia, Tun
Mahathir, has opened up opportunities for the development of public relations in the
private sector. The addition of new media along with traditional media has also provided
a new chapter in the development of public relations in Malaysia. Many companies have
started to establish PR departments in their organisations, and new PR agencies have
emerged in the private sector. More PR courses are offered in universities today
producing more PR practitioners in Malaysia.
Research Problem
The 1900s witnessed an influx of women into the PR industry, venturing beyond the
traditional occupational fields considered “feminine” such as teaching and nursing.
However, in any field that shifts from male to female domination, problems of dwindling
status and salary become pervasive (Grunig, Toth, & Hon, 2001). Numerous studies
have been conducted to identify how gender affects the PR profession. The issue of
remuneration is one such concern for female PR officers (Cline et al., 1986) as they
receive lower salaries, have less opportunities for management positions, and are less
favoured than their male counterparts during the hiring process, even though women
comprise almost 70% of the PR practitioners of the PR industry.
Many studies on gender bias in the PR industry were conducted in the United States
of America and other countries, while only a limited number of studies were conducted
in Malaysia. As such, this study aims to examine gender bias towards female PR
practitioners in Malaysia in terms of incomes, roles, functions, and career prospects.
Therefore, this study aims to bridge the gap in the literature, examining the following
research questions:
Research Questions
1. What are the different roles and functions between male and female PR
practitioners in organisations?
2. Are income levels and career prospects in PR different due to gender
differences?
3. Does gender bias exist in the PR industry in Malaysia, especially in the Klang
Valley?
Methodology
A face-to-face semi-structured interview was conducted with PR practitioners in
agencies and departments in corporate companies in the Klang Valley region. The two
most important advantages of using semi-structured interviews are generating in-depth
detail and accurate response from the interviewees. The interviewees were able to
answer the questions quickly and needed little guidance. This method also helped in
clarifying ambiguous questions and eliminating confusion. The interviews were
conducted with five PR practitioners averaging 45 to 60 minutes in length. Three female
and two male PR practitioners participated in the interviews. All interviewees were PR
practitioners with at least three years of working experience in their respective
companies and PR agencies in the Klang Valley, Malaysia.
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Results and Discussion
All the interviewees were well aware of the gender bias definition: bullying due to
gender differences, sexual assault, the act or belief in the superiority of men over
women, sexual discrimination, and unequal treatment in employment opportunities in
the industry. In addition, all the interviewees also mentioned that gender bias results in
unequal treatment in a workplace with women being the usual victims. This bias could
be due to gender, race, culture, or level of education and may cause conflict among the
team members in an organisation. The fact that all interviewees had a basic conceptual
understanding of gender bias increased the validity of the interview.
Different roles and functions between male and female PR practitioners
in organisations
All interviewees believed that men were more capable in the Malaysian PR scene,
leading them to occupy top positions in organisations. Male PR practitioners were
thought to contribute in business-oriented leadership, which means they are more
confident in completing a task and have better communication skills when dealing with
their clients. Therefore, men were apt to move up the corporate ladder as they handle
tasks better than their female colleagues. However, the interviewees also believed that
any female PR practitioner with the same abilities will receive equal opportunities from
the organisations.
Decision making is important to predicting problems or resolving issues in any
organisation. Male PR practitioners are mainly in top managerial positions because they
are able to make swift decisions. They also make good, calculated judgments during a
crisis. Additionally, they are calm in critical situations and are able to handle the media
in case of any untoward incidents. Furthermore, male PR practitioners do not mix
emotions with decisions thus ensuring rational output. The interviews also reveal that
most female PR practitioners have better capacity in communication, planning, and
implementation but not in decision making. They are able to translate the planning into
actions by writing, organizing events, or handling social media. Female PR officers are
more people-oriented and this may affect their emotions in the workplace. Several issues
addressed by the interviewees were “female PR are often stereotyped as being too
emotional to make calculated decision,” “they tend to be more emotional when it comes
to handling issues,” “female PR become very delicate and fragile under pressure,” and
“female PR are always being generalized as mixing emotions into every account.” All
these issues prevent female PR officers from moving upward in their careers or from
holding managerial posts in PR organisations.
Besides that, family responsibility is a priority for women resulting in few of them
holding the reigns in the PR industry. The interviewees revealed “young PR female who
have young children are often chided as incompetent and denied leadership roles very
often at work,” “the incapability to handle both family and career efficiently,” “family
pressure,” “pregnancy,” “juggle their roles of being married women/mother at the same
time being in the workplace,” “voluntary resignation due to family commitments,” and
“prioritizing family” were the reasons why female PR practitioners were not given the
same roles and functions as male PR practitioners. The field of public relations requires
long working hours, sometimes well into the night, which is why many women are not
willing to hold high positions in organisations.
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Income level and career prospects show no significant gender difference
In the PR industry, there is little evidence of wage inequality from the organisations
because of gender. All interviewees agreed that regardless of gender, PR practitioners
receive the same amount of remuneration for the same job. Income is determined by
position, quality of work, performance, respect of the timeline, efficient work completion,
diligence, and effort, but it is not due to gender. This shows the organisations or PR
agencies in Malaysia prioritize work aptitude in granting the same salary to employees
regardless of gender.
In the area of career prospects, male practitioners face challenges due to their
attitude and educational level. The majority of male PR practitioners hold a diploma
qualification, and they are less aggressive than female PR practitioners in completing a
given task. Women complete tasks accurately within deadlines and are more meticulous
in their work compared to men. Moreover, more women are university graduates with
higher qualifications in the field of public relations in Malaysia.
Nonetheless, PR practitioners have equal opportunities in career prospects in terms
of training and in upgrading their skills and knowledge. Organisations will send their
practitioners for training regardless their gender. According to the interviewees, fair
treatment is given for income and opportunity in their workplace, and an organisation
evaluates PR practitioners based on their effort, profile, and ability.
Gender bias in the PR industry in Malaysia
Although numerous studies argued that gender bias in the PR industry is evident,
this study discovered that all interviewees agree that little gender bias exists in the PR
industry in Klang Valley, Malaysia. They do not experience prejudice in roles, functions,
salaries, or career prospects. This study shows that PR departments and PR agencies
reward a PR practitioner based on eligibility and not on gender. Most senior positions
are held by men because they are able to execute tasks better than female PR
practitioners. Nevertheless, if a woman demonstrates the same competencies, the
company will not hesitate to offer her the position. This indicates that companies give
priority to the organisational development and not to the gender selection. However,
some organisations are male-oriented with top positions for men. These organisations
have a policy that the post may only be held by male PR practitioners. In this situation,
it is not difficult to say whether the organisation discriminates against women.
One of the important techniques in PR is to develop good relations with internal and
external publics. Regardless of gender, PR practitioners must develop the capacity to
develop and maintain good relationships with them. Practitioners will try to achieve a
company’s goal and target based on their capacity and ability but not their gender.
Multiple skills such as writing, media relations, creativity, research skills, and competence
in social media will be rewarded by PR departments or agencies with job offers
regardless of gender.
Recommendations for Minimizing Gender Gaps
One of the purposes of this research was to allow the interviewees to openly share
their thoughts and ideas on how to minimize gender gaps in the PR industry in Klang
Valley, Malaysia. Gender gap refers to the difference in the attitudes, behavior, and
abilities of men and women (Collins, 2015). One interviewee recommended that “the
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organisations should emphasize on the importance of employee equality in the
workplace. When development and promotion opportunities are given based on merit
instead of gender, “prohibits any form of gender discriminations when it comes to hiring
and hire the right ratio of male and female employees in workplace”.
Several MAIN recommendations were given, such as:
•
Establish personnel policies which clearly address gender equality and the
penalties for any act of offense or discrimination
•
Provide equal opportunities for employees to prove themselves regardless of
gender and reward all employees fairly according to their efforts without gender
bias
•
Give equal amount of workloads, salaries, and promotions
•
Promote a gender equal workplace through corporate culture
•
Have a fair ratio between male and female in both upper and lower management
stated in the corporate policy
•
Mentoring programmes for young PR practitioners
Female PR practitioners have the ability and strength to survive in the PR industry,
as it is a people-oriented industry, with a small number of them holding top management
positions. In summary, all the interviewees agreed that gender bias occurs in workplaces
but is minimal in the field of public relations in Malaysia.
Conclusions
This study aimed to identify gender bias in the public relations industry in Klang
Valley, Malaysia. Although many studies have suggested that gender bias is rampant in
the PR industry, the findings of this study indicate that most of the female PR
practitioners in Klang Valley, Malaysia, do not perceive themselves to face much bias
due to their gender. Besides that, these working female PR practitioners have a working
experience that is not perceived to be lacking in promotion, career advancement and
opportunities, or is stereotyped as incompetent in the department or the agency.
The lack of perceived gender bias in the workplace for female PR practitioners in
Klang Valley, Malaysia, does not suggest that no gender bias exists in the workplace.
This is because four interviewees are from female-dominated PR departments and
agencies. A larger sample size may yield very different results and is suggested for future
research.
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INTERNAL MARKETING: HOW TO INCREASE A
DEPARTMENT’S REPUTATION WITHIN ITS COMPANY
ELISABETH FRÖHLICH *
SABINE GRIMM**
ABSTRACT
This research paper has to do with internal marketing, an innovative strategy employed to
improve information flow between departments and increase employee satisfaction and,
consequently, customer satisfaction. The research question examines different strategic
approaches and measures used to develop a process through which departments can position
themselves in a more attractive way within their companies. The methodology used is a detailed
secondary data analysis with the use of all of the different managerial approaches that have been
developed to date. Furthermore, a method that describes how unpopular departments can
improve their position within the firm, is developed. To derive this catalogue of possible measures,
expert interviews were conducted with procurement experts. The qualitative results show that
there are only a few approaches available for internal marketing, although there are also a number
of measures from marketing itself that can be applied to the specific requirements of internal
marketing. An explicit example has been developed that shows how a procurement department
can improve its standing.
Keywords: Marketing, Internal Marketing, Procurement, Internal Procurement Marketing.

INTRODUCTION
In today’s complex business environment, ongoing communication and cooperative
work are crucial for achieving a sustainable competitive advantage. Internal marketing
is an innovative strategy employed to improve information flow between departments
and increase employee satisfaction and, consequently, customer satisfaction. Therefore,
an internal marketing strategy includes the treatment of employees as internal
customers who have to be convinced of the company’s value proposition to the same
extent as an actual external customer. This in turn raises employee satisfaction. Internal
marketing can therefore be linked to job satisfaction, work motivation, and service
quality, as well as to cooperative behaviour and customer service, which lead ultimately
to customer satisfaction and loyalty. The research question in this paper examines
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different strategic approaches and measures used to develop a process through which
departments can position themselves in a more attractive way within their companies.
The methodology used herein is a detailed secondary data analysis that collects all
of the different managerial approaches that have been developed to date. Furthermore,
a method is developed that describes how unpopular departments can improve their
position within the firm. To derive this catalogue of possible measures, expert interviews
were conducted with procurement experts. This research paper is based on the results
of a bachelor thesis written at the Cologne Business School at the Seminar for Strategic
Procurement Marketing.
The qualitative results show that there are only a few approaches available for
internal marketing, although there are also a number of measures from marketing itself
that can be applied to the specific requirements of internal marketing. An explicit
example has been developed that shows how a procurement department can improve
its standing.
Theoretical Framework
Internal marketing is the systematic optimisation of internal company processes
through the use of marketing and human resource management instruments. Marketoriented company objectives are achieved efficiently by having a consequential and
simultaneous customer and employee orientation that establishes marketing as an
internal way of thinking. Correlations and interdependencies are depicted in a triangle
in which the relationships between customers, companies, and employees are depicted
as a “relationship triangle.” The company-customer relationship demands a customer
orientation that has to be guaranteed by external marketing, mostly through
interpersonal measures, while the company-employee relationship demands an internal
customer and employee orientation, which is the task of internal marketing. The
employee-customer relationship needs an individual customer orientation in order to
ensure the company’s performance (Cannon, McCarthy, & Perreault, 2008).
The concept of internal communication integrates three different steps: analytical,
strategic, and operational.
1. The analytical step: tasks have to be assigned following which research has to
be conducted and facts have to be collected in order to arrive at an as-is state
of internal communication, which has to be conducted by the status quo analysis
(Hehn, Scharf, & Schubert, 2012).
2. The strategic step: on the basis of the analytical step, a strategic concept has to
integrate targets, reference groups, positioning, messages, and topic, while an
overall strategic approach also has to be established. This builds the basis for
the implementation phase (Führmann & Schmidbauer, 2011).
3. The operational step: in the last phase, one has to determine which instruments
will enable the realisation of the strategic concept. Additionally, time, budget,
and the measurement of results have to be managed (Führmann &
Schmidbauer, 2011).
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Figure 1. Three-step concept of internal communication

Source: Führmann & Schmidbauer, 2011, p. 49
Consequently, the optimisation of internal and external communication processes is
necessary for the systematic planning of internal marketing. The following steps define
an ideal planning process that focuses on internal company departments and will be
applied later on to improve the negative perception of procurement marketing in German
companies (Hollensen, 2010, p. 546-549).
1. Internal and external situational analysis: in order to meet the objectives of
simultaneous customer and employee orientation, one has to identify and
evaluate the internal and external frameworks available for internal marketing.
2. Determination of key internal marketing programmes: this includes optimising
internal company trade-offs as well as the parallel advancement of customer
and employee satisfaction, internal communication and the implementation of
marketing concepts.
3. Target definition: one has to define targets for the aforementioned key
programmes. This requires coordination between single programme
departments in order to, for example, avoid conflicts.
4. Segmentation of employees: employees have to be segmented, in order to align
different employee groups to different topics. This can be done according to
hierarchical level, department, region, personal identification, etc.
5. Budgeting: budget positions have to be defined for each key programme.
6. Measurement planning: as far as operational planning is concerned, one has to
determine what instruments to use and how to optimise the interfaces between
marketing and HR.
7. Implementation: in addition to the implementation of marketing concepts, one
also has to look at the implementation of internal marketing itself.
8. Monitoring: internal marketing has to be evaluated. The judgement of the target
achievement is the central tenet of this step (Bruhn, 1999, p. 22-24).
Methodology
Quantitative research methods focus on a concrete characteristic of a feature,
whereas qualitative research methods are designed to gather initially basic insights into
new fields of research with all included opportunities and decision problems (Kiefl &
Lamnek, 1984). Qualitative methods analyse mainly verbal data, the meanings of which
can be captured mostly through interpretation. The research question posited in this
article, i.e. how to improve the reputation of a department, in this case procurement, is
not yet of any importance in research. Against this background, it seems to be legitimate
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to show solutions derived from practice, in order to pursue a qualitative research
approach.
Within qualitative research there is also a distinction between primary and secondary
investigation techniques. The questioning technique, which is allocated to primary
research, the data acquisition for which takes place in the form of interviews, is applied
in this article. The survey focuses on verbal behaviour, in order to generate verbal
reactions through verbal stimuli via communication between two or more participants
(Atteslander, 2006).
Different interview types are applied: less structured, structured, partly structured,
and clearly structured (Atteslander, 2006). In the context of this research the focus lies
on a partly structured design. The interview process is aligned to pre-formulated
questions which can be arranged flexibly, thereby allowing the interviewer to acquire
detailed information by asking sub-questions.
Expert interviews nowadays represent the most popular methods in empirical
research (Meuser & Nagel, 2009). It is important to ensure that one distinguishes
between exploratory, systemising, and theory-generating expert interviews. The applied
investigation technique in this paper is the systemising expert interview, as the
systematic gaining of data from a practical point of view is the focus of the research. By
employing a relatively elaborate questionnaire, the expert is depicted as an advisor and
the owner of specific operational and expert know-how (Bogner & Menz, 2009).
The results convey a positive first impression, highlighting whether the reputation of
procurement in a company is seen as either negative or positive and how to improve it
respectively. Furthermore, the question was raised if a certain defined purchaser
stereotype exists. Based on these findings, first assumptions will be made on how a
purchasing position should look like, in order to meet the challenges of the future.
Internal Procurement Marketing: How Much Marketing Does Procurement
Need?
Marketing experts still doubt the expertise of purchasers—when the one is talking
about emotions, the other one responds with numerical figures (Reidel, 2012). This
understanding represents the mostly poor reputation of the procurement function within
a company. While the demand carrier (consumer) defines purchasing as a supportive
task only, to simply carrying out predefined demands in the most cost-efficient and
reliable way, the procurement function wants to be perceived as a partner on the same
level. Procurement contributes directly to profit maximisation, and every penny saved in
this department directly increases the profit of a company. Due to the poor reputation
from which procurement still suffers, it is not seen as a function with particularly
favourable career opportunities, and so to exploit this potential, qualified employees are
needed. Therefore, the achieved added value of the procurement department requires
visualisation and perceptibility. This can be achieved by through efficient procurement
controls; however, without successful relationship management, the generated results
may have little, if any, impact (Fröhlich, 2014b).
Internal Procurement Marketing Targets
The procurement function increasingly takes over the role of an interface manager.
This job description includes the management of different departments and tasks. For
interface managers it is very important to communicate with all involved functions
(Hehn, Scharf, & Schubert, 2012). In order to get involved in product development
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processes at an early stage, and to use the innovative potential of suppliers to strengthen
market position, procurement managers have to gather appropriate information, but
they also have to make sure that this relevant information is passed on to cooperating
functional areas. The crucial question is how can purchasing managers make sure that
functions such as research and development, construction, production, marketing, and
HR want to collaborate with them? Procurement employees need to be persuasive and
think from the consumer’s perspective (demand carrier) (Fröhlich, 2014b).
In this context, one often refers to the concept of adopting other perspectives. To
enable purchasing managers to steer a relationship with demand carriers in a trustful
way they have to put themselves in the demand carrier’s position. This, for example,
helps purchasers to sell necessary cost reduction measures (Lippe, 2014).
The task itself, however, needs relationship commitment from both sides. In this
context the focus lies on allocating incentives. The procurement department needs to
make clear what kind of added value an improvement in the reputation of the purchasing
function will create, if this comes along with harmonious collaboration among all the
relevant function owners.
Companies nowadays are constantly forced to reinvent themselves over and over
again; change management is one of the central organisational themes in this regard
(Lippe, 2014). This trend can be used to create a new purchasing image in order to meet
upcoming challenges successfully, such as volatile price developments, continuously
increasing cost pressures, delivering constant quality, and fulfilling consumers’ demands
(Fröhlich, 2014b).
Figure 2. Internal Procurement Marketing Targets

Source: Own illustration, based on Lippe, 2014.
Internal procurement marketing can thus be defined as a partner- and serviceoriented behaviour of procurement employees with a view to providing better
performance and therefore contributing added value to the company’s success. Hence,
procurement employees have to understand “the market”—in the context of this article
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the market is the company itself and, respectively, the demand carriers of the
cooperating functions (Bruhn, 1999).
Internal procurement marketing promotes the loyalty and confidence of demand
carriers and therefore increases the previously required relationship commitment. In
order to explain why it is difficult for internal customers to terminate relationships with
a well-tried supplier, one can refer to the well-known theory of cognitive dissonance,
because demand carriers tend to legitimise purchase decisions by suppressing negative
supplier experiences and only express any positive characteristics to procurement
managers. Maverick buying, and with it possible negative consequences such as further
costs or complaints or the definitive diminishing influence of procurement, can be
prevented (Moosmann & Fröhlich, 2014). The better reputation of a purchasing
department builds mutual trust with cooperating functional areas and thus avoids
maverick buying, which is still a serious issue in German companies.
Internal procurement marketing also influences HR management in that the
purchaser needs to fulfil multifaceted tasks, which complicates a clear role definition.
Nonetheless, internal procurement marketing helps to accept the given new role and to
identify with it, in which case the attractiveness of workplace “procurement” is raised.
This improved understanding of procurement as an interesting job opportunity with good
career prospects might also solve the problem of numerous vacant positions in this
discipline, because often procurement is perceived by high potentials as a dead-end job
offering very little in the way of real development or career opportunities (Fröhlich,
2005). This new understanding of procurement, and the stronger identification of
procurement employees with this new role, highlight attractive workplaces and enable
purchasers to create awareness of the most important procurement targets.
To conclude, purchasing should definitely not be perceived merely as a “service
centre” simply supporting other functional areas in terms of fulfilling orders; the muchquoted term “service mentality in procurement” is a thing of the past. With the help of
internal procurement marketing, purchasers should confidently position themselves as
equitable partners within the company.
An Internal Procurement Marketing Model
In the following paragraph some references are illustrated on how an internal
procurement marketing concept can be implemented successfully. At first, it is necessary
to detect weak points in the procurement function through a situational analysis. A high
maverick buying quota, for instance, can be seen as an indicator of missing confidence
in procurement performance. The shortcomings identified in the situation analysis
determine the next steps in the internal procurement marketing model, namely the
strategic and operational planning of internal procurement marketing. By improving the
internal customer’s (demand carrier) orientation, one can, for instance, counter the
previously mentioned problem of a high maverick buying quota.
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Figure 3. Internal procurement marketing process.

Source: Own illustration, based on Bruhn, 1999, p. 22.
The strategic planning phase covers the formulation of a vision and a number of
targets, as described in the previous chapter. This clear statement is necessary to
motivate all procurement employees to support the implementation of adequate
measures and to improve the reputation of the function. Budgeting concludes the
strategic planning process of the internal procurement marketing concept, since without
the allocation of financial resources to undertake training and development measures in
the context of soft skills and leadership skills, any successful implementation is at risk.
In the next step, operative planning, marketing management instruments (e.g.
internal communication measures employed to clarify goals and visions for employees
as well as internal customers successfully) and human resource management-related
instruments (e.g. the right employee selection in procurement) play a vital role. The
successful implementation of internal procurement marketing is only possible if top
management as well as chief procurement officers support the application of adequate
internal procurement marketing instruments. Furthermore, procurement employees
have to be competent and qualified; relevant competencies and experience are required.
Standardised employee surveys and internal market research help to the measure target
achievement of internal procurement marketing (Fröhlich, 2014b; Lippe, 2014).
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Figure 4. Marketing- and HR-related instruments of internal procurement marketing

Source: Own illustration.
In summary, workplace design and internal “top-down communication” promote
target achievement in internal marketing by making it easier for purchasers to define
and accept their new role and thereby increase the reputation and standing of their
departments. It is very important to understand that this approach only realises the
desired output if employees are guided by communicating visions and ideas instead of
manipulating them. These marketing management-related instruments require the
execution of human resource-related instruments. Without hiring the right people and
developing an understanding of the necessary competencies in the HR department,
internal marketing is intrinsically doomed. Possible required skills for internal marketing
are mentioned in Figure 4.
In the next step of implementing internal procurement marketing, management has
to clearly define what is possible. This requires a sound analysis of necessary potentials
such as financial resources or assets in comparison to what is available in purchasing.
Furthermore, the implementation of internal procurement marketing determines
acceptance within the company. All cooperating demand carriers (internal customers)
support purchasing efforts in terms of creating added value, and a so-called “integrated
supply chain” is established, the major purpose of which is to direct all activities taken
by stakeholders involved in this supply chain to fulfil the requirements of the end
customer. Monitoring achieved results drives the internal procurement marketing
process.
Conclusions
Internal marketing will gain even more importance in the future as it fosters company
competitiveness. Therefore, employees have to be trained in how to improve the positive
internal perception of their department. In this respect a process model was developed
to analyse possible measures to achieve these targets. The measures, collected and
clearly depicted herein, are a first step for advanced research in regard to expert
interviews in order to find out which ones should be developed further.
Future research regarding sustainable interface management will be conducted
within the dissertation of one of the authors. Internal branding is one important part of
sustainable interface management and the method that can be applied to improve
internal communication and collaboration.
In summary, successful purchasing is achieved through teamwork! The intention of
this chapter was to turn procurement employees into valuable members of, for example,
product development teams and thereby increase sustainably the added value of
procurement.
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